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Business and Home

FOR ALLYOUR

kemn '
HARDWARE &

PERIPHERALS

Mouse balls heavy (pack of10)
Mouse forA7000/4-N/C
Mouse for allAcorns (not A7000 etc)
Original mouse for all Acorns (not A7K)

£15 (17.62

£10 (11.75

£12 £14.10

£16 £18.80

ACORN A7000+ COMPUTERS FIXING KITS & CABLES etc

SPECIAL OFFER!

ISDN MODEM + FREE

INTERNET CONNECTION

1A7000+ Classic CO
3+Classic HD

IA7000+Odyssey CD
A7000+Odyssey Network
A7000+Odyssey Primary
A7000+Odyssey Secondary
A7000->- Odyssey Surf

:' lucVAT

£499 £536.32

£449 £527.57

£549 £645.07

£525 (616.37

£599 £703 82

£599 £703.82

£699 £821.32

£299 £351.321

ACORN NC COMPUTERS

Sprinter 16MB
Sprinter 16MB • lopcai ready £299 £351.321
Sprinter system 16MB inc 14" Monitor £379 (445.321

2nd slice for Rise PC inc 4way b'plane £76 £89.301
A4 IDE hard drive fixing kit £|2 £14,10
A7000/+backplane (not ifCD already installed) £34 £39.95
fixing kits for hard drives £8 £9.40
Monitor cable for allAcorn (selection) £10 £11,75
Podule case for A3000 £|6 (18.80
Rise PC 2slot backplane £29 (34,07
SCSI I 8 II cables choice from £|0 (11.75
SCSI terminator/adaptors (selection) £|0 (11.751
SCSI/IDE ribbon cables from £5 /J.J

FLOPPY DISC DRIVES

incVAT and delivery

2x 64kbps channels
IS9xl30x40mm

footprint
2 analogue ports

Argonet ISP trial

MODEM

ACORN RISC PC COMPUTERS

Rise PC23312GB 8MB EWriter

Rise PC233T 4GB 16MB EV/riter

| Rise PC233T CD
jRise PC233T DVD

Rise PC233T Web Wizard

£749 I

£799 I

£879 £1032.821
£929 £1091.571
£1149 £1350.07

CD ROM DRIVES

CD ROM fixing kit(data 8 audio cable)
IDE 24x speed CD ROM drive
IDE 44x speed CD ROM drive
IDE CD driverfor Rise PC 8A7000

SCSI 32x speed CD ROM drive
SCSI 4xspeed CD ROM drive
SCSI 8x speed CD ROM drive

CD TOWERS

40x CD7 drive Tower

18x CD 7drive Tower

£4 £4.10

£30 (35.25

£35 £4l.i;

£25 £29.37

£69 £81.07

£29 £34.07

£30 £35.25

£549 £645.07

£379 £445.32

CD WRITER

SPECIAL OFFER!

GREAT
from/f%PV inc VAT

6x record
4x re-write
16x read

Distribute your
resources, back-up
your data and give
yourself unlimited

storage!

l/;H'J

*25I
CD WRITERS

16x4x16 SCSI CD int ReWriter inc ICDBurn £219 £257.321
16x4x16 SCSI Ext CD ReWriter inc ICDBurn £249 £292.571

COMBOS (HD & CD)

8xCD 8 I00MBHD-external SCSI
8xCD 8 500MB HD-external SCSI

£99 £116.32

£129 £151.57

EXTENDED WARRANTY

A7000/A7000 + extended warranty - Iyear £59 £69.321
IA700O/A70O0+ extended warranty - 2year £109 £123.07

I/A7000 + extended warranty - 4year £189 £222.07
Rise PC (600/700) extended warranty - Iyear £89 £104.571
Rise PC (600/700) extended warranty - 2year £159 i
Rise PC (600/700) extended warranty - 4year £279 £327.821

!StrongARM Rise PC extended warranty - Iyear £99 £116.3! I
StrongARM Rise PC extended warranty - 2year £179 £210.3! I
StrongARM Rise PC extended warranty - 4year £319 £374.821

EXTERNAL SCSI CASES

Acorn MEII2xCD + free 5.25in slot £49 £57.571
Case for single SCSI device £40 £47.001
Combo casefor2 SCSI devices £60 £70.50

Floppy drive A30I0 orA3020
floppy drive A4/5000 A7000 RiscPC
Floppy drive for A3000
Replacement floppy drive for A4

HARD DRIVES

£29 (34.0) I

£29 £34.07

£29 (34.07

£20 (23.50

I28k ISDN l- 2analogue phone ports
128kISDN hub routerwith lOBaseT

128kISDN modem

128k ISDN modem router (managed)
56k modem

MONITORS
f40 £47.00

f4S £52.8)
14"DeltaScan 1402

£49 £57.57
I4in liyama colour LCD display

£59 £69.32
I4in SVGA

£70 £8!.!5
I5in digital SVGA

£19 £45.82 I5in digital SVGA liyama

£90 £105.75
I7in digital SVGA

£179 £151.57
I7in liyama Pro 410

£49 £57.5)
2iin Hyama Pro 510

£99 £116.3!

£249 £292.57

£99 £116.32

£385 £452.37

£59 £69.32

£259 £304.32

£575 £675.62

£79 £92.82

£99 £116.32

£125 £146.87

£149 (175.07

£269 (316.07

£649 062.57

IDE 210MB 3.5inforA4000&A5000

IDE 500MB 3.5in lor A4000 8A5000

IDE 1.2GB 3.5infor RiscPC &A7000/+

IDE 2GB 3.5in forRiscPC &A7000/4-
IDE 4GB 3.5inlor RiscPC 8A7000/-1-
SCSI100MB 3.5in

SCSI 2GB 3.5in

SCSI 4GB 3.5in

SCSI 500MB J.Sin
SCSI 9GB Win £199 £233.!

NETWORK CARDS
HARD DRIVES inc Interface

70MB IDE A300/A400 interface included £100 £117,50
70MB IDE A3000 Interface Included £85 £9987
70MB IDE A30IO InterfaceIncluded £85 f99,87
70MB IDE A3020 fitting kit included £49 £57.57

500MB IDE A300/A400 interlace included £130 £157.75
500MB IDE A3000 interface included £115 1135,11
500MB IDE A30I0Interface Included £115 f13517
500MB IDE A3020 lilting kit included £79 £92.82

HARD DRIVES Video

9GB Video SCSI external £599 H03.8?
8GB Video SCSI external £899 £1056.32

HARD DRIVES Xtra

4GBXtra SCSI internal

8GB XiraSCSI internal
£169 (198.571

£299 (351.32

IDE INTERFACES

A3/400 IDE interface for 2.5in 83.5in hard drives £60 £70.501
A3000 IDE interface kit - 2.5in hard drive £52
A30I0 IDE Interface Kit - 2.5in Hard Drive £52 £61.101
A3020 fixing kit- 2.5in hard drive £8 £9.40

KEYBOARDS

AURA Acorn keyboard for A7000 and Rise PC
[Ergo keyboard

)keyboard for pre Rise PC
Keyboard cable (6way)

MEMORY

A300 8 A400I-4MB

A3000I-4MB

A3000 4-8MB

A3000 serial port upgrai
A30I0 I-2MB

A30IO I-4MB

A30208 A40002-4MB

A4004-8MB-

A5000 2-4MB

A5000 4-8MB

£29 £34.071
£39 £45.8

£69 (81.071
£10 (11.75

£35 (41.121

£55 £64.62

£124 £145.70

£23

£25

£55

£35

£27.02

£29.3)

(64.62

(41.12

£99 (116.32

£45

£119

(52.8)

MEMORY RISC PC A7000

4MB SIMM lor Rise PC and A7000

8MB SIMM for RISC PCand A7000

16MB SIMM • Rise PC A7000/-I-
32MB SIMM -RisePC A7000/+
64MB SIMM - Rise PC A7000/+

128MB SIMM-Rise PC A7000/+
Risc PC2MB VRAM

£7 £8.22

£10 £11.75

£39 £45.8!

£59 £69.32

£85 (99.87

£14 (175.0!

£60 (70.50

Ethernet Card A300/A400/A5k(R]45)
Ethernet Card A300/A400/A5k (RJ45/BNC)
Ethernet Card A3020/A4k (BNC MAU)
Ethernet Card A3020/A4k (RJ45 MAU)
Ethernet Card A30xO/A4k (RJ45)
Ethernet Card A30x0/A4k (RJ45/BNC)
Ethernet Card Rise PC/A7k (RJ45)
Ethernet Card Rise PC/A7k (RJ45/BHC)

£94 £110.45

£99 £116.32

£94 £110.45

£94

£94

£99

£110.45

£110.45

£116.32

£94 £110.45

£99 £116.32

PRINTERS INKJET
Acorn printer driver for any listed printer
CANON BJC-2000

IB|C-4400
CANON BJC-4650 (A3)
CANON BJC-6000
CANON BjC-7100
EPSON Stylus colour 460
EPSON Stylus colour 660
EPSON Stylus colour 860
Parallel printer cable
TCP/IP (LPR) postsc. printer driver

£10

£86

£129

(11.75

£101.05

£151.57

£225 £264.3)

£189 £221.0)

£219 £257.32

£85 £99.8)

£99 £116.32

£194 (221.95

£10 £11.75

£175 £205.62

NEW!
233MHz StrongARM (rev t)
UPGRADE WITH RISC OS 4

IOx performance
increase with

StrongARM
upgrade
49% performance
increase with

RISC OS 4

(call for details)

PROCESSORS

ARM 3processor for A3000 A300 A400 £||5 £135.121
ARM 610 processor (2nd user) £69 £81.0) |
StrongARM processor 8 RISC OS 4 £254.47 £29
StrongARM processor (revT) 8 RISC OS 3.7 £229 £269.071

REMOVABLE DRIVES

100MB ZIP driveexternalSCSI

100MB ZIP drive parallel not A300 etc
250MB ZIPdriveexternalSCSI

640MB MO diveinternal

640MB MO externaldrive

Iomega Parallel ZIP driver (100MB)
JAZ 2GB external SCSI drive
JAZ 2G6 internal SCSI drive
PD24x CD 8 630MB optical SCSI drive

£99 £116.32

£109 £128.07

£129 £151.57

£239 £280.82

£279 £327.82

£25 £29.37

£279 £327.82

£259 £304.32

£249 (192.57

REMOVABLE MEDIA

640MB Media for MO drive £19 (22.321
CD 630MB re-write media £5 £5.8!
CD 630MB write once media (Pk of10) £10 £11.75
JAZ IGB media £58 £68.15
JAZ 2GB media £69 £81.07
PD 630MB media £18 £21.15
Syjet 1.5GB media £58 £(8.15
Syquest 105MB media £45 (52.8)
Syquest 135MB media £45 (51.8) I
Syquest 230MB media £45 (52.8
Syquest 270MB media £45 (52.8
Zip 100MB media £8 (9.401
Zip 100MB media (S pack) £35 (41,12
Zip 250MB media £12.50 (14.681

RISC OS UPGRADES

Rise OS 3.11 chip set
| Rise OS 3.11 hardware upgrade -A300

Rise OS3.11 manualset

Rise OS 3.70 (Rise PC Only)
Rise OS 4 (RiscPC/A7000)

£20 (23.501

£20 (13.50

£20 (20.00

£25 £29.37

£99 £116.321

SCANNERS

ICanoScan 2700F film scanner
ImageMaster 8 Twain
Parallel ScanExpress 6000

IScanExpress transparency kit-slides etc
Scanllat transparency kit - slides etc
SCSI ScanExpress 12000
SCSI ScanExpress 6000
SCSI ScanExpress A3 SP
SCSI Scanflat 1200 pro

£499 £536.321
£49 £51.5)

£99 (116.11

£75 U2
£149 (115.01

£149 £175.071
£119 £119.82

£199 £233.81

£399 £468.821

SCSI INTERFACES

Storm8 SCSI2 interface- A30x0 A4000

Storml6SCSI2i/l-A300/A400 AS/7000
Storml6/IOBaseT SCSI2 8 Etherneti/f

Storml6/Combo SCSI2 8 Ethernet i/f
StormDMA32 SCSI2 i/l RPC

£88 £I0!.40|
£96 £li;

£148 (1)3.901
£196 G

£128 (I

SOFTWARE

IRisCafe Java software (CD)
Acorn C/C+ +

AntInternetSuite

TOPCAT NT serversoftware

£34.03 (1

£160 (18

£95 (!l

£500 £58'

SPECIALS

link for pocket book (AHA30) £10 (11.15
A4 LCD Screen £30 (35.25
A4 PSU Pack £|0 (11.15
A5000 Power Supply Unit £10 (IDS
A7000 Computer £299 (351.32
Acorn Econet i/f- all except RPC £5 £5.87
Aiwa 2x CD player £49 £57.57
Alcatel voice auto attendant telephone PC card £500
DFS Upgrade £5
German keyboards RiscPC/A7000 etc £10
JPI50 sheet feeder £10
Master 128 motherboard £|0 (II.JJ
MaxIT internal 500MB SCSI drive £99
Mustek I2000P Scanner (PC Only) £55 (64.62
Netproducts Netstation £120 (I4I.C
PC card forA3000 A30IO A3020 A4000 £49 (51,57
Rf Modulator N/C etc (phono in• TV out) £|5
Rise PC sound card (ACD05) £10
SJ Econet Bridge £20 (IliO
SJ Econet starter kit £20 £23.50

DELIVERY CHARGES - next day insured
Ordersover£200paid bydebic card FREE IKE
Small icems £6 (1.05

All other orders £11 £11.9)

Fitting charge (inc collection) £18 (21.15

Wewelcome payment bycheque (allow
5 days to clear), CreditandDebitcards.

EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOMED.

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY Ltd. OreTrading Estate
Woodbridge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP 13 9LL

TEL:01728 723200 FAX:( i 783 9638

(11.62

(11.15

Sales lines open Monday to Friday 9.00am till 5.00pm
Saturday IO.OOam till 1.00pm

Contact usbye-mail: sales@castle.org.uk
Visit our website! www.castle.org.uk

All trademarks acknowledged.
E&OE. All products carry
a full I year warranty unless
otherwise stated.

CASTLE

GI728 72320
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contents

Welcome to the April issue of Acorn
User I'm happy to say that once
again we've increased the size of the
magazine - which just goes to show
how much the market is expanding.
Just think of us as a barometer.

Right about now we're all taking
in a deep breath ready to hit the
Wakefield Show in just 11 weeks as I
write this, and about 8 weeks from

the on-saledate for this magazine.
This coming Wakefield show looks to
be a really big one with a possible
three new machines being released,
maybe more, plus some very
exciting, world-beating,software.

The May issue, next time, is a
bumper CD issue which is stuffed to
the gills with digital delights -
currently we're just trying to figure
out how we're going to fill the empty
70Mb that remains (yes we've nearly
filled an entire CD).

But for now I hope you enjoy this
issue with its brand new Linux User

section and don't forget you can
always write to us at Acorn User, we
always like to read your letters.

Steve Tumbull

Editor

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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Curriculum Training Associates

Dept. 04 168 Elliott St.
Ty Ides ley

Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS
EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 797777 Fax - 01942 797711

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or LOW cost finance available on all new systems.
includes peripherals, software and 2/3 vr optional warranties (iiiiiiiiiiuin deposit 10%)

RiscStation
Rise Based Technologies

TWORX
50MIPARM7500

system built-inMIDI.
3D sound. & sampler.
lObaseT port.
Iliglispeedserial
I ligli speed parallel
RISC OS 4

Software Bundle

Networx base only £399+VAT (£468.83)
Networx III) base £449+VAT (£527.58)

RiscStation

f —••.' B
w

R750Q Lite system
built-in MIDI.

3D sound & sampler.
LObaseT port,
High speed serial
High speedparallel
ports, RISC OS 4
Over£500 worth of
FREE SOFTWARE

Base only £499
IS" monitor system £599
17" monitor system £649
19" monitor system £749

Also available Ibe LitePlus,

LitePlus Base only £579
LitePlus 15" system £679
LitePlus 17" system £729
LitePlus 19" system £829

Sec www.rlscstatlon.co

+ Vat (£586.33)

+ Vat (£703.83)
+ Vat (£762.58)

+ Vat (£880.08)
64MB/80 III)

+ Vat (£680.33)

+ Vat (£797.83)
+ Vat (£856.58)

+ Vat (£974.08)

.uk for more

SA233"T"

Web Wizard

£1099 + VAT (inc.
RISC OS 4)

34Mb / 8(1 / DvdCD as CD Rom /

Stereo Spk. ANT Intcrnel & Java with
a 56K modem (monitor extra).

On L.C.F.for only P.O.A./month

233Mhz SA RiscPC

from £860 inc VAT or
£22.00 / month via L.C.F. * & we

will match or heat your best offer

We can supply any combination or
configuration you require.

A7000 + Series Machines

A7(HX)f Classic2') Mips R03.7 KM / IG IID /no
CD£449.00 (£527.58)

A7000+Classic 29 Mips R03.7 I6M /2G IID /
24x CD £499.00 (£586.33)

A7000+ Odyssey NETWORK
50MipsRO3.7(3.7) I6M £499.00(£.168.82)

A7000+ OdysseyCD50 MipsR03.7 (4.0) 16M
/4GHD/40xCD £549.00 (£645.08)

A7IKKI. Odyssey Primary or Sec. Pack
50 Mips R03.7 (4.0) 16M / 4G IID /40x CD

£599.00 (£703.83)

A7000 i Odyssey Surf 50 MipsR03.7 (4.0)
16M/4CI IID/DVD £699.00 (£821.33)

Above prices ii<> noiinclude monitors
please see teponte price list

Canon BJC 1000 colour

Canon BJC 2000 colour »

Canon aiC 2000 Scan » !

Canon BJC 46G0 colour s

Canon BJC 4650 Scan ll!

Canon BJC 7000 colour (I

Epson Stylus 460 colour

EpsonStylus660 colour
Epson Slylus 860 coloui

Epson Stylus 1520 coloui

Epson Slylus Pholo 750 ?»

Epson Slylus Pholo EX n

HP 61CC colour

HP 895CXI colour

HP LASERJET 1100

HP LASERJET 2100 PCL

HP LASERJET 2100 PS

Pholo drivers lor«

Scanner drivers lor!

Xerox

NC60

PostScript
600 DPI

Colour

Laser

Only £995 +VAT (£H69.i3)

BEST PRINTER PRICES

( Please ring lor latest prices )

A4

A3

Ex VAT

£59.00

£79.00

£139.00

C222.0O

£275.00

A4 £165.00

A4 £69.00

A4 £99.00

A4 £192,00

A3 £340.00

A4 £159.00

A3 £225.00

A4 £69.00

A4 £169.00

£249.00

£45-1.00

£514.00

£58.72

£29.79

Inc VAT

£69.33

£92.83

£163.33

£260.85

£323.12

£193.8/

£81.08

£116.32

£225.60

£399.50

£186 83

£264.37

£81.08

£198.58

£292.57

£533.45

£603.95

£69.00

£35 00

•FREEAc dm by request***

MONITORS
All monitors inc 3 yrs w

14'SVGA 0.28 (3yronsilo)

14" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-sito)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17" SVGA 0.28 (lyrRTB)

17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-silo)

17"SVGA 0.28m-modiaCIyi)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21" SVGA0.25 (Syron-site)
38" SVGA MM (lyr on-sito)

15" liyama Vision Master 350

17" liyama Vision Master FST

17" liyama Pro 410

19" liyamo Pro 450

21" liyama Pro Diamondtron

AKF52 Multisync14" 1yiRTB

AKFI2PAL M"ic!uebSOday*

AKFSZ'53 Wsync refuib SOdays

AKF60SVGA WnHurOBCOays

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

ty unless t

Ex VAT

£70.00

£99.00

£95.00

£119.00

£127.65

£14900

£169.00

£249.00

£54000

£1445.00

£125.00

£235.00

£249.00

£390.00

£630.00

£149.00

£49.00

£99 00

£59.00

£850

pccilicd

Inc VAT

£92.83

£116.32

£111.62

£139.83

£149.99

£175.08

£198.58

£292.57

£634.50

£1697.88

£146.87

£276.12

£292.57

£458.25

£740.25

£175 08

£57.58

£116.32

£69.33

£9.99

CD-ROM WRITERS

<
i

Prices Start

from

£139.00 +

4X4X16X Yamaha £139.00 (£163.33)

6X4X16X Yamaha £169.00 (£198.58)

6x4x24x Memorex £189.00 (£222.08)

CD-BURN £49.00 (£57.58)

CD-SCRIBE 2 £49.00 (£57.58)

HARD DRIVES AND

SUB-SYSTEMS
A3020

Ex VAT

60/80MB £39.00

170MB £49.00

340MB £59.00

500MB £79.00

810MB # £99.00

Inc VAT

£45.83

£57.58

£69.33

£92 83 £119.00 £139.83

£116.32 £125.00 £146.87

A30X0 & I/F

Ex VAT Inn VAT

£79.00 C92.83

£89.00 £104.57

£99.00 £116.32

1.0Gb # £109.00 £128.08 £134.00 £157.45

2.1GB » £123.00 £144 53 I£149.00 £175.08
3.2GB # £129.00 £151.58 £155.00 £182.12

4.3GB S £149.00 £175.08 £175.00 £205.62

A30XO version includes CD ROM i/f which can be

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A3000 i/f add
£20.00+VAT »includes partitioning software

3.5" IDE Hard Drives
Ex VAT Inc VAT

210Mb £25.00 £29.37

250MB £30,00 £35.25

420MB £40,00 £47.00

500MB £49.00 £57.58

1.2GB" £55.00 £64.62

2.1GB* £60.00 £70.50

4.3GB « £70.00 £82.25

6.4GB ' £75.00 £88.12

8.4GB • £85.00 £99.87

12.9GB £95.00 £111.62

16.8GB £105.00 £123.37

20.1GB £110.00 £129.25

25.0GB £149.00 £175.08

36.4GB £225.00 £264.37

# requiresRISCOS 3.6/3.7 * requires RISCOS 4
Partitioning s/w fur only £25.00 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1Gb £50.00 (£58.75)

2Gb (5400 rpm) special £80.00 (£94.00)

2Gb (7200 rpm) I £100.00 (£117.50)

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200rpm) £135.00 (£158.63)

9.1Gb (7200rpm) £169 00 (£198 58)

18.6Gb (7200 rpm) £269.00 (£316 08)

36.4Gb (7200 rpm) £540.00 (£634.50)

For EXT. SCSI 1 case £50.00 + VAT (inc. cable)
For EXT SCSI II case £55.00 + VAT (inc. cable)

Removable Drives
IDE Drives require drivers orhardware

Zip 100 int £55.00 (£64.63)

Zip250int £119.00 (£139.83)

2.2 GB Orb £175.00 (£205.63)

Parallel Drives including RISCOS Software

Zip 100 £99.00 (£116.33)

Zip 250 £139.00 (£163.33)

Jaz2G £299.00 (£351.33)

SCSI Drives

Zip250Mexl £116.00 (£136.30)

PD650/CD £139.00 (£163.33)

Nomai750(270&135sq) £159.00 (£186.83)

Jaz2Gint £235.00 (£276.13)

Jaz2Gexl £235.00 (£276.13)

CD Media Removable Drive media

CDR CD-ROM

CDR 10 pack

CDR 25 pack

CDR 80mm 10 pek £12.00

CDR80min25pck £25.53

CDRAV CD-ROM

C0RAV 10 pack

<VAT

£1.28

C10.00

£2123

£3.00

£2500

inc VAT

£1.50

£11.75

£25 00

£14.10

£30.00

£3 53

£29 37

1O0MDZip

Zip 5 pack

." '.':• / ;.

120M LS t20

650Mb PD

750Mb Nomai £38.00

IGbJiui £58.00

<VAT

£800

£35.00

£1276

£700

£1900

inc VAT

£940

£41.13

£1499

£823

£22.33

£4465

£68 15

ex VAT inc VAT

1.5Gb Syquesl £58 00 £68 15

2.0GB Jaz* £69 00 £8108

2 2GB OR3 £33.00 £38.78

5 2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.38

RISC OS 4

£99.00 +vat
(£116.33) place
your order now

Pitting & data transfer, if required.
£25 inc vat (£15 with new HD).

Stock Available NOW

StrongARM Rev "T"
with RISC OS 4

only £299 inc VAT

CD-ROMS

r* «S3«»

IDE

SCSI 8x

Autochanger
£75.00 + vat

(£88.13)

SCSI

48x £39.00 (£45.83) 40x £65.00 (£76.38)

40x £35.00 (£41.13) 32x £55.00 (£64.63)
8x £30.00 (£35.25) 8x £30.00 (£35.25)

IDF. driver for Rise OS 3.5 £15 + vat

BOB int. fitting kit £5 inc. Int. SCSI Titling kits
from £10 + vat

External CD ROMs From

£85.00 + VAT

Desktop FAX MODEMS
56k X2/V90 3Com USR

56k RoxA/90 (Rockwoll)

ISDN modem (external)

ANT Internet Suite

Wobster XL

Messenger Pro

!Jnva CD

ArcPax Tax soltwaro

£118 30

, £55.32

£99.00

£110.00

£21.28

£25.53

£33.19

£26.38

£129.00

£65.00

£116.33

£129.25

£25.00

£30.00

£39.00

£31.00

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS

All scanners inc Acorn Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 (£116.33)
Mustek A4 600dpi £119.00 (£139.83)

Mustek A4 1200dpi £149.00 (£175.08)

Epson GT7000 £199.00 (£233.83)

Epson GT7000P £249.00 (£292.58)

linageM & Twainalso available separately

Interface Adapters

EESOX SCSI 32-bit DMA

Storm SCSI 8-bit (A30x9 inl)

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule)

Storm SCSI 32-bit DMA (podule)

Simtoc 8-bit (A3000/A3010)

Simlec 16-bit (AX00/A5000/RPC)

APDL 16-bit DMA

APDL BtilZ 32-bit DMA

Romovablo IDE or SCSI liousing

High speed serial cards single

High speed serial cards dual

High speed serial cards triple

£84.26 £99.00

£88.00 £10340

£96.00 £112 80

£128.00 £15040

£55.00 £64 63

£45.00 £5288

£45.00 £52 88

£99.00 £116 33

£20.00 £23 50

£67.23 £79.00

£75.75 £89.00

£84.26 £99 00



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORYI why Pay More??

A' Ycheck latest pricesNEW LOWER PRICES RISC PC MEMO

only whilst current stocks last 8Mb SIMM £10.00

£20.00

£42.00

£11.75

£23.50

£49.35

Ex VAT Inc VAT

A310 4Mb Upgrade "£35 £41.13

A310 RISC OS carrier board -£19 £22.33

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM EDO

A310MEMClaupgrade kit £20 £23.50 32Mb SIMM FPM £49.00 £57.58
A400'1 iMbUpgraclo(porMb) £25 £29.38 ™».i i- i i
A3ooo,.2MbNonUpg,adeabie £15 £17.63 32Mb h.gh clearance £59.00 £69.33

A3000 1-4Mb Upgrade £35 £41.13 64Mb SIMM £75.00 £88.12

A3000Serial Port Upgrade £19 £22.33 128Mb SIMM Irom £130.00 £152.75
4-8MbUp. (A310, 440. 3000") £55 £64.63

A3010 1-2Mb Upgrade £20 £23.50 1Mb VRAM £25.00 £29.37

A30101-4Mb Upgrade £45 £52.88 2Mb VRAM £75.00 £88.12
A3020/4O0O2-4MI)Upgrade £40 £47.00

A5000 2-4Mb Upgrade £45 £52.88
1-2Mb (exchange) £65.00 £76.37

A5000 4.8MI)25M;,&33Mhz £55 £64.63

NEW A5-10 4Mb £45 £52 88 33 Mhz Arm 3 upgrade SPECIAL
FPA10lorA5000orArm3Card £45 £52.88

Replacement VIDC or IOC chips £20 £23.50

' rework il required £25 £29.38

with FPA socket

FPA 10(25Mhz)

£45.00 £55.88 inc.

£84.26 £99.00 inc.

Rise OS 3.11 Rom upgrades
€25.(X)cxcVal( £29.38) RPC 16 bit aud o & mixer £59 inc

NETWORKING

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex VAT Inc VAT

A3000mt 10baso2 or T. Access. £89 00 £104.58

A400/A5000 100aso2 or T Access* £89.00 £104.58

A40O/A500O 10tiase2 8 T Access. £99 00 £116 33

A3020 10basc2Acccss./ex1. MAU £94 00 £110.45

A3020 10basoTAcccss./otx MAU £94.00 £110.45

Rise PC/A7000 10baso2& T Ace. £99 00 £116.33

Rise PCA7000 I0base2 Access. £79.00 £92 83

Anl Access. ROM upgrade £10 00 £11.75

Cables

2M £3.00 £3.53

3M £5.00 £5.88

5M £6.00 £7.05

10M £10.00 £11.75

20M £15.00 £17.63

Siatc I0base2 or IObase'1

any size made to order
Network Hubs (more available)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Port10baso £35.00 £41.12

8 Port 100 "special* £89.00 £104.57

8 Port 100/10 Auto £99.00 £116.32

18 Port 10 16T+ 2BNC £75.00 £88.12

16 Port 100/10 Auto £229.00 £269.07

16 Port 100/10 Auto £269.00 £316.07

(inc 3 port switch)

24 Port 100/10 Auto £299.00 £351.32

24 Port 100 "special* £249.00 £292.57

Wc .supply and / or install nil
network components please
ring for your requirements

NKTWOKklNC.SOl TWAI<I<:

Topcat sile l.ccnce

NTIiler site licence

Omacliont sile bconce

Lanman9S single user

WinS5FS single user

Lanman 01 WinSSFS

10 user s-ie licence

£489 00 l£587.60|

£97.00 (CI 13 08)

£489 00 (£687 50)

£3500

£35 00

(£41.13)

IC41 13)

£110 00 C1J9 25

£15000 £16330

MICE & KEYBOARDS

High Quality
Acorn ERGO

Mouse £12.00

(£14.10)

Acorn TrackorbalLMouso NEW

Acorn Original Mouse

Acorn ERGO Mouse NEW

A7000 replacement Mouse NEW

Ergo (std) Rise PC Keyboard

Ergo curved Rise PC Keyboard

A400/A5000 replacement K/lird

A4O0/A50OO Ergo Keyboard

Ex VAT

£29.79

£25.00

£12.00

£10.00

£21.28

£29.78

£59.00

£69.00

Inc. VAT

£35.00

£29.38

£14.10

£11 75

£25.00

£35.00

£69.33

£81.08

ACORN MKII

TRACKBALL & MOUSE

Replacement Floppy Drives
A30(X)/4(X)/5(M) £29.00+vat (£34.08)

A30X()/40()0/5(X)0 floppy allows
cross - formatting of III) and DD

discs £29.00+vat (£34.08)

POWERED SPEAKERS

Ex. VAT Inc, VAT

60 watts with PSU £13.50 £15.86

240 watts with PSU £21.00 £24.68

Subwoofer system £42.00 £49.35

Consumables
Premier Quality Ink Refills

Single refills (1x22ml) £6.00 inc

Twin refills (2x22ml) £10.00 inc

Triple refills (3x22ml) £14.00 inc

Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £15.00 inc

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £20.00 inc

125 ml £21.00 inc

250ml £38.00 inc

500ml £50.00 inc

1 litre £70.00 inc

All sizes available in CM. Y.K

FLOPPY DISKS @ 2()p!!

ARCSHARE
Acorn networking for PCs

£29.95 exc Vat £35.19 inc Vat

see network section for Cards etc

NETWORK Special

RPC network podule
10base2

only £79.00 + VAT

Hard Drive Specials

A30007A3010 170mI)

HD&I/F £69 + Vat(£81.08)
(Offers available while special slocks last)

LJ
£29.79 +

(£35.00)

Wc have a large collection of Budget PC
software suitable for RI'C Pc Emulators

and PC clones inc. Education, Home,
games an utilities please ring for list

Character Mouse Mais

Soulhpark Kenny £4 99

Southpark Catlman £4.99

Disnoy Mickey. Pooh, Donald, ole £4 99

X-Files (lour typos) £4.99

Garlield or novelly £4.99

Standard mat £1.00/Econ. £0.65

Switch Boxes

2-1 with cable £15.00 £17.63

2-1 Auto with cable £15.00 £17.63

4-1 with cable £19.00 £22.33

2-1 Monitor/K'board £29.79 £35.00

DD Re-label Acorn Iml 10

DD Re-label Acorn Imt 100

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100

HD Branded 10 pack

20 cap Disk Box

40 cap Disk Box

100 cap Disk Box

Mouse cleaner

3.5" Floppy head cleaners

CD-ROM cleaner

Ex VAT

£2.00

£17.02

C2.00

£17.02

£3.00

£1.69

£2.54

£2.98

£4.99

£2.50

£4.25

Inc VAT

£2.35

£20.00

£2.35

£20.00

£3.53

£2.00

£2.98

£3.50

£5.86

£2.94

£4.99

External CD ROMs

40x CD Tower (6 SCSI drives)

space for HD £449 + VAT
40x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI I(wilh cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI ll(with cable) £120 + VAT

RiscPC PC Cards

DX2-66 E135.00 inc VAT

586-100 (Aleph) £225.00 inc VAT

586-133 (CJE 512) £225.00 inc VAT

We slock Printer Ribbons. Inkjet
Cartridges

New/Recycled Laser Toner Carts
Prices available on request

We can repair/upgrade your
machine(s) and monitors at

competitive prices please ask
All Acorn's. BBCs & PCs

Digital Camera Specials
prices include Photolinksoftware

Olympus C-21

Olympus C-2000

£510.63

£595.74

£599.99

£699.99

Olympus C-2500 £1021.27 ,£1199.99

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT Check the Software Network

Acorn Software Bin Jahangir Khan Squash £5.00 Acorn CD-ROM Software

to out ot 10 all titles (each) £9.00
MyWoikl Support Disr. Ancient Egypt £10.00 Abuse £22.00

lOoutol 10 all 18 titles £69.00 My Workl Support Disc Ancient Greece £10.00 Crystal Maze £15.00

A3010 Joystick Councilor Sollware £15.00
Nuclides II and Elomonls II (savo £!>.O0) £25.00

£27.00

Joyslick Controller 8 Sollwaro

Ancient Lands (M'soll) CD Acorn reado

£25.00

£45.00

Outline lont (BookM)

Quest lor GOLD

RAMplily

£5.00

£17.95

Doom + Trilogy

Doom + Trilogy with book

£30.00

£32.50

£9.00
Revelation 2 £25.00 Doom Secrets book £10.00

Arm Tech ClipArl (various per pack) £8.00
Rosie &Jim TalkingActivities £16.00 Final Doom (req's Doom) £15.00

Girds ol War £20.00
Sellardoro Tales

Sim City (A5000) £30.00
Heroes of Might and Magic 2 £32.00

Boxing Managoi £5.00 HoMM Price of Loyally exp £22.00

ChildPlay (desktop Irontond) £1495
£25.00

Heretic & Hexen Triple pack £30.00

Clares Cardshop
Spelling Book (Creative Curriculum) £30.00 Hutchinson Encyclopedia £39.00

CotourSop (Colour Separation Softwan

Creator 2

D'Filo Font Pack (Academy)

DRIo Font Pack (Balmoral)

D'FrleFont Pack (FieeStylo Script)

£25.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

StrongGuard £25.00 Quake Pack (AVAILABLE NOW) £23.00

TURBO DRIVER-HP

VktC onahncer (HW/SW)

Wavelength

World Class Loaderboaid (GOLF)

£45.00

£20.00

£10.00

£10.00

Robert Duncan Cartoon KIT

Syndicate

Tots TV ABC

£39.00

£25.00

£15.00

D'File Font Pack (Manhattan) £5.00
£10.00

YITM Electncity and magnetism £15.00

D File Font Pack (Mastercard)

D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536)

£5.00

£5.00

YITM Elements

YITM Materials

£15.00

£15.00
Diary .

Driller

FIRE and ICE

£8 00

£30.00

£10.00

1/2 price (or less) Book
Dabhand Guide "Budget DTP" £2.50

YITM (all three titles) £35.00

Galactic Dan £10.00 Dabhand Guide "C" ver 3 £5.00 CD General Resource Titles
GameON(lornPC/A7000) £15.00 Dabhand Guide "C" ver 2 £2.50 10000 Clip Art (Draw Format) £5.00
Global EllRCt

Guilo

HERO QUEST

£20.00

£10.00

£10.00

Dabhand "Graphics on the ARM £5.00 550 fonts £5.00

Dabhand Guide "Impression" £5.00 D'File PDCD 5 £10.00

Imagery Art Packago £20.00 Internet into server £20.00 Symphony Music collection £5.00

James Pond (Underwater Agonl) £23.00 SQL £17.50 TopicArt CD £5.00

Various Hardware Bargains
A3000 2Mb bases Irom

A3010 2Mb bases Irom

A3020 2Mb bases Irom

A4000 2Mb bases Irom

A5000 4Mb bases Irom

A4 Portables (6 months wty)

RPC 700 bases Irom

SVGA Monitors Various Irom

SCSI 4x 6 way autoslackor

« all 2nd user items SO days Wty

£45.00

£80.00

£100.00

£140.00

£210.00

£468.00

£400.00

£45.00

£125.00

£52.87

£99 88

£117.50

£164.50

£246.75

£549.90

£470.00

£52.88

£140.87

Alternative PC Bases

i.e. Sicilians P20Q MMX from (INLY

t;24').(M) + VAT rills' I'1"" latest prices.

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD/SWITCH pleasegive name,
address, tel. no. card no. expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: salcs@cla.u-net.coni

OFFICIAL ORDKKS by MAIL or FAXplease
Carriage ehareos me. ms. & BgckBgjnjj iharvcd ai eo.si
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling tipto 25kg...£(V5() + vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. ll&OIi
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval
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CeBIT preview
There are always lots of goodies most
of us dream about and the occasional,
lucky,Acorn User reader actually ends
up owning, launched at the huge
annual CeBIT fair in

Hannover, Germany.
We've been scanning
the news releases for

some advance

news of the

show, which
takes place a
month earlier

than usual

starting on
24th February.

Digital cameras will hog much of
this year's limelight. Last month we
brought news of Canon's new 3.3
megapixel PowerShot S20. Fujifilm
now looks set to steal Canon's thunder

with its distinctive FinePix 4700 Zoom.

This is the first production digital
camera to use Fujifilm's new Super
CCD technology. Ordinary CCDs
arrange their pixel sensors in a square

matrix. Super CCD sensors are
arranged in a hexagonally sided
honeycomb. Fujifilm says the 4700has

an image sharpness
equivalent to a
whopping 4.3
megapixels. It's

also claimed that

Super CCD
technology

¥ provides better
low light

performance and
colour reproduction.

Fujifilm will also be showing a 6
megapixel SuperCCD 'pro' SLR model
which can take Nikon lenses. Agfa, on
the other hand, has a digital camera
notable for its reliance on mechanical,
rather than solid state, image storage
technology. It has produced a new
version of its ePhoto CL30 digital
camera model which is fitted with an

Iomega Clik! removable disc drive for
image storage. Each £10Clik! disc
stores up to 40 megabytes of data. This

compares very well with the
more usual Compact Flash or
SmartMedia memory cards,
costing £30-40 for just 8Mb of
capacity.

StrongARM watchers will
recall the C-Pen compact
scanner launched at last

year's show. This tubby pen
device can scan and OCR

printed sentences and
transfer them to your
desktop computer using a

wireless IrDA link. The latest version,
the C-Pen 800 will be launched at the

show. Now they have managed to
pack a GSM phone and a personal
information manager into the device.
It will also feature European language
translation capabilities.

Finally, the piece de resistance -
Seagate, famous for their speedy SCSI
hard disc drives, have gone speedier
still. Most run of the mill hard disc

drives spin at 5,400RPM. Some are as
slow as 4,800RPM. The better ones
spin at 7,200 RPM and there are a few
who followed Seagate's example a
year or so back by introducing
'l0,000RPM drives.The rate at which
the platters spin directly relates to the
rate at which data can be read from

the disc's surface. Seagate's Cheetah
X15 drive whizzes around at no less

than 15,000RPM. Now all you need is
a SCSI interface which can keep up!

More photo-real drivers
Epson's Stylus Photo range of
printers have won plaudits from
reviewers for the last couple of years.
No matter what Lexmark, HP or
Canon (excepting their new BJC-8200
Photo) throw at the Stylus Photo,
Epson always wins where photo
quality is concerned.

At last, Stylus 750 and 1200 Photo
RISC OS drivers and the printers are
now available from Spacetech. The
drivers take into account the variable

April 2000 http://www.acornuser.com

dot-pitch and six-ink technology
featured by Stylus Photo family. A
colour calibration application,
PltotoReal is supplied for the
experienced user who may want to
vary the fixed printer calibration
settings.

The standard driver for plain
paper printing at resolutions from
360 to 1440dpi is also provided.

Spacetech, Stylus Photo PhotoReal
driver for £69 inc. VAT or with

the A4 format Epson Stylus Photo
750 for £209.95 inc.VAT, or the A3
format Epson Stylus Photo 1200 for
£399.95 inc. VAT. The proof is in the
pudding, as they say and Spacetech
will send you a sample printout if
you request one.

Spacetech's Web site is at:
http://www.spacetech.co.uk Spacetech can
also be contacted at tel: 01305 822753,
fax: 01305 860483, or e-mail:
chris@spacetech.co.uk



OHP enhanced
In the PC world, the most popular
presentation package is, inevitably,
Microsoft PowerPoint. What's so

striking about most PowerPoint
presentations today is how bad they
look.

Over ten years since anti-aliasing
was introduced via RISC OS on the

Archimedes, most PC users are either
unaware of anti-aliasing or don't
know how to make it work on a PC.

So their presentations look horribly
crude, with nasty saw-tooth graphics
and text.

Presentations using packages
under RISC OS, on the other hand,
are usually delightfully smooth and
sophisticated looking. So it's with
great enthusiasm that we greet the
arrival of a new version of

Spacetech's presentation package,
OHP2.

Artworks slides and backgrounds
can now used, as can files created
using Cerilica Vantage as long as
you have a special Vantage renderer.
Sounds can be associated with

individual slides and play auto
matically, including looping. Formats

A small Australian bird sent us the

following picture andsomeinformation
about the new Main machine. Based on the

RiscSliifioH R7500 board with tonsof
extra harddisc space, the )texv Maia is a
file and print serverfor a smallnetwork -
though with suitable software it could
even be an e-mail server too.

supported include Wave,
AudioWorks, Armadeus, DataVox,

Psion and others. The desktop
Preview also supports sound. The
Gallery of slide backgrounds has
been enhanced and there are

additional dissolves and wipes.
There is also a unique new slide

hopper facility. During a presentation
this allows the presenter to skim
through an on-screen display of the
presentation and jump to whichever
slide is desired, including hidden
slides. Cross-platform support is
now available, so finished slides may

be exported to PowerPointand other
packages.

OHP2 is available on CD ROM for
£39.95 inc.VAT and UK carriage. It
requires RISC OS 3.5 or higher.
Upgrades from OHP to OHP2 cost
12.95 inc.VAT and carriage, just
return your old CD.

OHP_show and a demonstration
presentation is available for free
download from the Spacetech Web
site: http://www.spacetech.co.uk
Spacetech can also be contacted at
tel: 01305 822753, fax: 01305 860483,
or email: chris@spacetech.co.uk

ARM sponsors
electronics awards
ARM has announced that it is to sponsor the Young Electronic Designer Awards
(YEDA) for two years, starting this year. The YEDA programme sets out to
attract more young people into information technology, electronics and
communications careers. Those eligible for the awards include UK students
between the ages of 12-25 who have developed their own product ideas using
electronics hardware or software as solutions.

Robin Saxby, CEO and chairman of ARM, commented: "Digital electronics is
a universal symbol of modern life which has influenced and changed many
aspects of society including how we work, how we play and how we
communicate. All this has created an explosion of market opportunities, driving
the need for electronic inventiveness and business know-how. A programme
like YEDA is critical to meet these needs, by capitalising on the talent and
creativity of the next generation of UK engineers."

One of last year's winners was Nicholas Johnston. He was highly
commended for his 'Lumi-Walker' - a lightweight illuminated walking stick
designed to help the elderly or partially sighted.

The deadline for entries this year is 30th April. Regional judging is scheduled
in May and the finalists' exhibition and awards dinner is due to be held at the
end of June. Full details can be found at: http://www.yeda.org.uk

p://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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news

ARM breaks
more records

ARM Holdings pic has announced a
47% growth in revenues and 91%
increase in pre-tax profit for the
financial year ended 31st December,
1999.ARM owns the rights to and
designs many of the chips on which
RISC OS runs.

The company, which has continued
to be a star performer on the stock
markets, saw revenues up 47% to
£62.1 million (1998: £42.3 million),
profit before tax up 91% to £18.0
million (1998: £9.4 million) and unit
shipments of ARM-based devices
more than trebled (51 million units in
1998 to an estimated 175 million units

in 1999). In the fourth quarter alone,
revenues up 52% to £1.8.9 million and
pre-tax profit was up 119% to £6.6
million (1998: £3.0 million).

Commenting on the full year
results, Robin Saxby, Chairman,
President and Chief Executive Officer,
said: "1999has been a good year for
ARM with volume shipments of ARM
Powered products increasing from 51
million units in 1998 to an estimated

175 million units in 1999. This makes

the ARM architecture the industry's
leading embedded 32-bit RISC
microprocessor core, and further
demonstrates the enduring success of
our partnership model.

"The range of products using ARM

technology continues to expand into
new areas including automotive
applications such as air bags and
braking systems, digital audio
solutions and devices using
Bluetooth. We announced

collaborations with Ericsson, Intel,
Lucent and Texas Instruments among
others and we continue to expand the
partnership with recently announced
licensees ADI, Basis Communications
and Mitsubishi."

Jonathan Brooks, Chief Financial
Officer, added: "Royalty revenues
grew throughout the year and this
was the major factor in lifting
operating margins from 18% in 1998
to 25% last year. Royalties were
particularly high in the fourth quarter
making up 23% of total revenues
compared to 17% for the third
quarter. While royalties continue to
grow, with the ever-broadening range
of technologies available to license,
we still see licensing revenue
continuing to be our major revenue
stream."

Among ARM's many
achievements and milestones in 1999,
included the acquisition of
Micrologic, a Cambridge-based
development house and
announcement of industry's first
family of ARM Powered Ericsson

Bluetooth cores. Bluetooth is a

revolutionary digital radio technology
which enables intelligent device-to-
device communications without the

need for bulky and inconvenient
cables.

Other developments saw ARM
chips at the heart of the MP3 Internet
music revolution. The ARM9

generation gained enhanced signal
processing capabilities and ARM10
products shipped for the first time in
January this year. For the RISC OS
community, most importantly, Intel
underlined its commitment to the

StrongARM platform, which it had
acquired accidentally from Digital
Semiconductor a couple of years
previously.

Sadly, 1999 also marks the year in
which Acorn, ARM's parent company,
was liquidated, releasing almost a
quarter of ARM's shares to Acorn
shareholders - good news for many
Acorn User readers in this sense, no
doubt.

ARM Ltd remains the darling of
the stock market. However, with a
market capitalisation of several billion
dollars, only those with privileged
financial know-how can realistically
relate the company's market worth
with its much more modest, if rapidly
growing, turnover.

It's Wakefield time once more!
The fifth annual Acorn RISC OS

Show organised by The Wakefield
Acorn Computer (User) Group will
take place over the weekend of the
20/21st May. This year's show is to
be called Wakefield 2000. The event

will be held, as usual, at the Thornes
Park Athletics Stadium, Horbury
Road, Wakefield. The show will be
open between 10.00 am and 5.30 pm
on Saturday and on Sunday between
10.15 am and 4 pm.

Even as early as mid-February,
the exhibitor list looked very
healthy, with 46 stands booked
up. All the usuals will be there,
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including Castle Technology,
RiscStation Ltd and Cerilica. The

latter will hopefully be showing and
shipping a definitive 'final' release of
their remarkable drawing a
publishing package, Vantage.

RISCOS Ltd will be there too,
complete with a prototype version of
RISC OS 4 running on a Psion Series
7 sub-notebook. Meanwhile, our very
own Mike Cook will be drawing the
crowds to the presentation theatre.

Advance pre-booked tickets,
which will admit holders 15 minutes

before opening time, are now
available from: Wakefield 2000,

95 Cumbrian Way, Wakefield, West
Yorkshire, WF2 8JT. Adults/OAPs
and Foundation Members £2.50,
Juniors (under 17) £1.50 Under 5s get
in free. Cheques and postal orders
only please, made payable to
"WACG". The final date for receipt
of postal pre-bookings is Friday, 12th
May.

At the Door ticket prices are:
Adults £3.50, Juniors £2.50 Under 5s
- free. Foundation members and

OAPs £2.50 Tickets can be used on

either day. The show Web site is at:
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/
acorn/wakefield



We are proud to present the new RiscStation R7500 Lite

.... our new RISC OS 4 based computer that is about to break the
hardware barrier set by previous compatible machines and take us
proudly into the new millennium.

The RiscStation R7500 is a major departure from previous RISC OS
compatible machines. Not only does the R7500 have RISC OS 4 (the
latest version of the popular incorruptible operating system) built in,
but also an amazing feature count only previously found on non RISC
OS based machines.

Onboard lObaseT networking, full onboard 16bit sound sampling and
mixing as well as a Midi controller and games port can all be found on
even the basic R7500 Lite model. And with an affordable pricetag too,
this makes the R7500 Lite the affordable alternative to other home,
office or school computers.

So what of the quality of the machine? RiscStation do not believe in
cutting corners, from design through to construction quality has been
of upmost importance in order to provide a robust system with an
expected lifespan far exceeding that of a non RISC OS based
computer. Even the third party components have been carefully
chosen to match the quality of the R7500 in performance and
reliability.

"Whenyou buy a RiscStation computer you will know that you have
purchased a quality, Britishmade computer that is second to none."

From £499 + VAT
(NetWORX from £399 + VAT)

Contact your local dealer
or RiscStation Ltd. today

RiscStation Ltd.

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Manchester

United Kingdom
M29 8DS '

Tel :+44(0)1942 797777
Fax:+44 (0)1942 797711

Check out our website

www.riscstation.co.uk

Based Te

RISC OS 4

56 Mhz ARM7500FPE (with floating point co-processor)
16Mb 60ns EDO System Memory
4.3Gb EIDE Hard Drive

48X Atapi EIDE CD ROM Drive
Micro ATX Desktop or Mini/Midi Tower Configuration
Minimum 60 Watts External Stereo Speakers

2 x Serial Port *Rated at 460k baud
2 x PC Style Game Port supporting Midi In/Out/Through
2 x High Speed EIDE Ports *Supporting up to 4 devices
1 x lObaseT Network Port with Wake On Lan Support
1 x EPP/ECP Fast Parallel Port
1 x IRDA Infrared Interface Support
1 x High Density Floppy Drive Port
1 x 15Pin VGA Connector

Full 16Bit OPL3 Stereo Sound Sampler & Mixer with FM
Synthesizer, Midi, Wavetable, 2 CD Mixer Ports 3 x 3.5mm
Jack Sockets for Line in/Mic In/Headphone & Speaker Out

PS2 Style Keyboard Input
PS2 Style 3 Button Mouse Input

Screen resolutions up to 1600x1200 at 256 colours or
1024x768 at 32,000 colours.

3D Spatial Sound built in to the 16bit sound chipset for
pseudo surround effects.

Advanced Power Management including remote power
up or down over network or via modem.

OVER £500 of software included FREE including
DrawWorks Millennium, Easiwriter Pro, Fireworkz Pro,
Pipedream 4.5, Ankh, Botkiller 2 and much more.

gies



Have you bought RISC OS 4 yet? §
g

YES: Great, Thank you! fc
NO: Why not?

I'm worried about compatibility with my old software. Most of it won't work will it!

Yes, it will. There are very few modern applications which don'twork with
RISC OS 4.

Ah, but you have to have a StrongARM don't you!

No, RISC OS 4 will work on any A7000, A7000+ or Rise PC and on
average it will be at least 25% faster, thanks to the new kernel!

But I've only got a 420 MB hard drive, will it all fit on it?

RISC OS 4 comes as a new set of ROM's and a CD which uses about 30
MB of disc space. The good news is that it also supports hard drives up to
256 GB in size, so now is a very good time to upgrade to a much bigger
hard drive and a CD (if you haven't already got one).

But / don't want to take my machine apart!

Don't worry, we have a network ofAuthorised Installers who can do the hard work
for you. They'll make sure your data is safely backed up if you decide to upgrade to
a bigger hard drive or if you want to start using the new disc format, that allows long
file names and thousands of files per directory.

OK, I'm convinced. How do Ibuy RISC OS 4?

Contact your usual RISC OS Dealer or look at the RISCOS LTD web site for an order
form, or phone the RISC OS 4 sales line on 029 2049 2324

RISC OS 4 costs £120 including VAT and postage.

NB There are bulk discounts for schools ordering 5 or more copies.

niscm www.nscos.com



Sounding out
RISC OS

As featured last month in 'Tidal

Sounds' (pp54-55), Julian Coleman,
of City Audio Service, is a
professional radio producer who is a
keen Rise PC User. In the cause of

Art, Julian used a Rise PC over the
Millennium New Year to record the

sounds of the River Medway non
stop for 12.5 hours.

Julian has been using Acorn
computers since the very first BBC
Micros were sold in 1982. His audio

work includes some radio series

which were combined with

educational software releases by the
BBC, including Technology andDesign,
The Magic Theatre and Using Your
Computer.

These days, you are more likely to
hear Julian's work on the BBC's
World Service. His recent work there

includes some segments of the One
Planet series.

This month, Julian has announced

Power-tec

acquired
by author
Gary Partis is a very accomplished
programmer. In his early days he
wrote a string of games hits for the
BBC Micro. Since then he has

focussed on software development for
various hardware products, including
AlSystems' Power-tec range of
products. These have now been
acquired by Gary's company, Partis
Computing (www.partis.org.uk). Gary
says he will continue to support and
develop the product range.

All existing support contracts will
be honoured, plus the PowerChat
mailing list is available, but users are
required to re-subscribe by sending
an e-mail to mailserver@partis.org.uk
with the subject 'subscribe power-
chat' (without the quotes).

that he intends to help boost the
RISC OS platform as the one of
choice for recording and editing
broadcast-quality audio.

RISC OS may not at first sight
seem to be the ideal audio platform,
but as Julian explains: "The advent
of the Irlam il6 which sports digital
input/ output which can be coupled
to external A/D and D/A hardware
has given the platform new life in
quality audio work and we are now
working with others to create
software tools to enhance its

viability: initially a record and
replay utility with dub-edit facilities
and in due course a driver for

Prosound. "

Julian adds: "As an audio
production facility CAS can help
with audio production work. We can
also now supply RISC OS and other
hardware, including ISDN audio
codecs and advise on audio

production for anyone else interested
in using computers for audio work."
Julian is very keen to hear from
anyone who has a need for high
quality audio recording capability
using RISC OS: "If you want audio
material created, or you want related
hardware - ask us, we'd be glad to
help especially if you are RISC OS
fans!"

More of Julian's work on the
World Service is in the pipeline: "We
have now been commissioned to

produce a six-part series on
environmental matters to be

broadcast in May and June.
'Facing the Future' will examine

issues raised by the latest UNEP
(United Nations Environment
Programme) report called GEO
2000."

Julian can be contacted by phone,
fax or ISDN at 01634 845878, or you
can e-mail him at: CAS@argonet.co.uk

RISCOS Ltd
loses director

RISCOS Ltd's Technical Director and founding member, Andrew Rawnsley,
has unexpectedly left the company. RISCOS Ltd's press release explains that
Andrew has decided to leave of his own accord in order to pursue his own
RISC OS-based software development business. Andrew is, after all, one of
the main people behind R-Comp, one of the busiest RISC OS software
houses.

Commenting on his departure, Andrew said: "I have very much enjoyed
working with the RISCOS Ltd team for the past year, helping to build the
company from a seed of imagination into a healthy, growing business. When
we started, none of us knew what to expect, and what has been achieved in
such a short space of time is phenomenal. Now I have seen RISCOS Ltd
through its fledgling period, it is time to step back, and return to developing
the supporting software to run on RISC OS."

Paul Middleton, Managing Director said, "I'd like to thank Andrew for his
hard work over the last year, and wish him all the best for his future
software developments - no doubt we'll be hearing much more on this
soon!" Andrew will continue to attend User Group meetings as part of the
RISC OS 4 Roadshow 2000.

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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news

roup

renamed
Here's one to ponder: would
Hercules Poirot have used a Rise PC

to help him solve murder mysteries
if given half a chance? Who better
than members of the Belgian
Acorn/RISC OS User Group to pose
such a question?

However, they are no longer
called by that name - instead, they
are now known as RISCOS.be.

According to the user group, the new

Drobe
persona
Drobe Launch Pad, which claims to be

the most frequently updated RISC OS
news site, has launched a
customisation system which allows
every user to redesign the Drobe
Launch Pad homepage to suit their
individual needs. For example, you
can choose the number of headlines to

view under each category, how often
the page reloads and the orientation of
the features on the page.

According to Peter Price, editor of
Drobe: "So far, options as complex as
these have only been found on the
larger, main stream portals and
Drobe Launch Pad is delighted to
bring this new technology to the
RISC OS market. "We are confident

that this advance in customisation

makes Drobe Launch Pad the most

technically complex RISCOS Web

name is to reflect the new exciting
developments around the RISC OS
operating system. They also stated
that, not wishing to deny their Acorn
history and interest, they felt that a
new name for the user group was
necessary. Since September 1988 the
Belgian Acorn/RISC OS users have
been regularly meeting twice a
month, first as an independent user
group in the Belgian HCC (Hobby

site in the world, as well as the most
frequently updated."

Drobe Launch Pad has also

announced a free prize draw in
association with New Zealand-based

Dansoft Developments
(www.dansoft.co.nz), authors of the
forthcoming SiteWriter Web page
design program for RISC OS.
Registering automatically enters new
users into the draw to win a copy of
WebFX3D, Dansoft Developments'
advanced 3D graphics program for
RISC OS. To register just go to
http://www.drobe.co.uk/

Contacting AU J
Ian Burley:

news@acornnser.ci)in J
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Computer Club) organisation and,
subsequently, as a user group in the
ACC (Algemene Computer Club)
organisation together with other user
groups like the Linux User Group,
PC User Group and the Tandy User
Group. Tandy?! Well, good luck to
them! More information on

RISCOS.be can be found at the

temporary site: http^/gallery.uunet.
be/john.tytgat/riscosbe/

Short wave
Listeners
tools
Hanno Schwalm, a RISC OS fan
from Germany, has just completed
a three year project to create a
software toolbox for shortwave
radio hams. It's called SWL-Tools

(Short Wave Listeners Tools).
Hanno says it's the first such
toolkit for the RISC OS platform.
In Hanno's own words: "Its main

purpose is to support listening to
weak and noisy radio stations
from the far away parts of the
world."

SWL-Tools is only for
StrongARM Rise PC users at
present. You will need 16Mb of
free RAM, VRAM and an Irlam
24116 card. The audio source is

optional, but an AOR7030 radio is
ideal.

The applications offers: real
time signal analysis using 1024-
8096 point FFT, real-time audio
processing with a 256 point
adaptive filter, up to 6
individually programmed IFR
filters, fully computer controlled
radio, multisearch radio stations
database, logbook keeping and
weather FAX decoding, among
others.

SWL-Tools can be downloaded

from Hanno's Web site at:

http^/pweb.uunet. de/schwalm.hb free of
charge. Support is available from:
support@schwalm.hb.uunet.de



MicroDisntal

mico computer
Quality Performance Expandability

The Microdigital mico scls new industry
standards forsmall computers, delivering
features which areunique inRISC OS land.

Whilst Micois a completely new forward
lookingdesign it offers the user continuity
with pasthardware and software.

Micois powered by the 56 MHz
ARM7500FPE processorgiving 50 MIPS
performance with high resolution screen
modesand a built-in floating point co
processor.

Excellence in engineering design, investment
in leading edge technology combine with our
zero defectquality assurance programme
ensuresMico's high quality.

Mico is no lite weight computer, existing
users of older Acorn machinescan upgrade
in full confidence that not only is Mico
100% compatible, but that it also offersa
future proofedupgradepath.

Mico also has unique expansion capabilities,
not only can it run existing Acorn podules, it
can also run PC ISA cards and it has four

USB ports. With all thatexpandability Mico
sounds likea modern day version of the
BBC model B computer.

Mico has a completelystandard
implementation of the RISC OS operating
system whichdelivers an easy to use, crash
proofcomputersystem packed with software
that is ideal for the home, small business and

education user.

ARM powered, RISC OS 4
computers

Telephone for lull details ami colour brochure
or visit our website.

Educational discounts arc available. Schools

canregister ai our website to gainaccess to our
education site.

Mico is designed and manufactured
by MicroDigital Limited

MicroDigilal, MicioBiuand Mienf I MicroDigital
Limited I9W Acorn © 1-lcinciH 14 Limited. BBC©

British Broadcasting Corporation. RISC OSi i Pace
Micro Technology pic.Allotheitrademark: are

acknowledged

Specification
56 MHz ARM7500FE Processor

(with floating point co-processor)
16MB EDO RAM expandable

to 256MB

5MB Flash ROM

6.4GB EIDE Hard Disc Drive

48x Speed CD ROM Drive(Optional)

4 USB Ports

3 MicroBus Slots

2 ISA Slots

2 High speed EIDE Ports
supports 4 devices
hard disc transfer rate 9MB/second

CD ROM transfer rate 4.5MB/sccond

2 Serial Ports

1 Parallel Port

1 PC Style Games port
with Midi IN/OUT

1 Microphone Port
1 Audio IN Port

1 Audio OUT Port

1 PS/2 RISC OS Keyboard
1 PS/2 Mouse

16 bit sound with hardware

wavetable

Desktop or Tower with whisper
quiet fan

Software

RISC OS 4

Fireworkz Professional

Pipedream 4.5
RISC OS 4 Collection

from £ 499.00
ex VAT

Switch on

Join the revolution

MicroDigital Limited, 37 Titus Street, Saltaire, Shipley, West Yorkshire, BD18 4LU
Telephone number 01274618774 FAXnumber 01274619482 email address sales©microdigital,

website www.microdigital.co.uk Prices exclude VAT and mainland uk delivery.
We welcome payment by Cheque (allow at least 5 days to clear) and Credit cards.

Education Orders Welcomed.

co.uk
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Truism:
Pending the full release of Cerilica's
much-anticipated Vantage vector
graphics application, we thought
we'd whet your appetite with a brief
analysis of the system at the
program's heart: TRUISM II.

The colour capabilities of Vantage
extend beyond trying to provide
extra features that other graphics
packages may not have: they lie at
the core of the application and to a
large extent were its reason for being.

It's all too easy in ArtWorks to
create a design that looks positively
award-winning on screen, only to find
that all the colours are hopelessly
wrong on a printed version, especially
when dealing with many shades of
blue and purple. Most people do not
understand that there are many RGB
colours that just cannot be printed
with CMYK colours. This is because

ArtWorks (and it's far from alone in
this regard) doesn't try to represent
the colours of printed inks on screen in
any convincing way. Draw a rectangle
of solid cyan: the bright, almost
fluorescent, colour you see bears little
resemblance to an equivalent shade of
solid cyan ink.

Many professional graphics and
DTP applications take a raw approach
to this sort of problem, and more
often than not, it works well. The
screen equivalents of the four process
inks (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and
Black - known as "Key") are
hardwired into the applications so
that images destined for print may be
given a more accurate representation
on screen. This is the approach that
Ovation Pro uses, for example. Vantage
takes this a step further, in that the
application is not limited to just those

A Taster
inks. You can define or redefine as

many inks as you like, and then base
your colour palette around them,
allowing work to be created for
inksets such as Hexachrome for the

first time under RISC OS.

Vantage accurately represents the
colour of the ink on screen by getting
you to define a screen-colour for a
full tint of the ink, plus opacity
densities, ink print order and other
factors at an advanced level can be

taken into consideration. Obviously,
this presents difficulties insofar as
metallic, UV or fluorescent inks can't
ever be provided with an accurate
colour swatch. But an application
can't override the inherent

limitations of screens, so this is
forgivable!

Furthermore, any RGB image
dropped into a Vantage window gets
separated into the current ink set
instantly. If the ink set changes, the
image is automatically re-separated
into the new one. To demonstrate

this, I dropped an RGB photograph
into a Vantage window, and switched
the viewing mode to Even/thing,
meaning that the ink-separation
simulation would kick in (Figure I).

Vantage picked up on the fact
that some aspects of the purple
background wouldn't show up in
print, and represented the image
accordingly. I then removed
the Magenta ink entirely, and the

Figure 1: Standard inks Figure It:No magenta Figure 111: No cyan
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image was redrawn to fit as best as
possible the inks that were left
(Figure II) - it should be clear that
there's a slight difference in the
purple background, although the
skin tones remained relatively intact.
I then removed the Yellow ink

(Figure III), and the image was again
redrawn into the two inks - Yellow

and Black - that were left. It now

bore little relation to the original
image (how could it?), but I could
see what I'm going to get, if I'd have
printed it using only those two inks.

Lastly, I added a new ink: Purple.
I chose this colour of ink because,
theoretically anyway, it ought to
replace many of the tones achievable
by combining Cyan and Magenta.
The finished representation (Figure
IV) captures that admirably -
although this magazine isn't printed
with Purple ink so, strictly speaking,
you can't see what I saw - so I hope
that you'll be able to see how Vantage
incorporated the available Purple
tones back into the image to
represent the original image in just
those three inks as closely as
possible.

This live-separation facility isn't
just a feature that Vantage uniquely
brings to the RISC OS platform: for
the moment, no other software in the
world is capable of allowing this kind
of colour representation flexibility.
Once again, we got it first.

Figure IV: Added purple



CompoScript
Automated image processing isn't
something currently available under
RISC OS. Jochen Lueg's BatchFSI
comes close, by allowing certain
ChangeFSl parameters to be applied
to a whole group of images - but the
kind of automation allowed by
modern incarnations of PhotoShop
has seemed a long way off.

However, following Rob
Davison's impromptu announcement
in the comp.sys.acorn.apps newsgroup
that he has been working on a
scripting facility for Composition
(provisionally entitled Nora "'cos it'll
drive Compo crazy"), this situation
looks like it's on

the brink of

change.
Scripting

facilities in image
manipulation
programs allow for
a whole range of
effects to be

applied consistently to a number of
images - for example, a selection of
images could all be scaled down,
sharpened, a drop-shadow applied,
and a text overlay created in a
consistent position; the images then
saved out in a different format - all

by creating a single script and then
applying it to any given selection of
images.

The syntax for CompoScript may
change radically in the process of
reaching a production version, but
Rob has plans - eventually - to allow
for Compo to record changes made to
one image, and then to repeat those

manoeuvres on another

image: in a sense allowing
for CompoScripts to be
automatically generated,
and bringing another
dimension to one of the

most rapidly developing
graphics applications
under RISC OS.

-\Y
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tt UonpoScript
I Huthor: Rob Davison
II Exanple only.. .connand syntax nay change

let red=&FF
let opacity=0

FOR angle=0 TO 359 STEP 30

naketext "text<angle>"
i
Text:"Hello"
FontiHonerton.Dold
Size:32x32
Ongle:<angle>
Colour:<red>
Border:0,0
RuboutrOFF M 0

}

select "text<angle>"
noveto CENTRE,CENTRE

.opacity=<opacity>

let <opacity>=<opacity>*21

next angle

l.l Insert TrueTab • - ODDD

Pic of the month
An interesting submission this
month, coming from Geoffrey Booth
of Dorset. Geoffrey and his son are
clockmakers, specialising in cutting
gears for clocks and small
mechanisms.

Geoffrey is retiring soon, and
wanted to provide his son,

Christopher, with a new logo for use
on his business stationery and the
like.

Twenty years ago, when
Christopher was beginning his
apprenticeship, they restored a small
early 19th Century stable clock by
Mew of Bland ford, and had retained

the dimensions and a number of

photographs of the clock. Geoffrey
decided to use a picture of this clock
as the logo device, and drew the
separate components in WorraCAD.

Apart from the complexity of the
gear system (Geoffrey points out for
the benefit of discerning readers that
some components are purposefully
missing), the difficulty came in
preventing elements that were
overlapped by others from being
rendered fully. By manually deleting
those sections, Geoffrey was
eventually able to complete the logos
as shown - a front and rear view.

Keep those entries rolling in.

Contacting AU j
Andrew Green:

grapliics@ncomnser.com J
http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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Reflex

Electronics
The Official Service & Support Centre for all Acorn products

Extended Warranty
Purchase extended warranty or renew your existing warranty on all Acorn computers.

A7000 and monitor (one year) £59.00
Rise PC and Monitor (one year) £89.00
S.A. Rise PC and monitor (one year) £99.00

Reduced rates available for 2nd and 3rd year warranty

Free inspection / service of your computer when you purchase our extended warranty.

Acorn Repairs
\*Acorn Computer repairs from £70.00'

Monitor repairs, prices from £45.00

We also offer part exchange on Acorn computer PCBs and PSUs (ask for prices)
"includes BBC Bs, Masters, A3xxx series, All Archimedes, A4, A4000, A5000, Rise PC & A7000.

Acorn Original Spares
We are the sole UK authorised distributor of Acorn Spares.

We carry spares of many Acorn items, such as Power Supply Units, Acorn original Mice for
all systems, floppy drives, keyboards, master battery packs etc..
Please call 01438 317200 for a full price list or to place spares orders.

All prices exclude VAT and delivery. E.& O. E.

All the Acorn Support you need...
Call now on 01438 311299, spares 01438 317200
Fax 01438 311286 http://www.reflexeLdemon.co.uk

service@reflexeLdemon,co.uk

Reflex Electronics Service Limited, Unit 18,
Gunnels Wood Park, Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, Herts, SG1 2BH.



Dynamic duo
Most Internet Service Providers in the

UK allocate an IP address or network

identity to your computer dynamically
when the call starts, from a small
number of addresses. This makes it

tricky to offer access by other users to
your computer using a registered
domain name which is normally
associated with a fixed IP address.

Dyndns.org is a volunteer
organisation led by Tim Wilde of
Orwego, New York, USA with a simple
solution. They operate their own
Domain Name Server (DNS) and offer
members free subdomain names. As a

member, you can go to their Web site

and set your chosen domain name's
associated IP address via an online

interface to the dynamic address given
by your ISP to your computer.

Client programs to do it all for you
have been written for most platforms,
and there is indeed a RISC OS Client

called IDynDNS which can be
downloaded from the dyndns.org Web
site. Although he wanted to remain
anonymous, Justin Fletcher is credited
on the download page as the author.

IDynDNS is run immediately after
successful connection to an ISP, and
contacts dyndns.org over the Web and
sets your dyndns domain name to your
current IP address for you. Until you log
off, or the ISP changes the address, your
machine is accessible to the world by
name.

To complete the dynamic duo of
dyndns.org services, their new WebHop
re-direction service allows you to set a
nicer-looking or more easily memorable
URL for a Web site. So the site http-JI
www.ndirect.co.uk/~thecommspage/could
become http://commspage.webhop.net/.

Dynamic DNS Network Services
http://www.dyttdns.org/

Your number's up
Considering British Telecom's position as
a major telephone service provider, it's
surprisingly difficult to locate the
information about the impending OFTEL
number changes on BT's Web site at
www.bt.com. Although those who
receive a BTphone bill will have had
enclosures about the changes, if you
haven't taken it in, the Big Day will be
upon us on 22nd April 2000.

The main changes affect subscribers in
Cardiff, Coventry, London, Northern
Ireland, Portsmouth and Southampton,
where new area codes and eight-figure
local numbers are introduced. Local

number changes for London have
confused some people in the way they
have sometimes been laid out incorrectly
in print. As an example of the right
layout, the main Arcade BBS London

phone number was 0181 654 2212. It has
now become 020 8654 2212, so a London-
based BBS user whose own area code is

020 could just dial 8654 2212 to connect.
In other words, the area code changes
from 0181 to 020, and the Arcade number
is prefixed with 8; similarly all 0171
numbers become 020 7XXX XXXX. The

Cardiff area code becomes 029 with 20

added to the six digit subscriber's
number, Coventry becomes 024 with 76
prefixed, Northern Ireland becomes 028
with 90 prefixed, Portsmouth becomes
023 with 92 prefixed, and Southampton is
023 with 80 prefixed. Some mobile, pager
and premium rate numbers are changing
too, so to avoid that plummy "Sorry - the
number you have dialled has not been
recognised", you can find all these details
at http://www.numberchange.bt.com

;omms

In brief

Bob's listed links
Bob de Jong's Web site is an
Acorn island in the vastness of

the Internet. His Acorn links

page brings together more than
200 sources of software from

Attacherto Zap, and dealer
sites from Aleph 1 to Zynet.

Bob's lists of other links

cover almost any subject from
the Trojan Room Coffee
Machine Webcam to the

Museum of Dirt, and his
growing Index Page of Internet
Shopping is worth a visit.

Bob has been using and
programming Acorns ever since
BBC'B'days in 1982, so his
choice of links comes with a

long pedigree.
Bob's Links

http://www.ebctsh.freeuk.com/
acorn.htm

Cook the books
'.BookMaker by Nick Roberts is
a stand-alone version of his

address book application
written for the Argo Voyager
Suite.

BookMaker is compatible
with Hotlist files from ArcWeb,
WebsterXL, Fresco and Browse
and with the e-mail address

books of Posty, Messenger and
Marcel.

IStrongMen by Guttorm Vik
adds a number of other features

to its bookmark list facility,
including launching
applications, showing a history
of recent files and a listing of
currently open files.The
StrongHelp instructions
included explain how to
customise StrongMen.

IBookMaker by Nick Roberts
http://www.argonet.

co.uk/users/tigger/

IStrongMen by Guttorm Vik
http://login.eunet.no/
-guttorvi/strong.html

Contacting AU J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com
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Back/Man
BackMan is another application that
no one should be without: It's a

hard disc backup program, which is
something often overlooked - until
it's too late. The fact is, you never
know when you might accidentally
delete a vital file or get the dreaded
'Broken directory' error.

Beforecrying after the event has
happened, whiz over to Matthew
Sackman's web site at littp://www.
sackman.co.uk/namkas/ and see if

BackMan will cater for your needs.
It's very easy to setup and use, yet
contains a number of choices to suit

all requirements.
If you, like me, can't remember

the last time you made a backup
then BackMan's automated timer

will take care of things for you.
From Backman's comprehensive
configuration you can specify a time
delay of anything from an hour up
to a year between backups.

BackMan even puts a countdown
timer on the iconbar to remind you
how long it is before the next
scheduled backup. Youdon't need
to backup the whole disc either, as
BackMan can be configured to save
only those files with a newer
datestamp or files that are bigger
from those stored at the previous
backup.

One very flexible feature is the
ability to store up to 50 backup
definitions consisting of source and
destination directories. This gives
you the added flexibility of
specifying exactly which directories
you want backed up, and to where.
As BackMan copes with all types of
media, from SCSI drives to parallel
port Zip, Jaz and Syquest drives
you shouldn't have any worries
about your important data going
missing.

Although there is enough choice
and flexibility to keep even the
most demanding user happy,
BackMan's main attribute is the

peace of mind it gives you from
knowing that your data is safely
backed up. This reassurance is one
thing that should encourage you to
visit Matthews web site and

download a copy. BackMan is
shareware so encourage Matthew's
future RISC OS software by
registering now.
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DigitalCD
Since featuring in last months
column, Andre Timmermans has
updated DigitalCD again. Now at
version 2.46 it offers improved
playback for MP3 tracks, using
AMPlayer. If you pay another
visit to Andre's web site at

http://vAvw.geocities.com/
SiliconValley/Horizon/4471/dev.html
you'll also find that there is a
rapidly growing collection of

O^

colourful and wacky skins
developed especially for DigitalCD
format by Andrew Hill.

QDD:DD
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Monkey
One aspect of computers that
programmers have striven for is the
ability to fool other people into
thinking that their program is
somehow 'intelligent'. One of the
first software applications to
demonstrate this was the famous

'Eliza' program of the 1970's.
This simulated a simple dialogue

between the operator and a
computer "psychologist". By
learning key words and phrases, the
computer could carry out a very
rudimentary conversation with the
operator, and even answer simple
questions.

One of the inspirations behind
artificial intelligence was Alan
Turing, who devised what has been
known as the Turing test. To pass the
Turing test, a computer program has
to be sufficiently intelligent enough
to fool a person into not being able to
determine whether their 'interview'

is with a computer or another human
being. Suffice to say that so far,
computers have had a pretty poor
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track record. They might be able to
answer questions in parrot fashion,
but ask them anything emotional or
'human' and they immediately show
their weaknesses.

Enter !Monkey.... I discovered this
little gem of A.I. while idling away a
Sunday afternoon surfing around the
Internet. The name is inspired by the
famous mathematical proposition
that given enough time, a group of
monkeys typing randomly on a
typewriter could produce the works
of Shakespeare. '.Monkey will be ideal
for academics and journalists alike,
who are short of that elusive last

page of text, and past their deadline.
Put simply, you just drag a

selection of text files to the main

window and '.Monkey then analyses
the words within the text in order to

'understand' your writing style.
After a few moments of calculations,
'.Monkey displays a randomly
generated document emulating your
own writing.

As can be seen from the

screenshot, it's made a few trips here
and there, but the resulting output
should keep your lecturer or editor
happy, when you've been down to
the pub and forgotten to write your
important assignment or you're right
on deadline. In fact this story is a
slightly tweaked example of
Monkey's output.

'.Monkey is available from
http://www.red-squirrel.com/AF.html



PlaySound
There are a few applications in the
world of RISC OS public domain and
shareware which are so useful you
can be mistaken for wondering why
they are not integral to RISC OS
itself.

PlaySound is just such an
application. Written by Mark Scholes,
PlaySound is a RISC OS front-end for
Rick Hudson's Playlt module and as
such, I shall be looking at them both
here.

Plnylf is a disc-based engine for
playing sound samples and
supersedes SoundCon, which many
users regard as the 'definitive' sound
file player - an audio version of
ChangeFSl if you like.

The latest version of Playlt is
installed into your resources
directory and becomes a system-
wide resource, in the same way as
'.Fonts or '.ARMovie. Supporting
Armadeus, ARMovie, Audio IFF,
AudioWorks, CD Audio, Creative
Voice, DataVox, IFF/8SVX, Infocom,
Psion A-law, SunAudio, Symphony
samples and, most importantly, the
popular WAV formats, Playlt is
unrivalled in terms of multi-format

sample playback.
Rick's Playlt

module has it's

own set of SWI

calls and

whenever a sound sample or effect is
required.

Going back to PlaySound, we find
that the user interface is very similar
to the original SoundCon look-and-
feel. This means that new users will

immediately find their way around
the controls. PlaySound can interpret
sound samples using just about
every conceivable format and
frequency, so you'll find that if
PlaySound won't play it, it's generally
a bad sample file.

Although PlaySoundhas a whole
repertoire of controls and features,
the Playlt module is pretty intelligent
at auto-detecting the sample you
throw at it, so in reality you can
generally forget you've got it
installed - until of course you hear
your speakers blast to life! It will
drive 8-bit, 16-bit and even Lark
audio cards so is an essential

application for all RISC OS users.
One useful feature of PlaySound is

the ability to queue sound samples
and even whole directories of

samples. This allows you to play
them one after the other.

The latest version (available from
Mark's Web site) supersedes a

version that was

bundled on the

RISC OS 4 CD,
which had a

minor bug in the
queuing.

There really is
no excuse for not

getting copies of
both PlaySound
and Playlt and
making them a
permanent part
of your RISC OS
installation.

PlaySound is
available from

http:// www.
markscholes.

freeserve.co.uk/

software.html and

Playlt from http://
members.xoom.com/

_X00M/rick_hudson/
software /playit.html

D PlaySound: Playback Control D

programmer

notes so that it is

easy to incor
porate it into
other applic
ations. This

enhances it's use

as a shared

system resource
and avoids

applications
having to
implement their
own sample play
back routines.

Indeed,
software such as

Web browsers

and multi-media

software often

call Playlt

<no sample opened>

Index I 0:00 Length 0:00

Details 1
Filename [

Type|
Format j

Channels j
Length |

Frequency)

<nc sample opened>

Play Time [

Interpret As

Format St 16b s-lin l-end

Frequency 44100 Hz

Themain control panel -fully opened

SI.
Si.

ID

Easter

By the time this issue hits the
newsagents, Easter will be less
than a month away? How do I
know that? Indeed, how does
anyone know that? Easter, as
everyone knows, tends to
fluctuate from year to year - it's
one of those movable feasts - and

if you're not religious or
astronomically minded you might
wonder how its date is

determined.

According to the Encyclopedia
Britannica Easter is defined as the

Sunday immediately following
the (Paschal) Full Moon that falls
on or after the vernal equinox,
taken as March 21st. The church

also ordered that if this full moon

fell on a Sunday, the festival
should be held seven days later.

Of course, this gives
mathematicians and computers
something of a headache when
trying to fit it into a convenient
formula. However, believe it or
not, there is a mathematical way
of calculating when Easter will fall
in a particular year.

I won't bother people with a
technical description, suffice to
say that if you want the full
mathematical equation (together
with a host of other useful

astronomical formulae) I can
recommend the book

"Astronomical Formulae for

Calculators" by Jean Meeus.
Luckily, RISC OS users don't

need to resort to calculators and

notepads, as Omer Roucoux has
written a program to tell you
what day Easter lies on for any
year you specify - thus without
consulting my diary I know that
Easter Sunday this year is April
23rd - also demonstrating that
Omer's program is Year 2000
compatible.

Easter is available to download

from ftp://ftp.argonet.co.uk/
pub/Acorn/PD/Education/

Contacting AU J
Paul Vigay:

pdpage@ncornuser.com J
http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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Non-technica
Paul Webb explains it allTeXave you ever thought how

pleasurable it would be to
use an application which was
capable of typesetting (not

just printing) beautiful text, complex
equations and stunning graphics? If
you have, then read on! The program
in question is called TeX and it is
available for RISC OS for free.

Just a quick word on
pronunciation: The X is the Greek
letter Chi, and the whole thing is
pronounced "tek". In this article, I
will take you on a guided tour of the
TeX world as a prelude to showing
you how to typeset a complex
document fragment in the second
part next month.

The most distinctive feature of
TeX for the new user is that it does

not use the WYSIWYG method of

producing documents. In order to
work with TeX, you initially employ
a text editor - like StrongEd or Zap -
to compose a document which is
interfaced with TeX control symbols
or control words. The completed
document is then given the TeX or
LaTeX filetype (more on this later)
before running it through the Tt'X
'compiler' to produce a Device
Independent or DVI file, a log file
and an aux file.

The log file is simply a record of
your session and the aux file
contains LtfTeX-related cross-

H

fj x Maths (DVI page 1 ]

referencing information. The DVI file
can either be printed as is, viewed
through a DVI previewer, converted
to PostScript or, alternatively, saved
as a Drawfile. Of course, this is a
simplification of the actual process in
action but you should get the general
idea.

But isn't this a very painful way
of producing documents which
moves away from the RISC OS ethos
of creating apps which are accessible
to all? Well the honest answer to this

question is a tentative 'yes' and 'no'.
It can sometimes be difficult to

imagine what your completed
document will look like prior to
compilation, but this difficulty is
becoming less of an impediment as
RISC OS machines become more

powerful.
There are also many plus-points in

TeX's favour including its cross-
platform availability, the device
independence of the DVI file, price
(zero), extensibility and the fact that
it produces such beautiful output.

Is TeX for me?
Many computers users appreciate the
power of TeX but feel that it is not for
them because of its association with

complex

2_^fjn:" converges if |*| < (limsup v/|on|)" •

Ax
-» /'(.r) as Ax -» 0.

11/, || = 1, u, • uj = 0 if i ^ j.

The confluent image of
tin arc.

a circle

I 0 /"" J

an ore

an arc or a circle
(j fan or an arc

mathematics.

Knuth, the
creator of TeX,
has after all

stated that TeX

was "intended

for the creation

of beautiful

books-and

especially for
books that

contain a lot of

mathematics"

(Preface to The
TeXbook).

Figure I
shows just one

T(n) < T(2^n]) < (3r»"' - 2f»"1)

:in> •

„E -CI. J=r
Figure I:TeX is unrivalled ifyou're intomaths typesetting
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FigureII: A Xiangqi Board. Chinese chess has the
same origins as European chess

small example of TeX's mathematical
capability. But Knuth also stresses
the aesthetic dimension of document

production. He called the program
TcX because of the Greek word

'techne' which signifies both art and
science. Consequently Tt'X should be
of use to scientists and to the non-

mathematically-inclined who can use
it to produce drawings, musical
scores and game boards as well as
written documents.

As an indicator of what's in store

for you in this mini-series, Figure II
shows a Xiangqi or Chinese Chess
board which was produced with
LaTeX and the 'cchess' package
before being converted to PostScript
with the RISC OS port of dvips - a
DVI to postscript driver. But how can
TeX produce such a graphic? In order
to answer this question, we will need
to define our terms.

What's in a name?
TeX, Plain TeX, LaTeX and 'package'
are just some of the terms that I have
already mentioned. TcX is a macro
processor which is hellishly difficult
to use on its own with the result



that Knuth developed Plain TeX.
LaTeX, in contrast, is a TeX macro
package by Lamport which attends
to the structural features of a

document (section, subsection and so
forth) and thereby allows the user to
concentrate on content as opposed to
form whereas a LaTeX package gives
LaTeX additional capabilities which
would not be present in the base
system.

The 'cchess' package which we
have used to typeset a Xiangqi board
therefore allows the user to access a

Metafont called 'cchess46'. Metafont
is a companion program to TeX
which deserves to be more widely
known than it is by users. It is
perhaps easiest to think of Metafont
as a programming language which
allows the user to design fonts by
mathematical means.

Indeed, Knuth used Metafont to
design the "Computer Modern"
range of fonts. So we now know
what Tt'X is and have an

understanding of some crucial TeX-
related terms. But what about my
apparently curious predilection for
writing Tt'X and LaTeX with a
mixture of upper and lower-case
letters? Quite simply, TeX is written
with an upper-case T' and 'X' in
order to set it apart from TEX - the
TextEXecutive processor of
Honeywell Information Systems.
Lamport has merely continued with
the tradition.

Plain TeX or LaTeX?
Should you use Plain TeX or LaTeX?
The pragmatic answer to this
question is to use what those around
you are working with. If you don't
have the advantage of a tame Tt'X
aficionado to hand, then LaTeX is
probably easier to get to grips

'Pi X|

with. Insofar as your choice of editor
is concerned, use the one that you
are already working with.

StrongEd, Zap and VIM for RISC
OS all seem excellent because they
offer syntax-colouring modes which
make it easier to debug your code. If
you do any work on the PC Card,
GNU Emacs in AttcTeX mode or

WiuEDT are of equal worth although
you will have to pay a small fee for
the latter.

Where can I get TeX?
TeX will be available on Acorn

User's May CD as well as from
APDL and the ARM Club. If you
have Internet access, TeX can also be
downloaded from HENSA (http://
www.mirror.ac.uk/collections/hensa-micros/

local/riscos/textprocess/) or from the
armTeX Web site at http^/omega.
barnet.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/armtex/ If you
have a PC Card, you can also take
advantage of MikTeX, fpTeXor
emTeX which are available for

download from the Comprehensive
TeXArchive Network or buy one of
the CD-sets which are available from

a TeX Users' Group.
I particularly like cinTeX because

of its ability to generate fonts which
are not present on your system using
its 'mfjob' facility).

The TeX Live CD is for example
distributed by the international TeX
Users' Group (http://www.tug.org), UK
TUG (http://uk.tug.org/) and GUTenberg
and is freely available to group
members.

Alternatively, Deutschsprachige
Anwendervereinigung TeX e.V
(http://www.dante.de/) have produced a
three CD set which mirrors CTAN

and contains armTeX release two as

of May 1999.
If you must use Windows, check

Table Eg/dvi (DVI page 2)

out 4AllTeX by the Dutch TeX Users'
Group. Many other TeX-related sites
including those of the national users'
group and CTAN can be accessed
from the main TUG site.

armTeX
Tt-X for RISC OS is available as

armTeX 3.141 release 2 and as armTeX

3.14159 release 3. The latter distri

bution is more current but you
should use which ever release you
prefer or can get hold of. ArmTeX
release 3 now adheres to the Tt'X

Directory Structure (TDS) - a
standard way of organising a TeX
system irrespective of platform - and
uses a range of Pineapple registered
filetypes for the many TttX-related
files that you may need.

If you decide to migrate from the
second to the third release you will
have to reassign your filetypes but
this can be done with a BASIC

program which is supplied with the
later release. ArmTeX release 3 also

takes advantage of filenames which
are longer than ten characters. In the
absence of RISC OS 4, you will
therefore need to acquire raPS
(http:/www.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/
-atterer/riscos.html) or LongFiles
(http://www.tribbeck.com/longfiles/).

The file 'Changes/tex' by Jakob
Stoklund Olesen which is bundled

with release 3 describes the

differences between releases 2 and 3.

Release 3 also comes with a number

of documents which should be

essential reading during your early
adventures with Tt'X. Look at the

'ReadMe' file and the 'ReadMe-

Watts' file which are both very
informative.

Insofar as installation is

concerned, armTeX release 3 stores
the complete distribution in a
number of zip files. Base.zip and
dviview.zip are essential as are some
fonts and latex.zip is also a must if
you want to avail yourself of a pre-
installed version of LaTeX2c. What

Age of Respondents by Gender

Age 11 12 13

Bovs 14 28 33

Girls 11 20 36

Total 25 48 69

Figure 111: Generating a table withLaTeX
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Figure IV: BibTeX generates references usingthe'Plain'style
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Hands On

ua Bar Eg/dvi (DVI page 2)
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Figure V: Creating bars charts is easywiththe'Bar'package

else you choose will of course
depend upon your intentions.
Mathematicianswill appreciate
ams.zip which contains
mathematical typesetting tools while
users of 4Mb machines will be

grateful for the inclusion of
lowmemory.zip.

A new DVI pre viewer - SeeDVI -
has also been made available by
David Bryan in order to build upon
the precedent set by Paul Field's
DVIview. SeeDVI doesn't, as yet, have
a print facility but it is very fast,
supports colour, and is still under
development.

David Bryan's port of dvips is
also available for those who have

need of PostScript. If you have
armTeX release 2, unpack at least
TeXBasel, TeXBasel and TcXFntsl to 5
as well as DVIview into the same
directory. If you have an aversion to
running an app through the Task
Window, take advantage of SentTeX
or DaTeX - two user-friendly WIMP
front-ends for TeX.

What can TeX do?
We've already seen that TeX can be
used to generate text, mathematics
and more exotic creations like the
Xiangqi game board but what about
tables,graphics and a bibliography
for those long documents?

Tt'X is more than a match for all of

these tasks. Figure III shows a table
which was generated with the LaTeX
tabular environment. Don't worry
about the meaning of the phrase
'LaTeX environment'. All will be

revealed in the second article of this
series. Figure IV also shows a
bibliographic fragment which was
produced with BibTeX. BibTeX is a
bibliography generator for LaTeX
which uses a bibliographic database
to generate a bibliography in a style
of your own choosing.

The beauty of BibTeX is that
the database is simply a plain text
file which can be exchanged very
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easily with friends or colleagues
irrespective of the computer system
that they use.

So yet another example of RISC
OS computers working successfully
with the outside world. Your choices

are similarly many and varied when
it comes to including graphics in
your LaTeX documents.

The new user could use the LdTt'X

picture environment or perhaps
Joachim Bleser's Bar package which
extends that environment (Figure V).
Alternatively, one could use a
dedicated drawing package with an
additional set of fonts like Kristoffer

Rose's Xy-pic package or go for an
external drawing program which has
a LaTeX driver facility. Gnttplot for
RISC OS is an example of just such a
program.

Gnuplot provides 2D and 3D
plotting facilities and comes with
LaTeX and Metafont drivers. Finally,
one could simply stick with the
colour, graphics and graphicx
bundles which come with LaTeX2e or

make use of a number of RISC OS
specific\special commands. St't'DW
makes use of RISC OS specific
special commands in order to deal
with Drawfiles. One point to bear in
mind is that you should always think
in terms of the portability of your
files.

Special commands are notoriously
non-portable whereas drawings
produced with the picture
environment will be acceptable to all
Tt'Xsystems.

PostScript and Portable Document
Format (PDF) files are also very
readable across platforms and if

Figure VI: IjiTeX speaks in tongues

these formats are what you require,
learn how to use dvips, GhostScript or
MetaPost - a Metafont-Uke
programming language which
generates PostScript rather than
bitmaps.

Skeleton LaTeX
So without further ado, let me
introduce you to bones/tex - the bare-
bones of a LaTeX document which
we will be using in the second
article.

% Name of File Bones/Tex

% \newcommand{<\NameNew
Command>}{text}

\documentclass{article}
\usepackage{...}
\begin{document}
% Type whatever suits you here.

Try typing \LaTeX\ to see what

happens.
\end{document}

LaTeX documents tend to follow

much the same pattern. Any texV
after the percent sign is ignored by
the Tt'X compiler so you can write
what you like. Such a facility can be
useful if you have a poor memory
and need to remember the syntax of
a particular command. The second
line consequently reminds the user
how to use the \newcommand

facility. The actual code begins with a
\documentclass command with

'article' as the argument of the
command. Other possible arguments
for this command include book,
report, letter and slide. The area in
between \documentclass and \begin
(document) is known as the
'preamble' and is the place to insert a
\usepackage command. Finally, any
marked up text is placed in between
the \begin (document)..Aend
(document) pair.

Mopefully, you now realise that
the world of Tt'X is an exciting one to
inhabit. Not only can you use Tt'X to
produce standard documents like
letters and articles but other potential
uses are really only limited by your
imagination. In the second article of
this series, we'll write some serious
code which will put flesh onto
bones/tex.

Until then, I'll sign off with an
illustration of Tt'X's ability to deal
with non-Latin scripts. Figure VI
shows a short piece of Arabic which
was produced with LaTeX and
ArabTeX - a package which extends
LaTeX via a series of macros and a

MetafontNaskhi font. Limited
support is also available for Farsi,
Urdu, Pashto and Maghribi. Far out!
Until next time, Happy ___^.
TeXing. USD
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Did you gel ihc lirsl issue of RISC World?

Yeah. And didyou see there's two copies on theCD? There's a version for peoplewho don't have
a RISC OScomputer so all those poorso-and-so's with PCsandMacs andstuffcan read it too.
It's nice for us to gel something new first for a change. There's nothing like this for the PC yet.
That's true. But Tin a hit disappointed.
Why? I thought it was pretty good.

That's thetrouble. 'Cos it'son a CD I thought it mighthe all flashygimmicks andfree software
and stuffand it wasnV. // had some prettyserious articles.
What's wrong with that?

Well. I was getting all set to writeand complain, hut it was so good I didn7want to.
Did you see there's all the eomp.sys.acorn newsgroups stuff right back to December as well? I
hope they're going to keep doing that, it will save me downloading it all and keeping it in case
there's something I need later.

And 'cos we both subscribed early we 've still got six more issues to come.
Yeah. Can't wait for Ihe next one.

RISC World is the new bi-monthly CD
magazine for RISC OS computers.

It costs just £17.90* per year.
You'd be a fool not to....

If you are an Acorn User reader and subscribe to RISC World
now we will give you seven issues for the price of six.

Don't delay any longer as this offer ends on 30th April.

3.5" IDE Hard Discs | PD, Shareware and low cost hardware and software for Acorn computers Datafile CDs

540 Mb

1.2 Gb

2.1 Gb

3.2 Gb
4.2 Gb
6.3 Gb
8.2 Gb
12.7 Gb

16.8 Gb

20 Gb

25 Gb

36 Gb
18.8 GbSW

Plus i/ face Drive
£96

£106

£118

£123

£128
£139
£144

£156

£173
£181

£221

£291
£176

£49
£59

£71

£76

£81

£92
£97

£109

£126

£134

£174

£244
£129

Other sizes and types available
'Plus i/face' price includes an

APDLfast IDE interface

Lightningfast IDE interface
for your Rise PC. 7 Mb/sec
Only £119 or just £109 when

purchased with a drive.
Blitz + RISC OS 4 + drive,

just £222 + cost ofhard drive
2.5" IDE Hard Discs

120 Mb
170 Mb

210 Mb

250 Mb

330 Mb

420 Mb

1.8 Gb

3000/3010 A3020

£103
£110
£116

£122

£129
£136

£149

A302I)includesfitting kit, 3010/
31100 includes APDL IDE i/face

£53

£60

£66

£72

£79

£86

£99

IDE CD ROM drives
Internal KxternaL

32x £39 £145

44x £42 £148

48/50x £45 £151

Addjust £47 to Internal price for
an AI'DLfast IDE interface.

External price includes an IDE
interfacefor any type ofmachine

rchimedes JMiblic JJtomain JUibrary
As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PD and Shareware and around 500 discs

of Acorn format clip art. For a full catalogue send 50P or two 1st class stamps to -
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

^^^ Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 www.apdl.CO.uk
All prices include VAT and UK carriage except

—•=••' hard drives add £5 for internal drives, £8 external

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

APDL PD-1 £12.50

APDL PD-2 £12.50
DTP-1 and DTP-2 £9.90

DTPS £15.50
DTP-4 £17.50

Fantasy Pictures £7.90
The Grafix CD £7.90

Games CD-1 £7.90

Games CD-s £7.90
SkillISO ft collection £9.90

Soft Rock collection £9.90

Ergane
Earth Data

Earth in Space
Wizard

Apprentice
Education

Resources

£7.90

£9.90

£9.90

£14.95

£12.50

Over ,800 programsand utilities. No games, clip art, music, etc

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.
Bach bus over 500 Mb of clip art, ready to use in Acorn format

Highly acclaimed clip an CI) with more than 720 Mb.

Latest clip an CI) with around 13,000 tiles. Great for schools!

By request, from the fantasy section of the API)I. catalogue
lOOO's of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more
20 of the best PD games ready to play direct from the CD
Games 1 was so popular we've done it again. 20 more games.
Great budget price games CD with .'Arya. IXenocide and IPltg
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of .'Trellis

Translatingdictionary forover 50 languagesby David O'Shca,
Geographical database with lots of statistics, plus lEarthmop
Pictures, databases, a huge amount of information about the
solar system and galaxy at a sensible price

Highly acclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.
A CD especially for schools. More than 300 useful programs,
over 5.000 specially selected clip art files, hundreds of classic
novels, multi-media, educational games and lots more.

PD CD-3

PD CD-4

PD CD-5

Software

£5.50

£6.50

£5.50

Faster PC

The XT P(' emulator that works on
any machine with 2Mb £20
Powerbasc

Great database. Does everything
most people will ever need at a
sensible price £15
Mcmibar

Superior pull-down menu system
with lots of features £15
Tiger
Longfilenames and more £15
Worktop
Switch between 30 desktops witha
single mouse click £15
Locus
Powerful but very easy to use

mathematical graph and analysis
tool. Ideal for schools. £18

Rise PC RAM
8 Mb £9

16 Mb £26
32 Mb £49
64 Mb from £75
128 Mb from £139
2 Mb VRAM £69

I to 2Mb VRAM exch. £47

Fast SCSI interface
Connect 32 SCSI. Upto7Mb/sec
Limited number at only £79

APDL ideA fast IDE interface Orb 2.2Gb Removable Media Drive
No complicated selling up. ll's self-configuring so just plug il in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the built in IDE interface.
Includes GDIS and ATAPI CI) drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.
Up 108 partitions, so you can have large drives on pie RO 3.6 machines
Software in flash EEPROM for easy update.
Can use DOS formatted drives or removable discs.
Supports the new range of Orb low cost 2.2 Gb removable drives.
Connectors are available lor external drives or CD ROMs
Fits A310. A400. A5000. A5-I0. A7000 and any Rise PC.
All these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £62

The latest removable media bard drive. I'ils in floppy drive
bay on Rise PC and works from either of our IDE cards.
Bare drive with one disc - £205 Extra 2.2 Gb discs £37

Special package deal. Orb internal IDE drive, two 2.2 Gb
discs, plus our IDE interface - £285

Ancestor*
.ong awaited successor lo Graham Crow's highly populai

genealogy program Ancestry, previously sold by Minerva
Upgrades from Ancestry I and Ancestry 2 available. Cat
import Ancestry I and II. !Family and GEDCOM tiles and
export GEDCOM and HTML Only £59

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security

(DatmCtfSAFE
••:-•'

DataSafe consists of an external case to hold a 3.5" DDE drive, eormeeted to your machine's printer port. This
gives a largecapacityportabledrive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, secure dau
storage and transport. All the features of our ideA card, partitioning, passwords, ele. Greal for schools
Supply yourowndriveor we'll fitone for you. Pricesstart at £89or witha 4.2Gbdrive £180or 8.2 (ib £196
DataSafe is highlypraised, but there's beenone criticism. Peoplewould like il smallerand lighterso carrying'
between home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DalaSafe 'mini'. With all tin
features Of the standard version, this uses a 2.5" drive so it's very small, about 5" by 5" and less than 2" high
and weighing only about 14 ounces! Prices start al £109 without a drive or with a 1.8 Gb drive just £189
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Catcher
PDF (or Portable Document

Format) files have become a
very popular electronic
publishing medium. The

format is heavily supported by
Adobe whose freeware Acrobat PDF

reader can be found on just about
any PC or Mac.

Unlike HTML as is used on the

WWW, the PDF format allows all
formatting data in the original file to
be preserved. This means that the
resulting file should look the same
irrespective of whether it was
generated by PC, Mac or now even
RISC OS software.

This all sounds too good to be
true; for years RISC OS users have
grappled with an immense range of
different file format conversion

applications to create files readable
on other platforms. RiScript from
Cerilica aims to change all this by
allowing RISC OS users to produce
PDF files from all applications which
use the standard Acorn printer
driver. PostScript files from other

Alasdair Bailey explores the
RISC OS application that gives

more connectivity

j .| |

Q ICO .- E Letter Portrait

sources can also be interpreted by
RiScript.

Setting up RiScript is fairly
straightforward, is well documented
and won't take most users more than

about three minutes in all. Basically,
a PostScript printer definition file
must be installed and then set to

print its output to a file somewhere
on your hard drive rather than to a
printer. Think of it as a virtual
printer which RiScript then handles
the output of, if you will.

This step is not absolutely
necessary though; PostScript and
PDF files from other sources may be
viewed and exported without the
use of the PS printer driver in

Why To Buy

Explore (he possibilities ofAdobe Acrobat 3.0.
Rght now,you're using Adobe AcrobatReader, the free viewingcompanion
to Adobe Acrobat 3.0, to view and navigate this Portable Document Format
(PDF)file. But ifyou need the power to create your own PDF filesfrom any
application.enhance them with links,sounds, and images.and publish them
on your intranet.VNfeb site,CDRCM, or attach them to an e-mail message,
you should buy Acrobat 3.0 software! It lets you actively participate in online
business communication—instead of just looking.

Next Page

3=
Rendering a PDF with RiScript
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RISC OS. The setting up of a printer
driver is only necessary if you're
wanting to produce PDF files from
RISC OS applications.

To produce a PDF from a RISC OS
document, the desired file is printed
via this installed PostScript printer
and the output dragged to RiScript
for display and subsequent
conversion. It would be nice to see

the app take care of the whole
process from the clicking of the Print
button onwards of its own accord

and Cerilica are looking into it.
However, as it stands, things aren't
too bad and the PostScript is
promptly displayed on screen ready
for output.

Generally, RiScript's output is
identical to the original, be it an
Impression document or even a
scanned page of text and pictures.
Font handling is, for the most part,
very well implemented. Since not all
systems can be assumed to have the
same fonts installed, mappings may
be set up to instruct RiScript to
substitute PC/Mac font names when
producing PDFs. PDF and PostScript
files can contain embedded fonts

though and, if this is the case,
RiScript will automatically convert
Type I and 2 fonts to the RISC OS
outline font format for anti-aliased

rendering.
Some fonts found on the Acorn,

especially decorative ones, don't
have a PC equivalent. If this is the
case, it is best to convert text to paths
(vector outlines) in something like
Draw/ArtWorks prior to passing the
output to RiScript. The program itself
can also be configured to do this
automatically for Type 3 fonts
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A» Impression Publisher document output usingthe standard PS2 RISC OSprinter
drive then dropped into RiScript toallow the saving outasa drawfile

embedded in PDF or PostScript files.
However, no support exists for
TrueType fonts so these must always
be mapped to RISC OS fonts.

The main problem with RiScript is
its lack of support for image
clipping. For example, if you output
a document from Impression where
an image has been cropped by
reducing the surrounding frame size,
the lack of clipping in the PDF file
will mean that the image in question
will be displayed at its full size and
obscure surrounding text. This issue
is not the fault of Impression or
RiScript but rather the Draw File
format. Cerilica are currently looking
at using technology from Vantage, the

company's upcoming vector package
to work around this issue. Once

Vantage is released, an upgrade may
be offered for RiScript users.

Documentation on manually
avoiding the clipping issue is
included on the support disc. The
workaround means cropping images
to the desired dimensions prior to
using them but this is obviously no
help when using irregular frames.

Output PDF files are generated
fairly quickly on a StrongARM
machine but, as you would expect,
things are a little slower on lesser
hardware. That's not to say its
unusable, just a little slower when
rendering and outputting.

RiScript can also be used to
display PDF files from other
machines, be they RISC OS or
otherwise. Its performance in this
respect is very good. However, it
could be better and Cerilica are

currently looking into some
problems highlighted by the testing
towards this review. The main

display glitches tend to be the
clipping problems as well as the odd
missing image.

A very large number of Web sites
now use the PDF format to distribute

documentation which has been

scanned in from paper sources. The
US Patent department and also
OFSTED in the UK are two prime
examples.

CD-ROM based user manuals are

often given out in PDF format in the
PC hardware and software scenes.

This might be an interesting thing to
do for some RISC OS applications.
However, one major flaw in
RiScript s production of PDF files is
that there's no support for linking to
other pages within the document.
This is essential for any sort of online
documentation so it's a pity it can't
be done from RISC OS. However,
internal links are supported in PDFs
given to RiScript as is jumping to
specific pages within long
documents which is a good thing.
PDFs from other platforms may be
printed from RiScripl and also
exported as Draw files.

It would not be fair to review

RiScript without talking a little more
about its PostScript handling
capabilities. For anyone who
regularly has to get work printed via
another computer or print bureau,
RiScript will come as a godsend.
Prior to transmission to whoever will

be printing it, the file can be quickly
double-clicked on to make sure it's

going to turn out just as it appeared

mime
Analienfile successful!}/ converted to a Drawfile
usingjust RiScript. As withPDFfiles,fonts are
converted into universall\/-usableRISC OS
equivalents. Vector graphics are editable using all
drawfile-compatible. applications. Text mayalsobe
editable, depending on theformat.

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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in Impression, Ovation Proor
whatever.

For professional publishing work
the ability to create and output PDFs
- and be able to view them first to

ensure they are right - is essential.
More and more printers are now able
to print direct from PDFs (there is no
"film negative" stage at all any more,
the printing plates are created
directly from the files) and the
savings are considerable. From the
December 1999 issue Acorn User itself

has been completely electronic until
it reaches the printing presses - and
it is sent in PDF form.

And the advantages aren't just
financial, as there are fewer
hardcopy stages it means that the
final print quality is better too. It
means that you can have your cake
and eat it.

But this works both ways: Not
only can the RISCOS platform create
files that can be used on other

platforms without difficulty, it also
means that RISC OS machines can be

used to create publications using files
from elsewhere.

More than that, with PDFs now
being the preferred method of
information transfer,since what you
see is what you get - regardless of
the platform (within limits) - the
ability to create and view PDFs
effectively gives RISCOS users
another edge. The ability to output
as drawfile gives us yet another
advantage - since drawfiles are
universally accepted by RISC OS

RiScript Review

products (word processors, DTP
packages, presentation software, bit
map and vector graphics editors) we
can take the output of other
software, from RISC OS or else
where, and then import and
edit. As the format is a vector

graphics file it can be edited
properly (no wiping out of
backgrounds and re-painting) and

This PDFfile lias a combination ofvector graphics, bitmap images and text using an included
font which was automatical!}/ interpreted byRiScript into a RISC OS-stylefontand then used
todisplay theimage. Fullfont blending was turned on toensure anti-aliasing looked correct on
different colour backgrounds in the information boxes.

April 2000 http://www.acornuser.com

then used or re-exported.
The only potential difficulty here

is that with fully justified text (for
example) every letter is positioned
separately and won't produce
continuous, editable text - although
RiScript has an option to restore the
text, at the expense of layout
accuracy.

PostScript isn't just a file format, it
also forms a comprehensive
programming language which may
be used to describe the layout of
pages. For those who wish to use the
feature, a second program by the
name of ScripTerm is provided which
provides a command line interface
for RiScript.

To conclude, if you're just looking
for something to view PDF files and
have no need to generate them
yourself, RiScript's £59 price tag is a
little steep. But that's not what
RiScript is for: It's a very complete
PostScript interpreter which means
you can import EPS, PS and PDF
files and then view or export
as PDF or drawfiles. HBP

Product details

Product:

Price:

RiScript
£59

Supplier: Cerilica Ltd. PO Box 40, Ross-
on-Wye. HR9 7WH

Tel: 01989 567 350

E-mail: cerilica@cerilica.com

Web: http://www.cerilica.coui/



SPECIAL OFFER
for Acorn User Readers

The very best, actively developed, word processor on RISC OS has been
updated again and this is your chance to buy at a very special price

NORMAL PRICE SPECIAL OFFER

£213.84 £189

£155.09 £139

Student prices Techwriter Pro+

Easiwriter Pro+

£108.68

£79.31

TechWriter/EasiWriter Pro+ Special Features
• Java-enabled

• European languages
• Multi-lingual hyphenation
• Footnotes and endnotes

• Thumbnail and pamphlet printing
• Text flow over graphics
• Load and save Word files

• Load and save HTML

• Online help
• Mailmerging

TechWriter Pro+ Extra Features

• Inline equation editor
• Save equation as drawfile
• Convert equations to GIFs when

saving as HTML

Got an old version?
Upgrade your copy of TechWriter or EasiWriter at these
special offer prices and take advantage of the incredible
new facilities of the Pro+ versions:

From version 6 £22

From version 5 £40

From version 4.10 £55

From version 4.08 £70

Earlier versions £80

Got RISC OS 4?
All RISC OS 4 upgrades and machines come with either the
special '.Writer application or with version 4 of lEasyWriter.

Contact us now to upgrade your copy to EasiWriter Pw+ for
just £80 and make the most of your machine.

Icon Technology Limited
Church House • Carlby • Stamford • Lines • PE9 4NB

Phone and Fax 01778 590563
http://www.icontechnology.net
email: sales@IconTechnology.net



Back to

One of the features of Ovation Pro that

gets passed over by many people is
its scripting language. Scripting is a
feature common to many serious

applications on other platforms, and several
RISC OS ones too. Essentially, scripts
provide a way either to automate jobs that
you do often (insert a common phrase, for
example, or reformat and print your
document) or to extend the functionality of
the application itself. OvPro's script
language allows both of these things to be
done.

Last year, Acorn User carried a series of
articles in which I introduced the use of

macros in OvPro. The short scripts suffer
from several drawbacks: because they are
short (a maximum of 256 characters long)
they cannot be very complicated; and you
cannot easily define and use windows,
buttons or external files in macros.

However, OvPro allows another
use of its scripting language, to create
small, external applications. These so-
called 'applets' are easy to create and,
once you know the basics, can be
very powerful. There are several
applets that I would find it very hard
to live without, and even OvPro's
very own Colour Supplement (which
used to be sold as an optional extra)
is actually an applet.

This article and two more in

forthcoming issues will show you
how to write an applet for OvPro.
This month, I will be going through a
minimal applet that I've called
Pointless, because it doesn't actually
do anything. However, it should give
you a good idea of how to start. In
the next two articles, I will build a

IPointless

-0 !ARun
I !Help

W|- llnfo
h£3 IRun

^1 ARe sources

4' Messages

Lr~l Library
b%| Pointless

Figure1: Thestructure ofan applet
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more useful applet on these foundations,
covering some of the structures that applets
can use.

I won't be talking a lot about the script
language itself, either its syntax or specific
commands. This is partly because that
would be repeating the last set of articles
but also because its syntax is very similar to
C, any decent C book would give you a
good idea of how it works. The commands
themselves are documented (briefly) in the
manual and in the supplementary files that
come with the updates. Read these extra
files because the script language is being
updated rapidly, as is the rest of the
application, and many of the new
commands are very useful.

Essential bits
An applet is built like a normal RISC OS
application. This means that it consists of a
directory whose name starts with a pling (!)
and contains certain files. Figure I shows the
structure of a basic OvPro applet, with the
essential files and directories.

All applets must have a IRun file, which
is executed when the applet's directory icon
is double-clicked. This is a standard file that

you can steal from an existing applet. It's
job is to put a hyphen on the end of the
applet's name or remove it if there already
is one. This turns the applet on or off -
OvPro loads all of the applets in its Applets
directory when it starts up, except those
whose name ends with '-'.

The other files are as follows:

'.Help which provides the usual help
function. For applets, this usually gives a
brief description of the applet and
installation instructions. Again, the
instructions can be stolen from another



// Pointless uf .88

John Pettigrew
makes Ovation

Pro even better

// R denonstration BvationPro applet
/s Doesn't actually do anything useful but contains all the essential files

// QJohn Pettigreu

// Initialize and add an entry for this applet to the applet nenu

void nain(void)
{

script_nenu_initialise();
addentru_nenu(scriptjiand1e.""."".""."","{POINTLESSJQ}");

>

applet, because they will be the
same.

llnfo which tells OvPro about the
applet, including its version number
and the author. The tricky bit is that
it also specifies which version of
OvPro is needed to run the applet.
This will probably be because the
applet uses commands that were
introduced in that version. It's

important to get this right but, if
you're in doubt, you can just set it to
the version of OvPro that you're
running - you know that your
version runs it, so later versions

// Pointless vf.Ot

Figure 111: The absolute minimum script

should but earlier versions might
not.

lARtin which does the things that
you would expect the normal IRun
file of an application to do (it's 'A
IRun' file). It has to be present even if
there's nothing in it. If you don't
know what a [Run file does, don't
worry, you can almost certainly leave
it empty, like Pointless's.

AResources this directory should
contain at least the Messages file.
This is a text file with a series of (one
or more) 'messages', which are little
text phrases that you can use from
within the applet (Figure II). The
format is that each line contains a

'token', which is usually the applet's
name followed by a number. After
this comes a colon and the text you
want attached to that token.

The AResottrces directory can also
contain sprite, template or other
resource files that you need. These
will be loaded when OvPro loads the

// R denonstration OoationPro applet
// Doesn't actually do anything useful but contains all the essential files
//

ss dJohn Pettigreu

int pointless_status = 0;

s/ Run uhen the 'Pointless' entry in the tippleis nenu is selected

void pointless_entry(int entry, int subcode)
{

string s = "{P0INTLESS_01}";
transIate(s);
type (s);
pointless_status = !pointless_status;

}

// Tick or untiek the 'Pointless' nenu entry

int pointless_tick(int entry, string &text)

return(po int1ess_status);
>

/• Initialize and add an entry for this applet to the applet nenu

void nain(void)
{

script_nenu_inltialise();
addentry_nenu(scr ipt_hand1e."po int1ess_entry"."po intless_t ick"."".""."{P0INTLESS_0Q}");

}

Figure II: Text resources

applet as it starts up. Library this
directory contains the script file
itself. If your applet has several
script files, they would all live in
here. It is usual to name the script
file after the applet but this isn't
obligatory.

In the script
The piece of the applet that takes any
effort to create is the script file that
lives in the Library folder. This is
executed when OvPro starts up, to
register the applet with OvPro and
create any menu entries or similar
that you want. This is very easy to
do.

Figure III shows the absolute
minimum that an applet must
normally do when it starts. The
green text is commented out - it's for
the benefit of human readers, not the
computer. An applet script must
contain the main function, which is
the one that is run on startup. The
"void" before "main" means that this

function will not return any values to
OvPro; the second means that it
won't pay attention to any
information that OvPro passes to it.

To register the applet with OvPro,
you simply use the
scriptjnenuJnitialiseO; command.
The other command in this minimal

applet script creates a new entry in
the Applets menu. The
addentryjnentt function can be
passed several variables. The ones
used here are scriptJtandle, which is
a number generated automatically by
OvPro that uniquely identifies your
applet.

The last parameter is a token that
is translated from the Messages file
in your AResources directory. The first
token is usually attached to the script
name for the Applets menu, as here.
So, if you put this applet into your
Applets folder, you would find a
new entry on the Applets menu that
read Pointless. As you can see, it

29
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Hands On

/• Pointless vt.dt
//

" R denonstratian OvationPro applet
// Doesn't actually do anything useful but contains all the essential files
//

ft 6John Pettigreu

int_pointless_status = 0;

s/ Run uhen the 'Pointless' entry in the Rppleis nenu is selected

int pointless_entry(int entry, int subcode)
{.

"string s = "{P0INTLESS_01}";
trans1 ate(s);
type (s);
pointless_status = !pointless_status;
return(0);

>

ss 'rt'dk or untick the 'Pointless' nenu entry

int point!ess_tick(int entry, string &text)
{

return(point1ess_status);
>

iv Initialize and add an entry for this applet to the applet nenu

void nain(void)
{

script_nenu_initia1ise();
addentry_nenu(scr iptjiand1e,"po int1ess_entry"."point 1ess_t ick","",""."{POINTLESSJJQ}");

>

Figure IV: Gettingthescript todo something

takes almost no effort to get to this
stage. The rest of the job is simply
responding to events within OvPro.
You can ask for your applet to be
notified whenever various things
happen, including windows opening
or closing, files being opened or
closed, the cursor moving and so on.

A full list is given in the OvPro
documentation. However, this applet
won't do any of this yet because
we've not told OvPro that we're

interested in any events and haven't
written any functions to deal with
the events.

User interaction
Figure VI shows the listing of a
longer version of the Pointless applet.
This version will tick and untick its

entry on the Applets menu when
that entry is clicked on and insert
text at the cursor. The main function

must always be at the end of the
script file. This is because scripts can
only call functions or use variables
that have already been defined. This
means that you have to write the
script 'back to front'.

To start with the main function, the
only changes that I've made here are
to add two more variables to the

addentryjttentt call. If either of these
variables is not present, nothing will
happen. The first variable passed to
addentryjiienu tells OvPro the name of
the function to run when the menu

entry is clicked on. The second passes
the name of the function to run when

the Applets menu is opened. This
function will set the flags for the
menu entry we've defined; I'll explain
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below how this works. The last two

parameters, which aren't used in this
case, contain the name of a function
that will define a submenu (if blank,
there will be no submenu) and any
key shortcut that you want for this
applet's function (if blank, there will
be no shortcut).

Bits and pieces
In addition to the main function

(Figure IV), there are three things
going on in this script. The first is
that I've defined a variable,
pointless_sialtis. This is a global
variable (that is, it will be available
in all functions and won't be

discarded when a function ends) and
so has to be defined right at the start
of the program. This variable is used
to store the current state of the menu

entry (its flags).
The pointlessJ ick function is

extremely simple. This is the function
called when the applets menu opens
and simply returns the value held in
pointless_stattts. As it starts off with a
value of 0, the menu entry will be
normal (not ticked or underlined or
shaded) initially. The function itself
is passed two parameters by OvPro.
These are the number of the menu

entry that was selected (usually
unimportant) and the text in that
entry (useful if it's set to be a
writable value). However, we don't
need to do anything with these in
this example. The remaining function
does two things: First, it inserts text
at the cursor; second, it ticks and
unticks the Applet menu entry.
Taking first things first, the three
lines at the beginning of this function

control the text insertion. You could

simply use:

type("Hello!")

but here I've shown another use for

the Messages file. Using tokens
means that you can use the same
piece of text in different places in the
applet without typing it in each time.
Also, if you subsequently want to
change that text, you only have to
alter it in the Messages file, not every
time it's used in the applet.

What these lines do is to define a

string variable and set it to contain a
token, (POINTLESSJH). This is then
passed to the translate command,
which changes the value of the
variable from the token to the text

that it points to. This variable is typed
at the cursor. Simple.

Now, we need to change the value
of the menu entry flags. Because
we're only interested in licking and
unticking the menu entry when it is
clicked on, we can do this simply
with a NOT operator. In C and OvPro
scripts, this is done by placing a '!'
before the variable so, here, I've set
the variable pointless_statns to NOT
pointless_status. This variable starts off
as 0; 'NOT 0' is defined as '1' and
'NOT 1' is '0'.

The flags can also contain other
values than 1 and 0. This number can

be looked at two ways - as a four-
digit binary number (such as 1001)or
as a decimal number between 0 and

15. Each of the bits in the binary
number represents a certain attribute
of the menu entry. Bit 1 controls the
ticked status (as above); bit 2 controls
rule offs, bit 3 writability and bit 4
shadedness. It is probably easier,
though, to think of the number as
adding 1 if you want it ticked, 2 for
ruled off, 4 for writable and 8 for
shaded. Thus, 3 would mean ticked
with a line under the entry; 9 would
mean ticked and shaded.

Moving on
That's all for this month. This applet
is pretty much pointless - inserting
text could be done very simply
indeed with a short macro - but

shows some of the essential points of
applet design. The applet itself is on
the Web site and will be on the next

cover CD, so you can look over the
full listing at your leisure.

Next month, I'll be starling to go
through a more worthwhile applet.
This will provide a palette that will
allow easier control of certain text

attributes, in a similar manner to the
style, colour and page palettes. This
will cover sprite files, templates ^^^^
and more useful events. I^f I'J
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Reaclin
the leaves

Once upon a time a small
British computer
manufacturer had a machine

that they advertised with the
slogan "the fastest personal
computer in the world" - and were
challenged by much bigger
companies on this claim. But they
won and were allowed to continue

calling it that for quite some time.
The computer in question was the
8MHz ARM2-based Acorn

Archimedes A310 and the year was
1988.

The established claim was based

on superior hardware, a 32-bit
processor plus a compact and
efficient operating system. Time
passed and, arguably, Acorn lost its
way and decided it could never win
in the desktop computer market.
Thus development slipped and the
machines lost ground.

It was true that elements of the

operating system, most notably the
Font Manager and ARMovie, were
vastly superior to anything available
when they were first released, and
even now the Font Manager has few
rivals. But Acorn chose to make

decisions which led first to the

abandonment of several years of

Steve Turnbull looks into the

future of RISC OS

desktop development and from there
to the final break up of the company
just over a year ago. It seems much
longer.

One suspects that the individuals
that ruled Acorn at that time

believed that cutting off the
unwanted appendage that was the
desktop machine market would
result in it simply withering and
dying. The fact is that, in their
arrogance, they failed to recognise
that the Acorn desktop market was
far more than a few programmers
and hardware engineers inside their
own offices and a few die-hard

loonies outside - though if they had
only looked at the Amiga market
they would have seen what was to
come.

The RISC OS market
In any dedicated group of people the
whole is greater than the sum of the
parts, we may all be individuals but
the group itself has a life of its own,
it has its own purpose (its own

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
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survival first and foremost) and it's
not easy to kill. The thing that binds
a group together is communication -
whether it's the Internet, the
developers, the dealers, Acorn User
or the local user groups. We all work
together supporting each other and
ensuring the dream is forwarded.

Naturally many people chose to
leave the market when Acorn left

and in the months of turmoil that

followed, they were the ones who
did not have the same dedication

and enthusiasm - belief in the

machine. Yet that, in its own way,
makes the group purpose even
stronger.

These are hard times. Most of us

are working with machines that are
over five years old - and even older
in terms of design. Dealers must
diversify into other areas in order to
keep the RISC OS side satisfied and
functioning while some choose to
make what they see as the "sensible
business decision" - even though
they don't want to - and switch
completely, no longer supporting
RISC OS at all.

The formation of RISCOS Ltd was

a fundamental requirement to future
success, if there's is no advancement
there can only be stagnation and
eventual decay. Likewise the new
machine manufacturers - Castle,
Microdigital, Millipede and
RiscStation - balance RISCOS Ltd's

software development with
hardware to use the new facilities. So

the lost ground can be made up in
terms of development.

Then there are the developers,
those who are actively producing
new software and newer versions of

existing software: Spacetech, Cerilica,



R-Comp, Castle, Clares, David
Pilling, ANT and many others. They
continue to put resources into the
market, taking the long term view -
believing there are still opportunities.

The market itself is like a living
entity, it has its purpose and its
communication lines, and cutting
those lines would be the surest way
to kill it. But that would be very hard
indeed, Acorn User is going from
strength to strength, the Internet is
an uncontrolled anarchy that cannot
be stopped and what dictatorial
police state would stop Acorn User
groups? Except, maybe, one
controlled by Microsoft?

This is the straight line of
purpose: Develop newer and better
versions of RISC OS;
build new machines that -w-^
use RISC OS; create and
improve software that
uses the faster speeds and
better resources of these machines.

But there are other directions that

could be taken.

• Wecould give up completely: As
a whole we just stop, cease and
desist - though Acorn have
already proved that that is
impossible; the market is an entity
in itself, and one composed of
such dedicated individuals you
cannot just stop it dead;

• Divert: Linux seems a pleasant
way to go, it's a roaring flood of
anarchic development and
individuality - with something
like Thomas Leonard's ROX

window manager you can have
something that looks like RISC
OS. But it requires that the market
becomes a bunch of hackers - a lot

are, but most are not;

• Fail to expand: That's a sure route
to a lingering death, companies
slowly collapsing and
disappearing; while the
individuals argue endlessly as to
why it's all going wrong, blaming
everyone but taking no
responsibility themselves;

Or, we do something about it.

Preaching to the
converted
\ assume that, since you are reading
this, you consider that RISC OS
machines have value. I could bolster

your opinion, I could tell you how
right you are - after all I agree with
you. But what value does that have?

What's the point of me telling you
something that you know already?
Why should I waste my time
preaching to the converted?

No reason. It has no value

whatsoever and I'm not going to
because there is so much about RISC

OS that could be better. Not just the
operating system but the market as a
whole.

What lesson has been learnt in the

past 13 years of ARM-based RISC OS
machines? Could it be that the march

of Microsoft cannot be stopped?
British technology never succeeds,
it's either stolen, sold out or buried?

Projects
RISC OS is just a minor thing that
will disappear with time, inevitably?
Most people arc too stupid to
recognise that RISC OS is self-
evidently better no matter how many
times you tell them?

None of these things are
necessarily true: the march of
Microsoft is already being hit by
GNU/Linux; RISCOS isn't dead yet
(nor has it been stolen or sold-out,
quite the contrary); and people can
recognise a better product, but not if
you tell them they're wrong.

Keep your head down
There is a war going on but it's not
always recognised as such. At
present the war is between Microsoft
and GNU/Linux and it's a public
relations war.

With Intel and Microsoft spending

more on PR than the GNP of many
small nations it's hard to see how

anyone can fight back. Yet PR is the
least costly form of combat and it's a
fight in which anyone can take up
arms for their favourite cause.

There are people in the world who
believe completely that Bill Gates
was a computer programmer and his
recent announcement about

withdrawing from directing
Microsoft to return to development
was a kind and beneficent thing. The
great father of modern computers
wants to ensure that future products
are created properly.

Just PR which gets a bad name
when people use it to perpetuate lies,
but it doesn't have to be a bad thing.

The fact is the Microsoft PR

machine knows what it is doing.
With a good, solid foundation of PR
and people thinking kindly about
you and your products they will be
far more susceptible to your

marketing campaigns and
T _J ~t w^ kuy your products.
l/TYj And what PR activities

do the organisations in the
RISC OS market do?

Virtually none. And Acorn Userhas
been as guilty as the rest but we're
changing that.

Playing the PR game
The fact is that a large proportion of
the population believe what the
Media tell them - and even those

that don't still listen to the Media

cannot help but be affected.
They read their newspapers,

watch or listen to the news and the

magazine programmes, the Media
has the power to communicate the
PR message and they do, the
Microsoft PR machine spends a
fortune getting pro-Microsoft news
items into the various programmes
to ensure that people think of
Microsoft in a good light.

Don't make the mistake of

thinking that just because you don't

/
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Do you want to help?
There are a number of steps to follow to get to the stage where the Media is
being bombarded with press releases, and one of those steps is getting a
database together of contacts to send out to.

All you have to do is note down the names and contact details of any
journalist you know of who deals with technology or education issues for
national newspapers, plus contacts for your local newspapers.

Naturally we will get duplication but don't let that stop you, I'd rather
have the same name a dozen times than miss one. Send it in to the magazine
either by post to: PR Media Contacts, Acorn User, Tau Press, 26 Stockport
Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ, or e-mail to: pr@acornuser.com

As the database develops it will be distributed to all RISCOS dealers and
developers who will then be able to send out their press releases and news
stories on a regular basis.

like Microsoft, and everyone you talk
to doesn't like them, that people (at
large) don't. Most people just accept
what they're told, they have nothing
to compare with so it just gets
absorbed in an unconsidered way.

The recent news story about the
girl in the school with the
"bodyguard" is typical. It makes a
great story with lots of controversy,
personal harm
and so on. Yet a

teacher hearing
the story went:
"That doesn't

sound right,
that's not what

really
happened" and
sure enough as more details were
revealed the truth was nothing like
the initial story.

It takes someone who

understands the subject in the first
place to be able to pass a valid
judgement. But you cannot educate
the general population on the ins
and outs of computing so that they
can make a valid judgement. You
can, however, use PR.

And it's no longer as difficult as it
used to be, perhaps three years ago it
would have been very very difficult
to make anti-Microsoft PR actually
stick. But the rise of GNU/Linux
plus the inevitable attacks that any
successful individual or company
receives (the Press hate anyone who
is hugely successful) mean that it is
easier to get anti-Microsoft PR
noticed. You might wonder why I
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keep harping on the "anti-Microsoft"
line, it has to do with the content of
press releases and pushing the pro-
RISC OS line. Journalists and news
editors love nastiness about famous

things, they feel that's what sells
newspapers and magazines (whether
it's true or not is another question
altogether - and not relevant here).
So you give it to them, give them all

the unpleasant and nasty stories of
how the evils of Microsoft have

caused untold harm, and how RISC
OS came to the rescue - or could

have if it had been given a chance.
And that's how we can win.

It requires a constant pressure of
press releases forcing pro-RISC OS
PR riding on the back of anti-
Microsoft PR. And out of this

constant flood we would get, a little
story here, a story there.

Then you would be able to start
putting a scrapbook together of news
cuttings "The Times says this about
Microsoft in schools...", "The
Guardian revealed how this

company was taking back-handers to
put software products into
businesses...", "The Independent
reports how RISC OS businesses are
not crippled by system support costs

unlike companies using..." and so on.
Then when someone comes along

saying "We need to put in Microsoft
products" there is a background of
anti-Microsoft and pro-RISC OS
feeling along with the "proof" that
RISC OS is the better option. After all
the machine is perfect for schools -
they use it on Who wants to bea
Millionairedon't they?

nicism rules
I may be accused of being cynical,
after all everything I say here applies
to any computer, someone who uses
the Amiga could say "hey guys let's
get together and really start
pounding the Media with press
releases about how the great Amiga
saves people from the horrors of
Microsoft!"

And that is true, the rules apply
equally to everyone, luckily we can
be righteous. The right is on our side.
RISC OS isn't perfect, not by a long
way, but it's a hell of a lot better than
the major alternative: the operating

itself is being
developed,
hardware is

being built and
professional
software is being
written. This is

not a dead

market by any
stretch of the imagination - it's just a
small one.

However, by effective use of PR, it
can be made to look like a really
huge and effective market. The
journalists and news editors believe
what they are told, and if they are
told enough times that good and
decent RISC OS will save the world

from the evil Microsoft, they will
believe it. And that's what they will
pass on to their public, who will then
become our public.

The best problem
We have an opportunity to turn
everything around, the rot has been
stopped and the market is no longer
shrinking. It cannot expand unless a
concerted effort is taken to really
push it into the limelight.

The result of a successful push
will be people queuing at the doors
of Castle, Microdigital, Millipede,
RiscStation and the dealers

demanding machines. Too many
customers is a problem we'd all love
to have, we just have to make
it happen.

Cyi
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Cerilica are proud
to have become

exclusive

publishers of
RISC OS'premier
PostScript® and PDF
commercial interpreter.
Developed by the co
authors, Roeland van den
Bos and Jeroen Medema it

allows RISC OS users to

access the possibilities of
the "industry standard" PDF
format by presenting the
ability to create and view
such files.

Please visit the Cerilica

WebSite or phone (see
below) for more details,
including how existing users
may upgrade. S

Overseas customers are

advised to visit the Cerilica

WebSite to check availability
from overseas dealers and prices.

RiScript
The PostScript®and PDF imaging package

*«„

MCerilica
ft*-
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PostScript isa registered trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. The PDF format is developed by Adobe Systems Inc.

^

•

Import PostScript®, PDF
and EPS

View and check files

Output PostScript®, PDF
and Drawfiles

Suitable for experts and
novices alike

New user interface

allowing a much greater
ease of use

Complement Cerilica
Vantage's capabilities
Method to export vector
layouts from applications
such as CC Impression
Print any or all pages
Conversion of included

fonts for RiScript
DSC compliant
Continuous development
Reduced UK price of
£59.00 fully inclusive

*& cut out or copy this form

Please send completed order/information forms to CERILICA LIMITED ° PO Box 40 ° Ross-on-Wye ° HR9 7WH

Please supply [J RiScript(s) at £59.00 each
Please supply | | MultiMedia Keyboard(s) at£39.50 each
Please inform me upon the release of Cerilica RiScript

Telephone T
I L

Method ofpayment: ] Visa | Access Cheque
Please make cheques payable to Cerilica Limited

Credit card number

•••• nana •••• ••••
Expiry date

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Cerilica will attempt to despatch products same day rf in stock.
Please note credit card facilities are provided by the "Wirral Champion', merchant number 737 55112.

"Cerilica" will not appear on your credit card statement.

• These detailsare optional but may allow us to provide better support.

www.cerilica.com

Telephone: (01989)567350

Registered address: 1 St Mary's Street, Ross-on-Wye, England.© Cerilica Limited 2£f0fo. Company number 3627989, registered in England. VAT number 713 6150 64.
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In advance

[available from mid Jan]

Adults £2.50

Under 16's £1.50

Under 5's FREE

Foundation members and OAP's £2.50

20th/21stMay
Opening time: Saturday 10:00 to 17:30

Sunday 10:15 to 16:00
[15mins earlier for advance ticket holders]

At the door

All tickets valid for use on both days

Adults £3.50

Under 16's £2.50

Under 5's FREE

Foundation members and OAP's £2.50

For advance tickets, please send a cheque or postal order made payable to "WACG Show" to
Wakefield 2000 | 95 Cumbrian Way | Wakefield | West Yorks. | WF2 8JT

show theatre | games arcade |] riscstation village | cafeteria
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Leven AuthorisedRegistered
Developer

— Registered Dealer

www.levens-software.co. uk

freephone 08000 191 243

OFT ARE
pressing i/w rightIwitntu

RISC OS fitting requires your machine to be situated at our premises (not including on-site fitting). This
can be arranged by courier for £30. We are happy to fil any other device into your computer (from the list
below), please ring for details. On-site fitting requires your site to be situated not more than 50 miles from
Nottingham city centre.

Products are only suitable for Rise PC. A7000/+ and RiscStation machines. Ring for more details.

Acorn £

RiscPC
RISC OS 3.7 Model

8Mb RAM, 2Gb

RISC OS 4 Models

16Mb, 4Gb
16Mb, 2Mb V, 40xCD, 4Gb
32Mb. 2Mb V.dvdCD, 8Gb
32Mb, 2Mb V, dvdCD, 8Gb

56.6k modem, ANT Suite

749.00

799.00

879.00

929.00

1,099.00

RiscOS 4, ARM7500FE (56Mhz), 4.3Gb
HD, 48x CD, 16Mb, Speakers
Tower or Desktop configuration

Base Unit only
with a 14" monitor

with a 15" monitor

with a 17" monitor

with a 19" monitor

s

499.00

579.00

599.00

649.00

749.00

•• I i ' ': I I I • I i I i
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Tworx
RiscOS 4, ARM7500FE (56Mhz), 8Mb
Desktop configuration

Base Unit only 399.00
with a 14" monitor 479.00

wilh a 15" monitor 499.00

with a 17" monitor 549.00

with a 19" monitor 649.00

Please send cheques with official orders to
Kable House, Amber Drive, Langley Mill, Nottingham, NG16 4BE

Please note that prices exclude VAT and carriage.
Items up to 2kg £ 5 + VAI
Items up to 25kg £ 9 + VAT
Computers and items over 25kg £17 + VAT

Levens Software is part of The Levens Organisation Limited, Kable House, Amber Drive,
Langley Mill, Nottingham, NG16 4BE.

Hard Discs
4.3Gb

6.4Gb

8.4Gb

10.2Gb (ROS 4)
13.0Gb (ROS 4)
15.0Gb (ROS 4)
17.0Gb (ROS 4)
20.0Gb (ROS 4)

CD-ROM
50x IDE CD-ROM

RISC OS 4
Upgrade (ROMS+CD)
Fitting (inc. Data Transfer)

RISC OS 4 on site fitting
5-10 machines, each

up to 10 machines, each
20+ machines, each

70.00

85.00

90.00

95.00

99.00

105.00

110.00

125.00

39.00

99.00

30.00

45.00

37.50

30.00

RISC OS 4 Special Deals
Each pack contains a RISC OS 4 Upgrade and an Actima
50x CD-ROM drive, plus

4.3Gb Hard Disc 199.99

6.4Gb Hard Disc 209.99

10.2Gb Hard Disc 219.99

15.0Gb Hard Disc 229.99

20.0Gb Hard Disc 249.99

Monitors
15" (3 yrs on site warranty) 99.00

17" (3 yrs on site warranty) 149.00

19" (3 yrs on site warranty) 249.00

Speakers
80 Watt 10.00

120 Watt 15.00

200 Watt 20.00

480 Watt Subwoofer System 30.00

800 Watt Subwoofer System 40.00

Headphone and Microphone set 10.00

Software
OvationPro + HTMLPro 127.66

site licence 255.32

HTMLPro - HTML utility for OvnPro 25.49

site licence 42.51

Photodesk v3 - Graphics editing software 254.89

site licence 594.89

Plug-in collection FX-1 21.23

Plug-in collection FX-2 21.23

TopModel 2 - 3D Graphics editing software 130.00

2-4 machines 259.58

5 to 10 machines 389.79

11 + machines 650.00

DataPower 2 - Relational database software 149.00

up to 10 machines 347.00

up to 50 machines 599.00

ANT Internet Suite 99.99
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Teri Paul covers the basics of Linux

Lot of
Not so very long ago, in a country not too far away a
fellow by the name of Linus Torvalds was born - the
country was Finland and the year was 1970. Linus grew
up and went to college where he used a PC, containing
the "state-of-the-art" processor an Intel 386, and it was
running MS DOS - and he didn't like it.

Round about the same time there was a major
mainframe operating system called Unix, this was a
very serious piece of kit - multi-user, multi-processor -
a real heavy weight. A commercial version had been
written for desktop computers called Minix - but, of
course, it cost real money.

The Internet did exist at this time but was the

preserve of scientists, researchers and students, Linus

was on it and announced to the world in 1991 that he

was developing a free version Minix which had reached
the stage where it could be used on 386 machines and
various Unix applications would run successfully on il.

And Linux was born.

There is some difference of opinion on the
pronunciation of the word "Linux", some people say
Li-nux with a short i (as in "ink"). However my
personal preference is for Lie-nux with a long i (as in
the letter name itself), simply because we say Lie-nus
not Li-nus - and it's his name after all.

Applications
At first glance most Linux Web sites seem to
concentrate on complete distributions - but once you've
got your version of Linux what you actually want is
something to do with it - you need programs.

One application you're almost certain to get with any
distribution is GIMP which is the GNU Image
Manipulation Package - a free program that compares
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about
rather well with the like of PhotoShop and PhotoDesk.

One problem you may run into if you're not using a
PC version of Linux is that you can't get the program
you want in a version that runs on your platform. This
is where the Open Source conies in very handy, all you
have to do is re-compile it for your machine, it's most
likely written in C or C++ so you just use the free GNU
C/C++ compiler for your machine.

Hopefully, there is one. And if you're not a
programmer you might have some problems there
because the "just re-compile it" doesn't necessarily
work and then you have to get down to the real nitty-
gritty and find out why not, fix it and try again.

Games are being converted too but just because a
version works on "Linux" doesn't mean it's been

compiled for your platform - take care.

What is Linux ex
The simple answer is to say that it's an operating system, but
that's not really right. Strictly speaking Linux is only the
kernel, the absolute core routines without which nothing else
in the operating system will work. All operating systems
have them, for PCs it's the BIOS, in RISC OS it's the
UtilityModule. Then again, those core routines are nothing
without the whole support structure of an operating system
around it.

In truth Linus Torvalds came in relatively late to
something called the GNU Project. Since 1984 a loose-knit
group of programmers had been working to produce a
complete, free, Unix-like operating system called GNU, by
the time Linux appeared the project was almost finished.

The operating system that people call Linux, is really
GNU while Linux, the kernel, takes up about 3 per cent of a
complete distribution. Linus Torvalds has celebrity but he
was one of many valuable contributors.

At the outset the people involved in the GNU Project
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something

Make it do something!
So, supposing you've got a distribution installed and
running and you're sitting there with a command line
prompt in front of you... how do you make it do
something?

Very simple. To run an application you simply
type its name at the prompt, pretty much like any
other operating system (except maybe MacOS which
doesn't have a command line as standard).

Any executable code must be stored in a directory
specified by the PATH "variable" otherwise it won't
be recognised automatically, however you can type
in the path name as well to tell the system where to
find the program.

?actly^
made a list of the software that would be needed to fulfil

their aim and set about writing it, or getting it written. In the
early 90s the GNU project had almost everything complete
except the kernel which was to be called GNU Hurd.
Writing the kernel was hard - apparently harder than was
expectedand is still going on.

Linus Torvalds popped up from nowhere with a kernel
called Linux which worked and filled the gap so that people
could actually put together a completely free, Unix-like
system. It look some effort to get the Linux kernel
integrated with the GNU Project so that everything
functioned properly - it hadn't been written originally to be
the missing GNU kernel - and it was the GNU Project who
fitted themselves to Linux, perhaps an acknowledgment of
an amazing piece of programming.

The GNU Project has been working on its own kernel for
many years, Linus Torvalds wrote one in a very short time
indeed; perhaps no one told him it was supposed to be hard.

The other Unix
like freebie
GNU isn't the only free, Unix-like operating system,
there's also BSD developed at UC Berkeley. Though
not originally intended to be free the developers,
having seen GNU, decided to make BSD free as well
and it is also being actively developed.

A sense of community
What's it like to be a member of the Linux

community? Well anyone who is dedicated to a
platform other than Microsoft knows how friendly
communities can be - and the Linux one is no

exception.
Linux isn't owned by anyone - it's owned by

every one, so anyone who uses it, whether a
programmer or not is part of the group that's fighting
back, successfully, against the supra-national
corporates who believe they can tell you how to
think.

Anyone can contribute to Linux and its associated
software, even if you're not a programmer you can
still send your comments and thoughts to the people
who create the software and they will listen to you,
why shouldn't they?

If they can improve their software through your
comments, then they will. What they do may gain
them some respect and perhaps a little fame or even
notoriety, but they have no other personal gain.

They work cooperatively and that cooperation
creates a community spirit that defies any Big
Brother corporate while creating superior products,
faster. Technically and politically, Linux is the
superior choice.

April 2000 Linux User j
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PenguinsY us
There are three explanations about the Penguin logo for
Linux, ranging from true to interesting and, according to
the Linux.Com Web sile, they go something like this.

Linus Torvalds explains the exact reasoning behind
'Tux', the official Linux mascot, in this crucial message:

"I've always liked penguins, and when I was in
Canberra a few years ago we went to the local zoo with
Andrew Tridgell (of Samba fame). There they had a
ferocious penguin that bit me and infected me with a
little-known disease called Penguinitis.

"Penguinitis makes you stay awake at nights just
thinking about penguins and feeling great love towards
them. So when Linux needed a mascot, the first thing that
came into my mind was this picture of the majestic
penguin, and the rest is history."

Slightly more accurate version: "Yes, I was bitten by a
penguin, but it wasn't actually very ferocious. It was a
pigmy penguin about 6 inches tall or something, and it

Window
managers
There are dozens of different window managers for
Linux, here's some of the more interesting ones:

(www.afterstep.org)
A window manager for the Unix X Window System.
Originally based on the look and feel of the
NeXTStep interface.

(icewm.sourceforge.net)
Window manager for the X window system.
Designed to be small, fast and lightweight, it
emulates the look and feel of Motif, OS/2 and

Windows.

(www. windowmaker. org)
An XI1 window manager that tries to emulate the
elegant look and feel of the NeXTSTEP(tm) GUI.

(www.lysator.liu.se/-niarcus/aniiwni.html)
X window manager that tries to make your display
look and feel like an Amiga Workbench screen.

(www.fvwni.org)
ICCCM-compliant, multiple virtual desktop, window
manager for XI1.

(users, ch.genedala. com/~enh/lwnt/)
Window manager for X with no icons, no button
bars, no icon docks, no root menus, nothing.

(w\vw.2u.biglobe.ne.jp/~y-ntiyata/mh>witi .html)
Macintosh-like window manager that looks like the
Macintosh Finder.

Linux User April 2000

was more of a timid nibble ("is this finger I see before
me, a small fish, or what?"). Even so, I like penguins a
lot."

More down-to-earth version: "All the other logos were
too boring - I wasn't looking for the "Linux Corporate
Image", I was looking for something fun and sympathetic
to associate with Linux. A slightly fat penguin that sits
down after having had a great meal fits the bill perfectly.

"Don't take the penguin too seriously. It's supposed to
be kind of goofy and fun, that's the whole point. Linux is
supposed to be goofy and fun (it's also the best operating
system out there, but it's goofy and fun at the same
time!).

"Some people have told me they don't think a fat
penguin really embodies the grace of Linux, which just
tells me they have never seen a angry penguin charging at
them in excess of lOOmph. They'd be a lot more careful
about what they say if they had."

What is Open Source?
It is a fundamental feature of GNU, Linux and many
other free products that they are Open Source. This
means that the source code - not just the finished,
runnable program - is made available to the user.

And, if you want to, you can change it. The entire
source code for GNU/Linux is available for you.
personally, to get hold of and look at, change,
expand, improve or use as a coffee-cup coaster.

This concept, along with the price of "nothing at
all" is terrifying to the big corporates like Microsoft.
Imagine this: Out there, on the Internet, is an
operating system available to run on virtually any
computer platform, that is:

• More reliable

• Free

• Bug-fixed within hours
• Free

• Developed faster
• Free

Because the software developers do not have the
weight of corporate paranoia on their backs; as
programmers they do not have corporate obscurity,
every programmer is face-to-face with the users
(virtually); nor do they have any supposed "PR"
necessity to deny the existence of bugs but instead
feel a need to put it right as fast as possible - after
all it's their personal reputation at stake; and finally,
as the source code is available, if someone else

comes along and improves your methods, you can
simply accept it and put out a new release - or they
will do it themselves. And you have an astonishing
result:

Efficient, reliable, bug-fixed software for nothing.
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FREE Definite Linux

Bookshelf with Official

Definite Linux boxed sets.

25 essential titles for

Linux beginners and
experienced users alike.

definitesoftware.com 100% Redhat Linuxcompatible <&

Cheeplinux
The cheapest way to buy free software!

A
surf the net ~-^-4,-Finance free software while you surf the net

Installation or source Choose from:
FREE ISP
www.uklinux.net

Installation & source £9.99

uiuiui.chceplinuK.com

All the latest Linux versions - cheep

Corel Linux 1.0

Mandrake® 7.0
RedHat® 6.1
Slackware®7.0
Definite®7.0

Definite Software Tel: 0161 666 8611 Fax: 0870 052 6843
sales@definitesoftware.com www.cheeplinux.com

free webspace •
hosting • free email•
PostgreSQL • PHP3
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professional website
ISDN • Perl • MySQL •

1Local Support forums
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Reader Offer
Acorn User and Definite Software pic. are delighted to offer readers
the opportunity to buy a copy of Definite Linux7.0 (£39.99) and get a
Definite LinuxT-shirt absolutely free!

With Definite Linux you get: source code, Operating System, Star Office 5.1,
programming languages (C/C++/Perl etc), Samba (networking), graphics, Internet
software, games, web server software, a graphical user interface and MUCH MORE.

Definite Linux boxed sets come with the Linux Bookshelf (normal RRP £29.99) FREE!
ThisCD-ROM contains over 100,000 pages of Linuxreference material (25 books) and is
required reading for the beginner and advanced user alike.

Definite Software PLC, FREEPOST SK1670, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 4BY
Tel: 0161 666 8611 Fax: 0870 052 6843
sales@definitesoftware.com www.definitesoftware.com

• Please tick ifyou do not wish to receive information from 3rd party
companies regarding related products &services.

Order
Please send me. .Definite Linux Boxed sets

@ £39.99 each inc P&P & VAT.

Total cost: £

Full Name

Company

Address

FREE T-Shirt
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Please hck your size

Postcode.

Country —
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CC#

Issue No
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ERIDANI LINUX 6.1A (Rayen)
Includes all Red Hat updates, numerous tidy-ups and some extra software.

This distribution is kept up-to-date on a daily basis.

Also available: Eridani Applications 6.1 based on Red Hat Powertoois 6.1

Other distributions we can supply:
Debian GNU/Linux 2.1 (slink) Stable release
Mandrake Linux 7.0.2 (Air) Updated release
Slackware Linux 7 Corel Linux

All of these releases are the 'GPU versions - and our

prices reflect this- single CDs £3.50, 2CD sets £6.00
Postage and packaging rates apply: £1.50 for the first 2 CDs, 50p per extra disc. Non-UK rates are on our web site.

http://www.eridani.co.uk
Email: linux@eridani.co.uk Tel: 07050 691454 Fax: 08701 600807

Our own distribution,
based on Red Hat 6.1

Originality, Creativity and
Technical Excellence

; Linux Specialists

SuSE Linux 6.3
With new easy installation, Linux Operating.
System with 1500 extra applications on 6
CD-Roms with 480 page manual. Includes .*••}
StarOffice 5.1a ana utilities for >Internet
>Networking >Office & Graphics >Sound &
Games >Programming and much more

£29 plus £2.50 p&p (UK)
.' ' jSfee our Website for More Linux .'

. Products and Information . '

www.cyberspace.ltd.uk
• * . • Authorised Linux Reseller

.Orders: You may telephone, fax, email or send
cheque made payable; to Cyberspace.ltd

Cyberspace.ltd, PO Box 2839/ Reading RG4 °YF
li|:iIV/#*i

info@cyberspace.!

ARMLinux is *M

coming! Aleph One Limited

Aleph One is producing versions of ARM
Linux which are easy to run on Rise PCs.

Current distributions for ARM processors
are available but they are hard to install.

If you are interested in getting to know and
work with the increasingly important LINUX
operating system send us an email, and
when we have a CD-ROM ready we will
send you all the details.

We plan versions based on Red Hat and
Debian releases with our own installer and

documentation, with different levels of paid
support, and also to supply reference
books.

Aleph One Ltd The Old Courthouse Bottisham
CAMBRIDGE UK CB5 9BA Webwww.aleph1.co.uk/
Tel +44 (0)1223-811679 Fax +44 (0)1223-812713
Email info@aleph1.co.uk



Thomas Leonard shows what Linux can look like

In the weeks following Acorn's cancellation of Phoebe the
Internet newsgroups saw all manner of schemes to save
the system discussed. Still, it seemed that most of these
rescue plans involved a great deal of effort simply to get
back to where we were before; expensive computers with
a shrinking user-base.

Now most Acorn owners use other systems too and,
like many others, I was quite into Linux by this time.
Linux has all the features that RISC OS is missing:
preemptive multitasking, memory protection, virtual
memory, caching, hardware independence and so on; what
it lacked was a decent user interface.

After considering which features of RISC OS were
important to the interface, we concluded that the Filer,
drag-and-drop loading and saving, application directories
and image filing systems were the most important aspects.

Several groups announced plans to develop a system
that combined a Linux kernel with RISC OS user-

interface features but after several months no progress
seemed to have been made. So I decided to write ROX:

RISC OS on X (the X Window System is the main
graphical display system used on Linux and Unix). I
started writing the Filer in February last year along with
an iconbar and a text editor.

It quickly became apparent that the iconbar was all but
useless, most of the programs run under ROX are not
going to be ROX applications and so do not use the
iconbar. This lead to a highly inconsistent GUI with most
applications opening a window as soon as they were
loaded instead of installing on the iconbar. I scrapped the
idea and replaced it with a modified Filer window. The
effect is the same: when you click on Edit an editor
window appears but the advantage is that it works equally
well with non-ROX applications.

ROX does not aim to look and act exactly like RISC
OS, it aims to combine the best features of RISC OS with

those of Linux. For example,Filer windows look quite
like RISC OS ones but they have a number of extra

111 ]/home/tall97/Documents/Messages
tl ©| o I

Course Incomlngl People RISCOS ROX

1X1Save As:

W

Figure II: Saving afile froman Edit window (notshown). Looks familiar?

ROX
/home/tal 197/Apps

Display

App dir 'Lock*

Select All

ROX-Fller Clear Selection

Options...
New Directory.,

Xterm Here

Wlndov/

Ctl+A

Ctl+Z

Ctl+O

Ctl+N

Figure III: The Filer looks very like the RISC OS one, but there are a
few extrafeatures, usually configurablefrom the Options window...

features such as keyboard shortcuts for all operations and
the ability to search for a file in a large directory (Linux
has no files-per-directory limit so this is quite an
important feature).

Another goal of ROX is to add RISC OS features to
existing Unix applications. The first step of this was
support for drag-and-drop saving, which several non-ROX
applications now support. Most applications use a toolkit
to do deal with saving, and once these toolkits support
drag-and-drop saving all the applications which use them
can too.

Image filing systems allow you to open a file as a
directory. It's what allows you to open an ArcFS archive
and run programs from it directly under RISC OS.

Linux already has the low-level support for this, you
can take an image of a CD, for example, and then make it
appear as a directory but as far as I know no-one has
thought to extend this ability to archives, images, videos
and so on the way RISC OS does. This is next on our list
once the Filer is finished.

Because ROX integrates well with other applications
the Filer is now being used by quite a number of people
who have never used RISC OS before - this is excellent

news all round as the Filer has picked up some useful
tricks from elsewhere: such as keyboard navigation and
the (optional) single-click operation mode.

Another advantage of integrating well with non-ROX
applications is that it allows developers to create ROX
applications safe in the knowledge that they can also sell
to the huge number of Linux and Unix users without
modifications to their code.

ROX is being developed under the GPL - the same
license as Linux itself - which means that anyone can use
it for free, see how it works and contribute code to the

project. You can get more information about ROX,
download the latest version or subscribe to the mailing list
at the ROX web-site:

http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/~tall97/rox.php3

Linux User April 2000
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Robust, Reliable It is possible to have
a Server with ALL

these attributes!

LinServer - An Internet Gateway & File Server
running LINUX (UNIX® for PC's) which
supports PC, NC & RISC OS Computers

LinServer is an

incredibly robust and
dependable File, Print
& Internet Gateway
server providing
virtually every internet
resource which doesn't

cost the Earth! There
are NO licensing issues
on the number of users
supported. LinServer
supports over 10,000
users, the limit being
only storage capacity and RAM. It supports
PC's, Network & RISC OS computers. You can
literally place this server in a secure room and
forget about it, being almost completely self-

maintaining
except for user
administration.

Standard features:
NFS, PC File server

with disc quota's
POP3, SMTP, IMAP4

Mail Server
NNTP News Server
Web/Proxy Server
FTP Server
Printer server
Internet dial-on-demand

using ISDN or modem
Dial-in modem access

WWW Server Tools
... Plus many more.

Contact us for
more

details or to
arrange a

demonstration

Tel: 0161-474 0778
Fax: 0161-474 0781

Open 10 -18.00 Mon - Sa

www.desktopp.demon.co.uk
info@desktopp.demon.co.uk

2A Heapriding Business Park
Ford Street, STOCKPORT,
Cheshire. SK3 OBT. E&OE.

11 Other Remote Networks

ie. schools, branch offices
Citrijp

ica
Remote
Computing

^'
RiscOS, PC Windows *W
Apple & Unix
Desktop Computers

Web
Computing

RiscOS & PC
Network Computers

Wireless Terminals and

PDA's etc.

CITRIX

A Citrix® WinFrame or MetaFrame
Server provides access to virtually
any Windows® application, across
any type of network connection to
any type of client (including Thin-
Clients & RISC OS). It allows
multiple, concurrent users to log on
and run applications in separate,
protected Windows sessions ON the
MetaFrame Server, resulting in each
user consuming as little as one-tenth
of their normal network bandwidth.
It gives you centralised management,
exceptional performance and
improved security for all your
education/business critical
applications and data.
Ring us now for further information or
call into our showroom for a
demonstration.



Alasdair Bailey
gives his

regular report
kfter missing an issue due to

the lack of any notable
goings on in the gaming

1world, GameShow is now
back for good. One phone call to
Andrew Rawnsley of R-Comp has
given me lots of developments to
pass on to you along with many
reams of top secret info, only known
by the gaming Elite of the platform.

First off, R-Comp's port of Quake
is to be made RiscStation-friendly.
The planned re-compilation of the
sources with floating point code left
in for the machine's ARM7500FE

processor will also be of interest to
A7000+ users. What level of

performance can be achieved by
this is yet to be seen but hopefully,
the RiscStation will be able to

compete with a Rise PC's still
somewhat sluggish Quake
performance. A7000+ users on the
other hand, may still find things a
little on the slow side.

A bug fix for the release version
of Quake has also been released and
distributed to all existing users. If
you haven't received an upgrade,
contact R-Comp at the address in
their advert. The bug meant that on
occasions, use of the electrogun in
Malice would crash the machine

completely. The current version,

Quake - nowwith working Electro Gun

vl.09, remedies this
along with a couple of
other misfeatures (I like
that word).

Avid gamers will
have seen that the source

code to Descent II was

released in the dying
days of '99. Sir Rawnsley
commented that R-Comp
are indeed looking into
producing a RISC OS
player for this game
because it's not too

dissimilar to the original
Descent which is Whu1m, ,,„s/;
currently available for
our platform for the sum of £30.

Before I leave the R-Comp vein, a
quick word of warning. Owen
Griffin kindly e-mailed me this
week to point out that the cheats for
Heroesof Might and Magic II which
we printed in the February issue
mess up the high-score table. So, if
you do want to use them, make a
back up copy of your
IHeroesl.HighScores directory first.
You might think that a person such
as Owen would be on the straight
and narrow but he also contributes

another cheat. Apparently, typing
8675309 during the game will reveal
the whole map. I don't like to sound

like an over-zealous

primary school teacher but
don't use this one too soon

I in the game because it will
make things intolerably
slow on anything less than
a StrongARM.

GEK it right
As recently reported on
these pages, continental
coding group, GEK, have
left the scene. However,
VOTI have stepped into
the void and are now

"acting to facilitate the

amesho

Window bathing, great fun!

continued development of former
GEK products and services"
according to frontman, Nathan
Walker. All of GEK's freeware

games are now available for
download on the VOTI website (see
URL below) along with two recent
titles, SpeeC and NoWindozvs. Both
titles were still under development
at the time of GEK's departure but
are still fairly playable.
NoWindows, especially, is a good
laugh if that FlyingWindoivs
screensaver on the PC gets on your
wick.

Walker also commented that the

group is short of graphic artists so if
you feel you have what it takes, pop
along to http://www.stormloader.
com/wrath/index2.htm and drop .
them a line.

RISCOS Un-Limited
Ever since the conception of the
Phoebe, 3D graphics cards have
been a hotly debated topic in both
gaming newsgroups and the market
as a whole.

These cards, traditionally used in
PCs, take care of many graphical
functions, leaving the main
processor free to run the game
engine. Modern cards not only hold

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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all the VRAM necessary to feed the
screen but also include their own

on-board processors to perform
tasks such as z-buffering and tri-
linear filtering to improve the
appearance and smoothness of
games.

Until recently, most 3D
accelerators plugged into a PCI
expansion slot inside a PC
However, their data throughput
rates became so high that the AGP
standard was devised in order to

speed things up. News that the
RiscStation Evolution is to include

PCI slots has once again opened the
floodgates to wild speculation, lies,
damned lies and video tape.

Now it's time for a bit of rumour

quashing. First off, neither the Mico
nor the Imago are to include PCI (or
AGP) slots so they're out of the
equation. Okay, so it would be
possible to mount chipsets on
Acorn podule cards but that would
make the price rocket and speed
would still be an issue.

This leaves us with the

RiscStation Evolution being the
only viable alternative. If things
work out just right, the machine,
which will feature high-speed PCI
slots should be on the market

before the end of this year.
It's no secret that

Simtec/RiscStation originally had
difficulty with PCI. The Lite and
NetWORX machines were

rescheduled because of the

difficulty in getting the PCI work
ready in time for their shipping
dates. However, the next generation
RiscStation, the Evolution will
feature full PCI support.

It is rumoured that drivers

already exist for a popular off the
shelf brand of PCI graphics card. .
If these drivers do indeed exist,
they would no doubt have been
written for the development version
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Grand TheftAuto 2 on the PC, afine exampleof whats
possible usinghardware graphics/3D acceleration
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of the Phoebe.

RiscStation's PCI

interface would be

implemented in a
slightly different
way to that on the I
Phoebe so some [
modification would

probably beneeded j
to the drivers. |

Understandably,
obtaining drivers for 1
3D cards is not

exactly at the top of
RiscStation Ltd's list ,,
of priorities at the
moment. However, HoMM2 map editor
the company do
keep on making positive sounds on
the subject with representatives of
the company often being seen
talking to game authors at shows.

Without wanting to dampen
hopes too much, it is worth
pointing out that the popular
opinion seems to be that an
ARM7500FE processor as used in
the RiscStation would be a little on

the slow side anyway. We'll most
likely have to wait for StrongARM
based PCI solutions before 3D cards

can fully be taken advantage of in
RISC OS games.

Anyway, we'll keep you posted
and, like I say, RiscStation are
making some interesting noises on
the gaming front.

Be a Hero!
This is your chance to become the
champion of the RISC OS gaming
community by designing the best
ever Heroesof Might and Magic II
map. One lucky person stands a
chance of winning an R-Comp
voucher worth a full £20 off any of
their titles.

Heroes of Might and Magic II is a
turn-based strategy game which
was converted from the PC to RISC

-jfgjji OSin late '98. ThePrice of
Loyalty expansion pack
was recently released and
was reviewed in our

February edition. If you
still don't have the original
game, it's well worth the
£35 if you ask us so don't
delay in buying a copy.

Both the expansion pack
and the original game
include a map editor. It's
so easy to use, we needn't
even give you a tutorial
but the editor is covered in

the game's own manual if

arneshow

you do get stuck.
Submitted levels may include

any of the features offered in the
map editor with extra credit being
given for ingenuity story lines and
good use of the available artifacts
and resources. Maps which make
the judges laugh will also be smiled
upon, as would themed entries
(Quest for the Holy Grail, anyone?).

The expansion pack version of
the editor does include a feature to

generate random maps. It's fair
enough for you to use one of these
random maps as a starting point for
something greater but be warned,
we'll know if you've generated a
map and sent it straight to us
without modification!

A host of well known figures
have agreed to share the burden of
judging your efforts. Andrew
Rawnsley, head man at R-Comp, the
publishers of the RISC OS version
of Heroes ofMight and Magic II and
Richard Hallas will be taking part
along with Tim Fountain of Acorn
Arcade fame and my good self.

Send your entries either by post to
the usual editorial address (Acorn

User, 26 Stockport Village, Hooper St,
Stockport SKI 1DQ) or by e-mail to
games@acornuser.com by 30th April
2000 for inclusion in the judging. All
entries received will be included on a

future cover CD and entrants are

welcome to submit more than one

map. Please include the following
information with your entry: your
name; postal address; e-mail address;
map name; plus a brief
summary of your map.

Contacting AU
Alasdair Bailey:

games@acornuser.com
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THE PRICE OF LOYALTY

anthem*£7o
inc. VAT

The RISC OS MIDI Sequencer
Anthem is a feature packed, easy to use MIDI
sequencing package for RISC OS computers
It employs a powerful and acclaimed new object-
oriented (phrases of music) song structure that
allows the musician flexibility in arrangement, and
ease of editing unparalleled by any other RISC OS
sequencer.

Existing Sound & Music Products include
PC SoundPro 2 £35, MIDI Synthesizers,
Sound Cards, MIDI Cards, Parallel/Serial

Port MIDI, MIDI Support...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh,
Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377

Expansion Pack I £22
inal HoMM2

Also: Final Doom Levels Pack £ 15 inc.
Requires Doom or Doom+

Other Games Titles
Heretic & Hexen £32.50

(Towers of Darkness Pack)
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £35.00
Descent £30.00

Doom+ £32.50

Syndicate* £29.00
Abuse £25.00

Quake £23.00

Distributors for ARTEX: Ankh, Exodus
PRO ACTION: Various titles

Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS
Email: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk rci@rcomp.co.uk

eWorld Web Design
Get real in cyberspace with our professional design for your website

Full original graphics
Multimedia

Animation & sound

Custom programming
Site maintenance

Domain names

E-commerce

Site registration

Total Web Site Creation: Simply contact Alan Jones now to receive a quote for your requirements
with prices from £300 (single page with original graphics, text supplied, no maintenance)

eWorld Web Design, 26 Stockport Village, Hooper Street Stockport SKI IDQ
t: (+44/0) 161 429 8902 f: (+44/0) 161 429 0685

e: enquiries@eworldwebdesign.com w: www.eworldwebdesign.com
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lingual interactive story
book with full RISC OS
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Kiyeko and
the lost night

Offer endsMay 31st 2000

Please send me copies of Kiyekofor:

£17.63 (£15 plus VAT) plus postage (UK £1,Europe £2,World £4) £_

Name

Address

Postcode E-mail

I wishto pay by:

J Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
] Credit Card (Visa/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Access)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: Name on card:

Signature:
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Kiyeko is the lead character in
this superb eco-friendly
electronic story book brought
to RISC OS by Interconnex
featuring:

• 8000 beautiful
original illustrations

• Over 220 on screen

interactions

• 45 minutes of
original music

• Hours of fun

Supplied on a PC CD-ROM,
with a RISC OS driver disc,

Kiyeko is unique to the Acorn
platform in that it's in five
languages so, not only is it
superb fun to play, but it can
also form part of a combined
studies of Amazonia, Modern

Languages and more.
Buy it now for only £15

plus VAT.

Five languages
• English
• French

• German

»Spanish
• Italian



Max Palmer

investigates
materials and

their properties

This month we will continue

from where we finished off

last month - examining the
features of TopModel's

Attributes window. We've already
looked at the 'Textures' tab and have

seen how to apply textures in
various mapping modes. However,
we have not yet explored either the
'Colour and Materials' or the

'Various' tabs.

To recap, the attributes window
lists the available display properties
for a polygon or set of polygons. The
term 'properties' covers a diverse
range of options, from simple
attributes such as colour, to more
complex features, like the surface
properties. For example, how the
object reflects light, whether the
surface is transparent and the mode
in which the object is rendered.
These properties are split into three
main groups, each of which has its
own tab within the attributes

window (Figure I).

Material Worlds
Focusing first on the 'Colour and
Materials tab' (Figure I.B), we see
that TopModcl splits the window into
two main sections. The upper
portion allows the user to select and
apply a named colour to the current
selection, while the lower section

state art
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Figure11: Example materials applied to blocks - glass (green), plastic (red), metal(silver)and wood(brown)

provides access to a range of pre
defined types of material, such as
glass, metal, plastic and wood
(Figure II). The presets should be
sufficient to cover most everyday
modelling needs, however, if you
decide that those listed don't

Attrlbut»»_ Attribute*

Texture | Various
Colour & material

Edit...

New

Black ~

Set colour

Colours material

Texture | Various

Make selection...

Edit.

N9W .

Light

Set material

Read attributes

Flat Smooth

Wireframe Solid

Light Opaque

Read attributes

Figure I: Attributes dialog, showing the Texture (A),Colour & Material (B)and Various (C)tabs

produce quite the look that you're
after you can opt to define your own
materials and colours using an
existing type as the starting point.

While creating a new colour
simply involves selecting a set of
RGB (Red/Green/Blue) values,
defining a new type of material is
more complicated and is carried out
using the 'Material's Characteristics'
dialog box (Figure III). This dialog
may be invoked by pressing the
lower 'New' button in the 'Colour

and Materials' tab.

A quick examination of the dialog
reveals that a material is a collection

of predefined properties that
characterise how light interacts with
the surface. These factors consist of

the ambient colour, level of diffusion,
reflection, gloss and properties that
affect the object's transparency.
While we are used to terms like

reflection, the physical meaning of
others such as diffusion and gloss
might not be quite so familiar,
meriting further investigation.

To help you achieve a particular
look, the material dialog provides an
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FigUK III: Material characteristics dialog

interactive preview of the material
being edited at the top of the
window. One of three different

objects can be selected using the
radio buttons beside the view,
allowing adjustments to the various
material characteristics to be viewed

in real time.

Material
Characteristics
The uppermost material properly in
the dialog is the colour setting,
which allows a preferred colour to be
assigned using the checkbox and
colour selector. This colour will

replace the colour of an object at the
time the material is applied;
however, it can be overridden by
applying a different colour later on.

One reason why you might want
to define a material colour is if the

material you wish to create is
strongly associated with a particular
colour - for example, brass. In this
case it would be sensible to define a

shade of brown as one of the

material's properties, removing the
need to select the colour each time

the material is applied.
Below the colour selector is the

rather mysteriously labelled
'Ambient' edit field. This defines the

degree to which the surface diffuses
(reflects evenly) ambient light (light
which has no directional

component). Since this property
refers to ambient light you must
have a source of ambient light within
the current scene for this attribute to

have any visible effect. This can be

April 2000 http://www.acornuser.com
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enabled using the 'SetUp Light
parameters' menu (accessed by
clicking on the torch icon).

For example, imagine you have a
scene that contains a white object
illuminated by green ambient light. If
the material has a value of zero for

the ambient setting, the surface will
appear white or grey depending on
the intensity of the other lights that
are present. However, if the ambient
setting for the material is increased
(up to a maximum value of 1), the
surface of the object will acquire a
greenish hue, resulting from the
diffusion of ambient light (Figure IV).

Below the ambient setting is the
general setting for diffusion. As we
have already seen, the term diffusion
refers to how much light is evenly
scattered at the surface of an object.
Therefore, increasing the value for
diffusion will increase the brightness
of the material, while setting a lower
coefficient will make the surface

appear darker (Figure V).
Unlike diffusion, which dictates

how bright the overall surface of an
object appears, reflection and gloss
depend on the angle between the
light source, the object and the
observer.

The degree to which the effects of
reflection are visible will therefore

vary with viewing angle, the
geometry and orientation of the
objects being illuminated and the
position of the lights in the scene.
Furthermore, reflected light is
directly related to the colour of the
original light source, unlike diffused
light, which is the same colour as the

Figure V: Changes in diffusion andreflection

surface of the object. At this point it
is worth restating that TopModel is
not a full-blown raytracing package.
As such, it is unable to simulate
reflections that result from secondary
sources of light, that is to say light
scattered by an object is not treated a
light source. This means that
predefined materials such as the
'mirror' type will not act like a
mirror in the real-world sense - you
will not see an image of the reflected
scene.

However, both the Phong and
Gouraud rendering models are
designed to simulate effect of
primary reflections (reflections from
light sources placed within a scene,
such as the front light). In addition,
interpolation of the light intensity
between vertices (points) is used to
make surfaces appear smooth. As a
result, a rendered image produced
by TopModel may differ quite
dramatically from that created using

Figure IV: Effect ofchanges tothe ambient property on the appearance ofa block illuminated bygreen, ambient light
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Whether it be an IDE card, ARM3 for an A3000, 4Mb card for an A540, 8Mb for an A5000 or
VRAM and a memory module for a RiscPC, all our solutions are designed and manufactured
using state-of-the-art assembly techniques and components to ensure long term reliability.

A3000, A3010, A3020, A4000, or A5000 upgrade to 4Mb - £35
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Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Spares and upgrades for the following machines:
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Figure VI: The Phong rendering technique can be
usedto make objects appear smoother thana
raytraced image of thesame mesh

a raytracing package (Figure VI), but
will be rendered more quickly.

TopModel uses an RGB value to
specify how light is reflected from a
surface. This is because light of
different wavelengths may be
absorbed by different amounts,
depending on the chemical
composition of the material.
Increasing the reflection coefficients
will result in brighter highlights,
making the surface appear more
metallic, while adjustments to the
value for gloss will alter the size of
the specular highlight. For example,
a large value for gloss (50-64) will
produce small, intense specular
highlights, while a small value (1-5)
will produce diffuse highlights. This
effect is demonstrated in Figure VII.

Transparency
Lastly, TopModel provides options
for creating transparent materials.
Like reflection, the degree to which
an object is transparent may depend
on the colour (wavelength) of the
light, because of this transparent
materials are defined using an RGB
value. Each coefficient describes the

extent to which the material is

transparent to red, green and blue
light.

One important physical property
that is associated with transparent
materials is the refractive index. This

Figure VII: The value for gloss influences
thesizeof specular highlights

TopModel 2

value defines the extent by which
light is refracted (bent) as it passes
from one medium to another.

Although changes in refractive index
produce visible changes in the
appearance of a surface within
TopModel (Figure VIII), these
differences are not as dramatic as

those produced using a raytracing
engine which is able to trace the path
of light through a scene (Figure IX).
However, for completeness, the
refractive index should be set to a

known value for the material being
simulated, since it is always possible
you may wish to export the scene at
a later date.

Once you are happy with the
settings for the new material, you
should enter an appropriate name in
the name field and press 'Set' to
create it. The new material can be

selected from a list of user-defined

materials by clicking with Adjust on
the list icon, as opposed to using
Select which will bring up the list of
default materials. Finally, materials
and colours can be exported using
the new resources manager, which
also handles views and paths. This
can be invoked by clicking Menu
when over the icon for the material

or colour lists.

The Various tab
The third tab on the attribute dialog
is labelled 'Various' and provides a
mechanism for setting a local view

Figure VIII: Different valuesfor therefractive index
produce subtlevisualeffects -within TopModel

style. This style will override the
currently selected view mode, be it
either Phong, Gouraud, flat-shaded
or wireframe.

The pane consists of six buttons
that are paired horizontally to form
three choices. The buttons on the

right represent the default render
styles that will be applied (when in
the correct mode), while the buttons
on the left provide options to select a
'local' render style. A few examples
of the various render styles are
shown in Figure X.

• The wireframe/solid option [A]
can be used to force an object to
be rendered as a wireframe

model, regardless of the currently
selected view mode. This option is

FigureIX:Raytraced spheres withdifferent refractive index values
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Figure X:Flat, smooth, wireframe andlight 'local' rendering modes inaction

alters as the viewing angle is
changed. While this sounds a bit
odd, chrome mapping is actually
quite good at simulating metallic
reflections or wood grain effects
(Figure XI), hence its name.

Unlike chrome mapping, which is
an exclusive mapping mode, bump
mapping may be used in
combination with normal mapping
to simulate perturbations on the
surface of an object. The bump map
(which can be the same texture as the
normal map) should be applied after
the initial texture has been set.

However, it is only visible in Phong
mode.

When you apply a bump map you
need to select its strength, which will
affect how strongly the bump map
influences the surface shading.
Finally, the reason why bump maps
are used so extensively is that they
enable detail to be added to an

otherwise flat surface, negating the
need for extra geometric information.
For example, a bump map can be
used to emphasise the differences in
height between the bricks and
mortar in a texture map, making the
shading of a brick wall appear more
realistic (Figure XII).

Tricking the
light fantastic
All this talk of texture mapping and
creating new materials is all very
well, but how are they used?
Giancarlo, the author of TopModel, at
Rise OS 99, demonstrated one of the
most impressive uses of a new
material type I have come across. I
happened to be walking past the
Spacetech stand when I noticed what

extremely useful for working with
complex scenes, since it allows
objects that are not currently
being worked upon to be redrawn
more rapidly, making the
modelling environment more
responsive.

• The flat/smooth option [B] is used
to select whether the light level at
a point on the surface of a
polygon is fixed, or is calculated
by interpolating between the
values at the vertices. The latter is

a rendering 'trick' that is used
during Phong or Gouraud
shading to create the illusion of a
smooth surface from what might
be an otherwise sparsely sampled
mesh. However, certain types of
objects, particularly angular
structures such as buildings, don't
look right when rendered in
smooth mode and should have

their style set to flat shading
instead.

• The light/opaque option [Cj can
be used to prevent (or enable)
shading being applied to a
polygon or selection of polygons.
By default all objects are shaded,
while a 'light' object will always

FigureXI:Chrome mapped table
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appear bright, regardless of its
location and the intensity and
position of the lights in the scene.

Chrome bumpers
Last month we explored most of the
options on the 'Textures' pane
(Figure LA). However, you might
have noticed that I did not discuss

any of the options which appear in
the texture type list (normal, chrome
and bump).

By default all textures are applied
using the 'normal' mapping mode.
However, TopModel provides two
additional mapping modes, known
as chrome and bump mapping. The
first of these, 'chrome mapping', is a
sort of random texture mapping
mode, where the texture co-ordinates
change with the view. That is to say,
the part of the image that is mapped
to a particular point on the surface

Figure Xll:Raytraced viexos ofa wall, withandwithout bump mapping enabled (lift to right)



MicroDigital peripherals for Acorn computers

Computers

Acorn
Upgrades

Support

Awesome 32 bit IDE controller card

The 32 bit Awesome EIDE controller card

for the Rise PC is simply the quickest
interlace around. The card is a spin off from
our Micocomputer development program
fromwhich more products will come.
Awesome uses full 32 bit DMA access and

depending on the drive fitted transfer
speeds better than 7MB/sec can be
achieved, and that's real world speeds, over
four times as fast as any built-in interface.
Supports four IDEdevices, hard discs up to

8 partitions, r/w, read only and no access status plus password protection.
Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers.

"Whilst Awesome works with most drives it will not work with all

manufacturers units.

Model order code price
All Rise PC MDAWE32 E 122.00
Warranty : 5 years return to base

Rage 16 bit IDE controller card
The 16 bit Rage IDEcontroller card for Acorn A310, A400, A5000, A540.
A7000 and Rise PC is easy to fit, simply plug in. Rage uses DMA on the
Rise PC withoverall performance twice as fast as the built-in interface.
Supports four IDEdevices, hard disc up to 8 partitions, r/w. read onlyand
no access status and password protection. Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD
drivers. Connectors available for internal and external drives.

Models order code price
See above ACARCIN £ 58,00

Warranty : 5 years return to base

Swift 8 bit IDE controller cards

The 8 bit Swift IDEcontroller card for Acorn A3010, and A3000. is easy to
fit, self configuring, simply plug in. Swiftcontrollers are available witheither
external IDEconnector or User Port.. Supports four IDEdevices, hard disc
up to 8 partitions, r/w, read only and no access status and password
protection. Includes CDFS and ATAPICD drivers.
Models order code price
See above ACA3INEC E 62.00

See above ACA3INUP E 62.00

Warranty : 5 years return to base

Telephonenumber 01274 618774
FAX number 01274 619482

email addre @microdigital.co.uk
web site www.microdigital.co.uk

Prices include VAT and mainland uk delivery.
welcome payment by Cheque (allow 5 days

to clear) and Credit cards.

Education Orders Welcomed.

Also Mice, Memory,
Keyboards, and floppy disc
drives for Acorn computers.

DataStar IDE hard disc drives

Allunits below prices include: drive unit
only.
Alldrives are fully tested to meet the
requirements of our Zero Defect Quality
Assurance Programme, and they are
covered by our three year no quibble
guarantee.

MicroDigital Limited
37 Titus Street

Saltaire

Shipley
West Yorkshire

BD18 4LU

Optim backup systems

IDE CD ROM drives

Model

A7000

A7000+

All Rise PC models ACIDECDIN48 £ 58,00

Price includes drive unit, Rage 16 bit controller card, data cable, software
includes CDPIayer, Photoview, ChangeFsi. utilitiesdisc and manual.
Model order code price
All Rise PC models ACIDECDIN48R £ 110.00

Price includes drive unit, Awesome 32 bit controller card, data cable,

software includes CDPIayer, Photoview, ChangeFsi, utilitiesdisc and
manual.

Model order code price
All Rise PC models ACIDECDIN48A £175.00

External CD drive with controller card include: Housing, drive unit, power
supply, datacable. and controller card, software includes CDPIayer,
Photoview, ChangeFsi, utilitiesdisc and manual. Units are tested to meet
the requirements of our Zero Defect Quality Assurance Programme, and
they are covered by our twelve month no quibble guarantee.

External drive only
Model order code

All models ACIDECDEX48

External drive with 8 bit Swift controller card.

Model order code

A3000, A3010
A3020, A4000 ACIDECDEX48S

External drive with 16 bit Rage controller card.
Model order code

A300, A400

A540. All Rise PC modelsACIDECDEX48R

External drive unit with Awesome 32 bit controller card.

Model order code price
All Rise PC models ACIDECDEX48A £ 249.00

Backplane adaptor EXADP01 £ 24.00

order code

With hard disc

drive capacities
getting larger and
larger data security
is increasingly
becoming a real
headache, the
MicroDigital Optim
system offers a
cost effective, fast

solution.

The system is based on fixedhard disc technology, they can be
attached to any Rise based computer with a bi-directional printerport.
Optimis moveable between machines and locations, this flexibility
makes Optim an ideal backup system.
Models : Acorn A3010, A3020, A4000, Rise PC's. Micoall systems.
Size order code price

6GB MDDSOPT6 £ 246.00

15GB MDDSOPT15 £288.00

30GB MDDSOPT30 E 486.00

AllCD ROM drives are fully tested
to meet the requirements of our
Zero Defect QualityAssurance
Programme, and they are covered
by our twelve month no quibble
guarantee,

Price includes 48 speed drive unit
and data cable

price

price

£ 134,00

price

£190.00

price

£186.00

Size/model Speed Access order code price
6.4GBSeagate 5400 rpm 9.5ms MDDSSGIDE64 £ 99.00

8.4GB Seagate 5400 rpm 9.0ms MDDSSGIDE84 £120.00

10.2GBSeagate 5400 rpm 9.5ms MDDSSGIDE102 £122.00

13.6GBSeagate 5400 rpm 9.5ms MDDSSGIDE132 £ 127.00

17.2GBSeagate 5400 rpm 9.0ms MDDSSGIDE172 £141.00

20.0GB IBM 5400 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE20 £157.00

25.0GB IBM 5400 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE25 £ 196.00

37.0GB IBM 5400 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE37 £ 288.00

13.6GB IBM 7200 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE136 £169.00

22.0GB IBM 7200 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE22 £201.00

27.0GB IBM 7200 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE27 £ 257.00

34.0GB IBM 7200 rpm 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE34 £331,00

DataStar IDE hard disc drive with

Awesome controller card
Size/model

6.4GB Seagate + Awe
8.4GB Seagate + Awe
10.2GB Seagate + Awe
13.2GB Seagate + Awe
17.2GB Seagate + Awe
20.0GB IBM + Awesome

25.0GB IBM + Awesome

37.0GB IBM + Awesome

13.6GB IBM + Awesome

22.0GB IBM + Awesome

27.0GB IBM + Awesome

34.0GB IBM + Awesome

Speed Access order code price
5400 9.5ms MDDSSGIDE64A £215.00

5400 9.0ms MDDSSGIDE84A £ 236.00

5400 9.5ms MDDSSGIDE102A £ 238.00

5400 9.5ms MDDSSGIDE132A £ 243.00

5400 9.0ms MDDSSGIDE172A £ 257.00

5400 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE20A £ 274.00

5400 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE25A £312.00

5400 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE37A £ 404.00

7200 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE136A £ 285.00

7200 9,0ms MDDSIBIDE22A £317.00

7200 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE27A £ 374.00

7200 9.0ms MDDSIBIDE34A £ 448.00
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System Excluslves

Ing playback
any MIDI
co, Including

parallel and serial

Up to 192 MIDIchannels
and no track limit

Free- demo disc available

Now available - £129.00

Recent/New Releases
Abuse-£23.00 j

Descent CDs - £28.00

Heroes of Might and Magic 2 - £32.00
Heretic & Hexen CD - £32.00

OHPCD (Spacetech)-£28.95 ';
Photodesk 3 - £279.95

Quake CDs - £22.00

Syndicate Plus CD - £26.50 i

Discs (example 10x white discs - £4.60. SOxblack discs - £15.10,
5x HD red/blue/green/whlle discs - £2.49) j

Batteries (e.g.4xAA Xtra alkaline - £2.18, 1x9V alkaline - £1.84) ^
Audio & Video Tapes - EVarlous

l

•> FREEPOST EH2725

-' Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

We supply a range or CCD
and laser bar code scanners ,
and include with these our
IBarRoador driver sottv/are

most desktop software.

Further Information Is available.
Complete systems from £137.63

V Our bar coding
software produces

r Draw files of the
following formats: EAN8,

EAN 13. UPC A. ISBN, ISSN,
Code 39 (Normal and Full

ASCII), Tclepen and Binary.

Further Information Is available.
„ IBarCoder - £69.33

Computer Systems
These prices do not Include monitors,

unless specified.
Rise PC 8*0Mb 2Gb HD - £879.00

Rise PC 32*2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD - £1089.00
Web Wizard - 32*2Mb. 8Gb HD, DVD CD drive,

"—'riter Pro, 56Kmodem.
i with Java -£1289.00

A7000* Odyssey CD-16Mb, 4Gb,40x-£655.00
A7000+ Odyssey Primary/Secondary- 16Mb,

4Gb HD,40x CD &software- £713.00
A7000* Odyssey Surf-24Mb, 4Gb, DVDCD,

56Kmodem, ANTSuite- £831.00
"Sprinter" NC system - tObaseT, 16Mb,

15"monitor, keyboard a moose - £442.00
MicroDigital Mico - From £586.00

RiscStation R7500 Lite - From £599.00

Monitors
(Eitherbought withcomputerorseparately)-

liyama 350 (15")- £170.00
iiyama 404 (17") - £283.00

llyama Pro 410 (17") - £319.00
iiyama 451 (19") - £435.00

llyama Pro 450 (19") - £472.00
liyama 502 (21") - £749.00

iiyama Pro 510 (22") - £772.00
llyama Pro-Lite 36c 14.1" LCD - £807.00

iiyama Pro-Lite38e 15"LCD- £936.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 38115" LCD- £995.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 39a 15" LCD - £1599.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 46a 18" LCD - £2469.00

Touchscreen monitors coming soon -
please ask for funher details

YST-MSW10subwooter- £71.20

Yamaha MU10 sound module - £169.00

Other software:

MediaPack- £23.95

MIDISupport- £18.50
Prosound - £116.95

Rhapsody 4- £94.95
Junior Sibelius - £49.00

Sibelius 6- £99.95

Sibelius7Student- £319.95

Sibelius 7 - £520.95

Sibelius for Windows Is also available
Optical Manuscript - £259.00

Sound module serial driver - £37.95

Studlosound - £116.95

Other Hardware
Dual fast serial card - £90.00

Ethernet card (Combl NICslot) - £116.30
Hard drives & kits - £Call

RPC second slice (no PSU) - £90.00
RISCOS 4 (titling available) - £120.00

SlrongARM S RISC OS3.7- £259.00
StrongARM & RISC OS 4- £299.00

Other Software
Ankh- £23.00

ANT Internet Suite 2-£112.00
CD Burn- £55.95

DataPowor 2 - £165.00

Doom* CDs - £30.00

EasiWriter Pro - £129.00
Emplro Soccer 94 - £22.00

Exodus- £21.00
FaslSpoolt- £17.60

Frak- £14.95

Impression Stylo - £88.00
Impression Publisher- £135.00

Inferno - £9.50

IXRC- £14.99

Ovation Pro - £142.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00
Prophet 3 -£160.00
Schema 2 - £116.00

Sleuth 3-£110.50

Textease - £54.50

TopModel 2 - £145.00

Books & Manuals
RISCOS3PRM- £30.00

Manuals CD - £Call

Catalogue
Our tree catalogue contains over 2000

Items. Please ask for a copy.

PC cards
5x86-100 with PC Pro 3 - £260.00

PC Pro 3- £70.00

PC Sound Pro 2- £39.95

WineSFS- £39.95
Windows 98 CD - £100.00

Psion Series 7
16Mb, with PSU etc. -£679.95

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.

Other upgrades are available.
A3O00t-4Mb- £64.60

A3010 1-4Mb- £66.00

A3020IA4000 2-4 Mb - £49.00

A50002-4Mb- £55.00
A300, 400, 5000 4-8 Mb - £120.00

Rise PC/A7000 FPMSIMMs:
Call lor EDO SIMM prices

16Mb- £28.20
32Mb (not original RPCs) - £51.45

32Mb (high clearance) - £73.50
64Mb- £90.00

128Mb - £225.00

1Mb VRAM- £45.00

1-2Mb VRAM swap - £55.00
2Mb VRAM- £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call tor other musical Items

MIDI Interfaces:

DMISOdual MIDIcard (2x2) -£119.95
DMI50XG - £259.95

XG upgrade for DMISO-£151.95
16-bll sampler tor DMISO- £87.95

MIDI Max II Internal 1x1x1- £92.75

Parallel Port 1x1x1 - £89.20
Synth 8 or Basic Synth - £46.95

Synth Plus- £58.65
Music & Sound Prog. Guide - £16.95

Other hardware:

Fatar SL 780 - £450.00

Fatar SL 880 - £600.00

Fatar SL 1100-£800.00

Fatar SL 2001 - £1050.00

Irlam 116 sound sampler - £118.00
Digital-upgraded Mamsampler - £177.00
MIDI upgrade tor Irlamsampler - £Call

Sound Byte Recorder - £57.50
Yamaha YST-MO speakers - £45.50

YST-M20DSP speakers - £65.75
YST-MS2B speakers & subw.- £79.95

YST-M100speakers - £117.00
YST-MSW5 subwoofer - £59.00

We willattempt to match or heat any advertised price - even special offers.- even special offers.

email:Liquid@cableinet.co.uk All prices INCLUDE VAT & UK carriage /
http://www.cybervillage.CO.uk/acom/liquiaV Official orders and callers welcome. Finance available. 45L

Monitors
liyama 15" 350
liyama 17" (S702GT) .28dot
Iiyama 17"400 Pro .25 dol
CTX 14" Digital Scan
CTX 15" Digital Scan
CTX l7".28 70Khz Digital
CTX mons have (3 year on-site warrty)

Many other models available

£145.00

£279.00

£359.00
£125.00

£145.00

£259.00

Switch Boxes
Parallel 2 way (25w 'D' skts) £16.99
Parallel 4 way (25w 'D' skts) £ 19.99
Serial 2 way (9w 'D' skis) £ 19.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £19.99

Suitable cables and other boxes
available, please ask

VGA to PAL TV
Converter

The VGA Converter

allows the output of any Acorn running
in a VGA or SVGA mode (or PC comp)
to be displayed on a TV or recorded
onto a video recorder. Please ask for
more information.

Price £159.00 inc vat

Colour
Printers

Epson Stylus Colour 440 £ 105.00
Epson Stylus Colour 640 £ 135.00
Epson Stylus Colour 850 £ 199.00
HP Laserjet 1100 (laser mono) £289.00

Virus
Protection

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running for
over six years and is still
being updated with new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are
sent out to members during the year, and
the total number of viruses which can be
removed is well over 200. The latest
version is now scanning at up to four
times faster than previous versions
despite coping with many more viruses.

Joining fee just £28.20
'Ifyou 're interested in virus protection,

\join the Pineapple Virus Protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

Inexpensive multi-user licences

v Parallel to
SCSI adapter

'•-,..-•

A brand new product from Pineapple providing
an inexpensive alternative to a SCSI card when
using SCSI scanners. The SCSI adapter plugs into
the parallel port (with a 'through' printer
connector), and can be used directly with SCSI
scanners. Works with A3010/3020/4000/5000/

A7000/Risc PC (inc StrongARM).
Price just £59.00 inc vat

Colour

Scanners

The new Epson GT7000 is great value and the
Photo version which includes a transparency
adapter gives excellent quality on both
transparencies and negatives. Our new SCSI
parallel port adapter cable makes this excellent
scanner very affordable. All scanner prices include
Imagemaster and Twain software. The cable
supplied with the scanner has a 15w 'D' connector.
Epson GT7000 - SCSI £259.00
Epson GT7000 Photo upgrade £90.47

Pineapple Software
Suite 1, 310 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 0208 599 1476 Fax 0208 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £5 on most

hardware. Small items £3 (or
less). Phone lor quote outside
UK. Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn User front covers have

^* been created from scratch using this
program alone, concrete proof of the power of
this creative tool' - Acorn User Mar96

New low price - £59.00 inc vat



Figure XIII: Materials can be
usedtosimulate visiblelight

I thought was a new type of view
mode in action, demonstrating
visible light effects.

It turned out I was sadly mistaken
about the new rendering mode and
had been duped by one of
Giancarlo's custom material types.
What he had done was create a

transparent, yellowish material
which had been applied to a cone
radiating from a lamp he had placed
in the scene. By setting the material
properties to just the right levels, and

Lamp, plain materials
(ceramic, metal) applied
to 'smooth' mesh

Walls, flat shaded
polygonswith
chrome mapped
burgundy paint

Table, smooth mesh
with chrome mapped
wood graintexture

illuminating the cone from the
correct direction he created a very
convincing (or at least, visually
appealing) visible light cone.
Inspired, I set about recreating this
effect (Figure XIII).

First I created a model of a lamp
using a couple of sweeps, an
extruded outline, an extrusion along
a path and a few carefully positioned
cylinders. Next I created a cone and
tilted it so that the apex of the cone
lay at the back of the lamp. I then
adjusted the width of the base until
the sides of the cone exactly matched
the width of the lamp at the 'exit'
point, making the light source
appeared collimated. Finally, I set
about iteratively tweaking the
parameters for a new material until I
got the result I was looking for. The
parameters for this material can be
seen in Figure III.

It is worth noting that the key to
achieving a realistic visible light cone
lies not just in getting the parameters
of the new material correct, but also
depends heavily on the position of
the viewer relative to the light in the
scene.

It is also worth remembering that

Curtains, semi transparent
planartexture mapped onto
extruded 'smooth' mesh

Lightcone,
semi transparent
'light' material

Radiator, window
and skirting, glossy
material, with chrome
mappedpaint, to add
subtle texture

Figure XIV: Putting it all together - breakdown ofa scene rendered by TopModel

everyday materials are not 100%
reflective or 100% black - so try to
steer clear of using such extreme
values. As ever, the physical world
has a place in the design of our own
virtual worlds.

Room with a View
We've seen this month how the

attributes window allows you to
control virtually all aspects that
govern the new colours and
materials, to the use of local
rendering modes. In addition, the
position of the viewer, the ambient
light level and the location and
orientation of lights within a scene
have been shown to play a pivotal
role in the appearance of the final,
rendered image.

While TopModel has no native
raytracing capability, with a bit of
care and attention it can be used to

produce some great looking final
images. Figure XIV provides an
overview of how the techniques
described this month were used to

create a room with a view, and not
a raytracing engine in sight! Until
next month, happy ^^^^
modelling... i=ti?i»»

Backdrop, simple
planewithplanar
mapped material
placed behind
glass in window

Panelling,planar
chrome mapped
wood,mapping
applied in view
plane

Vase, bronze
material loith

smooth mapping

Floor, flat shaded
plane with polygonal
mapping
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^ARM
Club

What are
you missing?

The best wayto make the most of your RISC OS computer is to be in
contact with like-minded users - that's where The ARM Club, the leading
independent user group comes in. Join today!

t- The Club's magazine, "Eureka", written by
members is published four times a year;

# Free technical help service byemail, letter, fax &phone;
*- Generous member discounts from many companies;
# Nonprofit-making, run entirely by volunteers;
# Regular shows &Open Days - discounted entry
# International, school &affiliate membership available;
# Chances tohelp in running the Club &shows

Membership still costs only £15; Joining pack includes a copyof the
magazine andthe Club info pack. Cheques payable to "The ARM Club".

Applications should be sentto: The Membership Secretary, The ARM
Club, Merton Court, Sidcup, Kent. DAI4OBR

Tel: 07010 709 829 Web: www.armclub.org.uk

Email: chairman@armclub.org.uk

Second Hand A3020
!!! £30.00 !.'!

Upgrade options
2-4Mb -120.00

I70MB Hard Drive - 135.00

AKF40 monitors -130.00

Other Second Hand Items

A3020 A4000 2^Mb RAM Upgrade -120.00
AKF40 monitors -130.00

AKF60 monitors -140.00

486SX40 PC Cards -130.00

486DX4-100 PC Cards -160.00

SCSI Podules -130.00

2I0MB Hard drives -130.00

All prices plus VAT and carriage
A JS Computers Ltd

Unit 28 East Hanningfield Estate
East Hanningfield

Essex CM3 8AB

tel 01245 400066

fax 0X245 4000X4

sales@ajscoinps.demon.co.uk
www.ajscomps.demon.co.uk

111E M£#\ I ^\ ^ I \£Wk\
THE DATA STORE „, ,

microcomputer! "unci
• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

Large range of software and peripherals for
all RISC OS computers stocked in our

showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or
order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

AnnualSubscriptions from £47 - please phone for details
SIBELIUS 7 now only £495 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUS FOR WINDOWS/MAC now £575

SPECIAL MESSAGE: The Data Store will be CLOSED

for staff holidays from APRIL 30th to MAY 7th 2000
inclusive. Reopening on May 8th at 9.30am

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY

Domain Names
CO UK ^ ^ 1 1^k ^k

4 W ttd W ^ ^-vat

2000 UK domains are being registered per week

Your company or family should be one of them!

Register youmame.co.uU now!

Domain name package includes :

# All Internic/Nominet registration fees

• Free Web forwarding to an existing ISP/website

# Free unlimited email address forwarding*

• DNS hosting
'All mall sent to anything@yourdomain.co.ukwillbe forwarded to an existing dial-up account

Also available :

.COM, .NET, .ORG domains £65

.LTD.UK, .NET.UK, .ORG.UK domains ^55
Add your site to250+ search engines &directories £25
Unlimited individual email forwarding £20

Contact us todav to see if vour domain is available

55

0^ PlTOTTllt-rjT d°mainS@SpellingS-netq(C^ l•--U u"u' Tel. 07785 935497
0(Services F,at 5' ^9 Normanton Road
o9 Limited South Croydon
MDOOOOOOOOOO Surrey. CR77JU

'.jtellings www.spellings.net
All prices exclude VAT @ 17.5%

Compare the competition*

Netnames £ 99 +vat

1st names £95+vat

Futurenames £125+vat



Draw

Draw in
Simon Anthony
learns his letters

Even after all these years there is
yet more that can be done with
Draw and a bit of know-how. I

was recently asked how to
make outlined letters and numbers,
easy 1thought. And it is, but only
when you know.

You probably have outline fonts in
your Font directory already, but even
if you do, they will not always be the
ones you want. You may wish for
special effects, colouring each letter
differently for example, or even
having letters outlined in colour. This
cannot be done with standard Fonts

but it's easy for any other 'drawn'
objectcreated in Draw because of the
fundamental differences between

Fonts and Paths.

Font files can be thought of as
small programs which Draw runs in
order to produce the letter shapes.
Each Font has its own program or,
more accurately, data file. Certain
variables can be controlled: width,
height, foreground and background
colour and also the overall displayed
angle of text. But line colour, width
and so on cannot be got at in a Font
but they can in a Path.

Paths can also be thought of as
programs, but they use different

I'.' T'. W

Staricao

Emcap

Vrrtfrgntt

Fcrtwe

ftnhBOX

Figure I:Creating a path

outline
Draw

M3C •

Save r

/ E«er '

Select F6 •

Zoom

Grrf

V Todttu -Fl

line WKJtli 1

line colour •

Fl colour 1

Uie ixinern I

JOtn r-

Stancop 1
End cap h

'.Vr.-,.; rule •'

1 :•.:,.v.,.

Ttil colour -

Background r-

Su»

a

10

12

14

• 20

2000

un-seltctfd text in the Systrn font

Selected text iiiTrinity Medium ;it 20 point

Figure II: Textselection options

variables produce their output
differently and it's you that makes
them using Draw itself. When you
save a Drawfile, each object in it is
stored as a set of data which, when
run in Draw, produces the picture. By
altering the variables of size and so
on the picture can be seen at any
scale with no loss of quality.

Normal paths
Have a look at Figure I, the
'rectangle entry mode' tool has been
selected - it could have been any of
the tools but each selection would

result in a different range of options
shown as available in the main Draw

menu. In this example the text
options in the Style menu are not
available as no text object or tool has
been selected.

The 'Line width' option is
available however and this is shown

leading to the 'Line width' submenu.
Here the width option is shown set
to a value of four points. The default
'Thin' setting is one pixel wide no
matter what the screen magnification
may be - the thinnest line that can be

achieved on screen. Any other width
will look wider as you zoom in or
otherwise magnify the display. 'Line
colour', 'Fill colour' and 'Line

pattern' can be altered the same way.
Figure II shows what options are

available when text is selected. In

this situation text is actually being
entered - as is shown by the cursor
at the end of the third line of text.

Each line is a separate Draw object
and has to be treated individually
(unless it forms part of a group). Any
changes to the menu options will
only affect the currently selected text
object. In Figure II, the font has been
set to be Trinity Medium and the
font size is shown set at 20 points. (A
point is 1/76th of an inch.)

The text cursor is only displayed
when vou have text mode selected

I <untitled> *

Draw

Msc

Save

Style

Enter i*

Transform r-

Zoom r-

Grid r^

• Toolbox 'F1

Select

Select an *A

Oear "Z

Copy 'C

Delete AX

Front *F

Back "B

Group 'C

Ungroup AU

Edt *E

Snap to grid *S

Justify M r-

InterpolatB

Convert to path

Text which is text

Text which, isnottext^

~P

Figure111: Text converted topaths
m
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Figure IV: A montage ofeffects youcanbring to text

and you click in the Draw window,
until then anything you type won't
know where to go and so nothing
will turn up on the screen. Once you
have caught the attention of a Draw
window by clicking on it the title bar
of that particular window will go
yellow as in Figure II and you can
work in it. If you now type
something it will be in the default
system font - that is the one used by
the desktop on early machines.

The top line of text in Figure II is
displayed in the 'System' font which
is what happens when the Text icon
is clicked without ever going
through the menus. If you want that
then fine, but if you now change the
font it will end up looking like line
two - all squashed up. This is
because the new font takes the size

attributes of the old one - here the

System font's height of 12.8 and size
of 6.4 which makes the Trinity font
look rotten. That is why I have
shown the menus in Figure II setting
the font size (which sets width and
height at the same time to the same
value).

Now the interesting bit
Figure III shows the next stage. As I
have said, you can't alter the line or
fill aspects of text, because it is text,
not a path unlike everything else
drawn in Draw. Here's the really
clever bit: Fonts can be turned into

paths by using the 'Convert to path'
option from the Select submenu. This
will only be available when a text
object is selected (or is part of a
selection) - not while it is being
written. At first sight a single click
will not seem to do a lot, but a closer
look will show that the text now

looks ragged. This is because the
anti-aliasing of the font which we
have all grown so used to seeing has
been lost. It now looks like an old PC

display, nasty isn't it?
Now that the text is no longer a

text object but a Drawpath, the
line/fill/pattern options are

April 2000 http://www.acornuser.com

available again but the text cannot
now be edited nor can the font be

changed. To get back undo the action
by pressing F8 repeatedly until the
step before the 'convert to path'
action was run. If you step back too
far, press F9 to re-do it.

Figure IV shows, from left to
right, the kind of thing that can be
done. First ungroup the new object -
the original text has become a group
within which each letter is an object
in its own right. The word 'Text' is
shown selected in this state. Now the

outline can be added in the normal

way, an entire group of letters can be
done at once, as with the word
'which'. Here the line width has been

set to two and the line colour (which
was 'none') to red.

The word 'is' shows the fill colour

being set to either white or none, in
which case the letter is transparent.
Note the ragged look of the outline
here. Skipping 'not' - the letters of
the last word 'text' have been edited

dramatically. As the letters are now

paths, the edit points which make
them up can be moved to create
strange and often unreadable results
like the 't' shown being edited (this
figure is a faked montage by the
way). The last few letters show what
can be done by altering the line
pattern and adding end of line
effects.

The 'e' uses a dotted line while

the 'x' uses both a dotted line and

arrow heads added to the start of

each dot. Figure V shows the menu
tree you require for this effect. The
final letter 't' uses rounded start and

end caps to a series of dots. By
playing with these settings you could
do quite a bit, but it's best not to if
you want people to read it.

Going back to the 'is', this is
rather craggy now that the anti
aliasing has been forfeited - although
it will look okay printed out - but it
can be put back with the help of an
excellent piece of shareware.

InterGif'by Peter Hartley is
available from the Internet at

http://utter.chaos.org.uk/~pdh/soft
ware/intergif.htm and it's designed
to create GIFs for use on Internet

Web pages and one of the side effects
is that you can send drawfiles to it
and get them back as anti-
aliased sprites if you want to. I=<01»J

Contacting AU J
Simon Anthony:

draw@acornuser.com J
| ADFS::Torty.$.!Ali Work.Work area.IAcornUser.Work done.fia 1-
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FigureV: Howto dostrangethingsto a letter



• • 1 • ~1 ~W~ Ordering details. Orders can be placed by phone, fax or email.
I w4 m^ I Official orders welcome. VAT is included. Most cards accepted

-1--M_ M A m J (eg Access, Visa, Switch). UK postage £3.50 on small items.
91 flpnfi --»lrl RniH £4.60on hard discs. I.arger items sent bycarrier at cost.

Glenholt Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax (01752) 777830 Est. 1984

Hard drives from

only £11.75!

| Computer systems il
RISC PC RiscStation

RISC PC 233T 2Gb, 8Mb, R03.7 £880 R7500 Lite (no monitor) £586.32

RISC K 233T4Gb, 16Mb, R04 £938 R7500 l.ilc 14' monitor £680.32
RISC PC 233T CD, R04 £1032 R7500Litel5' monitor £703.82

RISC PC 233T DVD, R04 £ 1091 R7500I.ite 17' monitor £762.57
RISC PC 233T Web Wizard, 17" £ 1350 R7500Lite 19' monitor £880.07

A310 4Mb*

Memory Lane
£34.07 RISCPCA7000/+

A400/l,perMb
A310 4-8Mb

(Assumes machine has

400/1 4-8Mb

A3000 l-2Mb

A3000 l-4Mb

£8.22

£76.37

a MEMCla)

£76.37

£5.87

£41.12

Use FPM for the RISC PC

and A7000, and EDO for the
A7000+

1PM EDO

8Mb £10.57 £9.98

16Mb £22.32 £19.38

A3000 to 8Mb* £76.37 32Mb £48.17 £47.00

A5000 2-4Mb

A5000 4-8Mb*

A3010 l-2Mb

A3010 l-4Mb

£45.82

£76.37

£10.57

£45.82

32Mb HC* £62.27

64Mb £92.82

128Mb £175.07

*=High Clearance.

£88.12

£175.07

A3020 2-4Mb £34.07 VRAM (RISC PC)
A4000 2-4Mb

RISCOS3.il

£34.07

£29.37
1Mb

2Mb

£41.12

£78.72

MEMCla £34.07 l-2Mbu/g £38.77

"Carriage/fitting £22.32 1Mb*

2Mb*

l-2Mbu/g*
*For non-StrongARM

£21.15

£35.25

£17.62

machines

8Mb upgrades dc
manufactured

signed and
by IFEI.

Printers
Epson
Stylus 460 Colour £104.57

Slylus 660 Colour £135.12

Slylus 860 Colour £233.82

Stylus 1520 Colour £410.07

Stylus Pholo EX £292.57

Stvlus Photo 750 £198.57

Stylus Colour 900 £292.57

Canon

BJC 1000 £90.47

BJC2000 £102.22

BJC 4650 (A3) £264.37

BJC6000 £205.62

BJC6I00 £186.82

BJC7000 £245.57

Iiv

Monitors

a ma

15 Vision Master 350 £158.62

17' Vision Master 403 £280.82

17 Vision Master Pro410 £316.07

19 Vision Master 450 £481.75
19 Vision Master Pro450 £487.62

21 Vision Master 502 £787.25

21 Vision Master Pro510 £809.57

Other types ol monitor
available from around £100.

Spares
&

repairs

We can repair Acorn
machines and supply/fit

upgrades.

Removable drives
Iomega
SCSI Zip exi 100Mb £99.87
Parallel Zip ext £99.87
SCSI Zip ext 250Mb £151.57
250Mb ZIP cartridge £14.68
Software parallel zip £29.37
SCSI .laz 1Gb exl £222.07

100Mb Zip cartridge 1Opk £88.12
1Gb Jaz cartridge 3pk £205.62

25MHz ARM3 £45.82

400 dpi A5 scanner (256 grey
scale), suits any machine fined

with a backplane.
Only £29.37

A3000 & A5000

Special offers
A3000: Upgrade to a 170Mb hard
drive for £76.37 and buy a 4Mb
RAM upgrade for just £22.32

A5000: Upgrade to 8Mb and second
500Mb drive. £128.07

Other si/.es of drive available. Offer subject to
availability. Price includes collection, fitting and
delivery. (UK mainland only),

Switch ;wa>
3-way

DOXeS 4-way

£17.62

£19.97

£22.32

Guarantee
The warranty varies from one product to another, up to three years in some cases. Many item:
also carry our no-quibble 14-day money back guarantee. Please ask for details. Statutory right:
unaffected.

RISC OS

4

£116.32

SPECIAL OFFER

Buy RISC OS 4 and purchase a 20Gb hard
drive for just £115 + VAT(135.12)

Visit our Website for full details of how to fit RISC OS 4

& your new hard drive, http://www.argonel.eo.uk/ifel

Hard discs
Nil Check out the

Bargain Box below!

2.5MIDEA3000A3010

120Mb

170Mb

210Mb

340Mb

510Mb

SI 0Mb

1Gb

1.3Gb

2.1Gb

3.2Gb

and A3020

£45.82

£52.87

£57.57

£61.10

£69.32

£81.07

£88.12

£99.87

£123.37

£135.12

The A3020will requirepartitioningsoftware
for drives larger than 510Mb £29.37

Other drive sizes available. Part

exchanges considered.

In order to use an IDE drive, the A30O0. A3010.

The cost of this varies depending on the features
170Mb forA3000/A3010 inc. i/f

3.5"IDEA40()0A5000,
A300, 440/1

420Mb

540Mb

IGb

2.1Gb

The A4O0O/A5CXX) require
drives over 510Mb

£32.90

£41.12

£57.57

£69.32

lartitioning software for
£29.37

RISC PC/A7000
540Mb £41.12

1Gb £57.57

2.1Gb £69,32

4.3Gb £7K.72

6.4Gb £88.12

8.4Gb £99.87

20Gb £141.00

A300 and 4tX)/| machines require an IDE interface (i/f).
required. Ilxample price:

£76 37

Not sure what's required to fit a hard
disc? Confused by the different options?

Just ask for our Free data sheet.
£81.07

170Mb hard drive system.
Suits any machine titled

with a backplane.
I.i mi led stock.

Bargain Box
Ml Manyof the items in this section are second hand, and the list is constantly changing.

Therefore please ring to check availability before placing an order.

3.5" IDE drives (Type. Qty, Price)

40Mb NEC 2 £11.75

50Mb Quantum I £12.92

60Mb Conner I £14.10

80MbWesternDigital 2 £17.62

110Mb Conner 1 £19.97

130Mb Seagate 2 £23.32

160MbSeagate 2 £25.85

170Mb Seagate I £25.85

200Mb Conner I £30.55

200Mb Western Digital 2 £30.55

230Mb Conner

250Mb Fujitsu

250Mb IBM

250Mb Western Digital 2

£31.72

£35.25

£35.25

£35.25

An IDE interface suitable for most of the
above drives can be purchased for only
£29.37 when bought with one of the above
drives. Larger units (>500Mb) may require
partitioning software when used on pre-
RISC PC machines. Please phone for
details. A mounting bracket is an additional
£1.76. Example price: 40Mb Seagatewith
interface and mounting bracket £42.88.

Various Various Cont.
586 PC card £269.07 Backplane A7000 £45.82

Hewlett Packard SVGA monitor £65.00 Rise PC PSU (Second user) £70.50

Strong ARM inc R03.7 £273.77 DATA Safe box & 8.4Gb £175.07

Strong ARM inc R()4 £298.45 PC Keyboard £17.62
I70Mb Hard Disc lor A310 £81.07 Keyboard encoder A300-A4000 £45.S2

l-2MbA3010 £10.57 PI.CC extraction tool £2.35

4Mb A3000 ram upgrade £23.50 ROM extractor tool £2.35
A3000 PSU £17.62 56K modem £57.57
Floppy drive £23.50 Fan kit (300 series) £8.22

Mouse A300-Risc PC £14.10 Fan fillers (pack ol 5) £3.52
Mouse A7000/A7000+ £17.62 486 clip-on cooling fan £7.05

R1SCOS3.11 £29.37 Dongle Dangle £7.05

RISC OS 3.70 £45.82 VIDC (New) £34.07
RISC OS carrier board A300/400 £11.75 Vine (Second user) £8.22

Input/Output (I/O) card £29.37 IOC (Second user) £8.22

A5000 2-4Mb ram upgrade £23.50 ARM3 25Mh/. E45.82
Backplane for Rise PC £45.82 540Mb 3.5" SCSI drive £58.75

Tel. (01752) 777106. Fax (01752) 777830. email: sales.ifel@argonet.co.uk Web: http://www.argonet.co.uk/ifel



TEAC 4x4x32 CD-ReWriters
Complete with CDScribeRW

IDE Internal - £230
Carriage £11.75 - AH Inclusive of VAT

Drives
IDE
8.4Gb - £95
10Gb -£103
12.8Gb-£110
Also available:

SCSI
4.5Gb
9.1Gb
18Gb

£145
£180
POA

40/50x CD-ROM

6x4x24 CD-RW

Hard Drives

DVD-RAM

A5 Tablet A4 Tablet

All prices include VAT. Carriage not included

e
Century House, Market Street, Swavesey
Cambs. CB4 5QG Tel/Fax: 01954 208208

sales@eesox.com

E&OE
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NoticcBoard

Professional

£1995

NoticeBoard Pro is one of the most advanced

programs for creating and running stand
alone rolling displays and slideshow presenta

tions on RISC OS computers

NoticeBoard Pro is a powerful yet easy-to-use
design and presentation system that will run on all
RISC OS computers from 3.10 up. Create slides in
groups lo be displayed in order or at random - with
controllable priorities, then display them.

• Programs can be created combining Sprites.
Artworks files, drawfiles, JPEGs and Vantage
files (with Tenderer) and you can add sound to
any slide!

• The many in-built features give complete control over presentations, including
forward and backward slide movement in slideshows. and production of stand
alone presentations to run on other computers and with digital projectors.

NoticeBoardPro enables you to present a scries of pictures and/or words with
automatic or user-controlled lime delay between slides. Its many uses include:

• Product promotion at Exhibitions, etc.
• School Open Day presentations and other special events.
• Information points in Offices. Libraries, Schools and other locations
• Fund-raising activities

The only limits are the size ofyour
hard drive and your imagination!

NotkcBoanl Pm £29.95 (singleuser):No VAT. p&pfor UKand Europe add £1.50: othercountries £5.00

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carisbroke Road, Harpenden, Herts AL5 5QS, UK

Tel/Fax: (+44/0) 1582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk

.'Applications
fLfffcm

meTw©RX
D D D

Registered Telford, Shropshire

Tel: 01952 618818

Pax: 01952 616208

*J8^* hltp:/www.kclm-apps.co.uk/
*** e-mail: kdm@arsonet.co.uk

SIXTEEN reasons why EVERYONE can

ffiXQ) .O o

Designed for primary children from 5 to 11, KS I and 2, Do IT
comprises four packs to get I.T. moving in your Home or Classroom.

Numeracy Pack
(Acorn and Windows)
Count IT (count to 10 or
100);Place IT (place
value from units to
100s); Sort IT (inc.Venn
and Carroll Diagrams);
Sum IT(+ - x + to I" '

The other

two packs
(Windows
only) cover:
Problem-
solving and
Design.

Literacy Pack
(Acorn and Windows)

Anagram IT (anagrams); Word IT
(word endings); Connect IT

(words and meanings);
Select IT (opposites and

revision).

The Literacy and
NumeracyPacks

each include 4
REE 40-page

books of

copyable
worksheets

Each of the 4 packscontains 4 activities.You canturn sound effects on and off,
control timing and scoring choose how many 'goes' each childgets, lockthem into
just one ofthe activities — there's evena special 'Freddy Teddy' optionforyoung

children! DolT isjust what teachers have beentelling ustheywant —software that's easy-
to-learnandstraightforwardto use—just like inthe days ofthe good of BBC micro!

Numeracy and Literacy (Acorn or Windows) £30 each,
or both for £50. Problems and Design (Windows only)

£25 each, or both for £40. All four packs (Windows CD
only) £60. AddVATand p & p £2.50 first Item, 50p each
other item. Windows packs HALF PRICE if bought with
Acorn. Available on 30 daysapproval. Free Demo CD.

TOPOLOGIKA
HarbourVill

PENH
Cornwall TRIO SLR

tel 01326 377771
fax 01326 376755

salcs@topologika.co.uk
www.to AtfAiLH
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Campus update
Anglia and BT's joint venture, Anglia
Campus is going from strength to
strength adding new topics and monthly
projects to their subscriptions sites for
primary and secondary schools. So if the
Hilltribes of Northern Thailand, (A-level
Geography) with detailed statistics to
analysis of social and working lives with
a series of interactive exercises, and
external links, doesn't appeal, then how
about a chance to voice your opinions.

Discussion Boards is a new addition

and is linked from the index and subject
pages and a present is looking at key
stage tests, truancy and the so-called
'Culture of Excuses' in schools

highlighted by Chris Woodhead. Do you
think the Chief Inspector of Schools in
England's attack is justified? Do you
have evidence to support or refute his
criticisms? As well as reading more
about the news stories you can add your
own views to debates.

Staying with the news, Key Stage 3
and 4 now have News 8. Using a real-

Writin

life story such as the Karen guerrillas
crossing the border from Burma into
Thailand, and taking control of a
hospital in the hope of negotiating with
the Thai government, News 8 explores
the persecution of the Karen hilltribe by
the Burmese government which lay
behind these extraordinary events with
information and interactive exercises.

More information on all of these sites

and projects can be found on
www.angliacampus.com

Welcome to AngliaCampus

AnjluCjmpu* is ihc UK's leading online
cliKalion^niiY. Wiilicncwluiivcly lottippon

•tie Natioiul CuiTR-ulum b> a icjm of 01 cr .ul>

i.-.uSrn. il 11 ii*.1 in ihouundi .1' UK Khools

•nJ homo.

*
AftfiliflCanipu* i<.i joint venture lxrtw«n

\ •• llntidi IWccinimiuniotibnfcpkand Anglifl
Multimedia Lid ;E33

constitution
If the US Primaries have left you longing
for a parliamentary election here (only
two years to go) why not swot up on
your political knowledge with British
Parliamentary
Constituencies. This CD-

ROM compiled by
Professor Ivor Crewe and

Anthony Fox, both of
whom are distinguished
political scientists and it
provides political, social
and economic data on

every British
parliamentary
constituency.

This will be an

important resource for A-
level students, lecturers

and politicians. What you get is an
informed database of all Westminster

constituencies based on the 1997

boundaries for England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland, but
more importantly you can see
the national and regional
voting trends, geographical
location and administrative

make-up of constituencies
with their Press Association

numbers, a profile of each
constituency and its MP, as
well as detailed voting
changes, demographic, social
and economic data for each

constituency. This is available
from Polemic Publishing
(01242 604060) at £50.

British ^
Parliamentary d
Constitiiencies- -
on CD-Rom.;;
ProfoMC*NcyIVcwoand Anthony

Political - Social - Economic
data on every British

Parliamentary Constituency

In brief

Scotland on-line
Another educational web resource

- Scottish Cultural Resources

Access Network (SCRAN) which we
featured last issues has added three

new sites to this subscription
service http://www.scran.ac.uk Hi-ways
- The Highlands & Islands of
Scotland information gateway is a
result of the collaboration of

various public sector organisations
and agencies in the Highlandsand
Islands of Scotland under the

European Union TITAN project and
provides information on the Island
communities, tourism, education,
local services, employment,
business, regional news, transport,
health, environment, sport, Gaelic,
history, arts and emergency
services. One nice touch is that you
can personalise your access when
you register allowing you to build
up a directory of links, receive
news alerts from public agencies,
send post cards, built up a list of
contacts and so on.

Second is Think Net, a
discussion forum, encouraging
people to look to the future in the
Highlands, the problems
communities face and how they
can be tackled. Concentrating on
specific subjects which will impact
on the area in the next 20 years,
the current topic is climate change.

Finally, SCRAN have launched a
Scottish Writers Web site which

accompanies the Scottish Library
Association's Scottish Writers

Project, which with lottery grant
aid through the Scottish Arts
Council, is placing multiple copies
of 36 different Scottish books in

400 secondary school libraries. The
project is also supported by a CD-
ROM.

The Web site has two versions,
text and flash, the latter including
video interviews with writers such

as Alan Spence and Tom Pow who is
also the "writer in residence" on the

site. There will also be a series of

"featured authors" (the first being
Des Dillon), who will answer e-mail
queries about writing. This site
features short stories and novels, the
SCRAN site already contains 200
downloadable audio files of Scottish

poets reading their work.

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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ICT
Curious publication this, which

addresses the issue of using
the latest technology and art
together in the average

classroom. The aims of Electric Studio

is to provide support for artists and
designers who want to use
computers as an artistic or design
tool.

The CD-ROM started life as a

catalogue of 180 personal
photographs which were organised
into the themes of leaves, flowers,
textures, towers, doors and sites.
These then developed into two
research strands to support Art and
ICT projects with groups of PGCE
students, and to access how subject-
specific ICT resources would help art
teachers. Three years on and we have
Electric Studio.

Access is via a web browser -

your personal favourite or via Fresco
which inhabits the CD-ROM - just
load it and double-click on the index

page. This in turn will take you to
three main sections: United

Kingdom, Brazil and Student's
Examples.

UKprovides you with a further
choice of 21 categories from Animals,
Boats, Body Language, Botanic
Forms, Multicultural, Flowers,
Found Objects, Leaves, Looking
Closely, Mysterious Places, Secret
Window, Sculptural Forms, Site
Specific, Skeleton, Still Life, Towers,
Vegetables to Zoomed images. There
are around 30 images in each
category.

Whatever your choice you are
then presented with the most

April 2000 http://www.acornuser.com

a tool
for
Pam Turnbull looks at a new CD-ROM

which aims to encourage and develop
new practice in ICT art and design

with teachers or PGCE students. The

workshops give the aims, objectives,
that were being addressed as well as
the resources and how these (mostly
2-day workshops) were broken
down. You can see the resource, how
ICT was used to develop an idea and
the finished piece of design which
may be computer-based or use more
traditional media such as paint or a
mixture of the two.

Inspired you could follow the
ideas and develop the ideas for use
with the full range of pupils. To help
you the booklet also includes
information on assessment and a

flow diagram showing the planning
for progression across five stages
starting with drawing freehand with
a mouse to intranet community arts
projects using local primary resource
material.

The quality of the graphics is
unquestionable and the booklet
provides ideas and starting points
for the most computer-phobic
art teacher. EBE>

Product details

amazing graphics, ink drawings of
fantastical creatures, colour
photographs of fishing vessels,
people showing emotion, pieces of
driftwood, broken scissors, caves,
standing stones and so on in JPEG or
TIF format.

The second section, Brazil, is
further broken down into six

categories: childhood, churches,
doors and windows, places, reality
and identity and finally, textures.
Magnificent and intelligent colour,
and black and while photography
provide a discussion feature or
starting point for a project.
Furthermore you can see some of the
work done by students from the UK,
Holland and Brazil using these
images.

The accompanying A4 booklet
provides information for anyone
wanting to run workshops or INSET
days on Art and ICT. Based on seven
actual workshops you can use these

Product: Electric Studio - new practice
in ICT art and design

Price: £55

Supplier: SCA (Anglia Multimedia), PO
Box 18, Uenfleet, Essex SS7

1AZ

Tel: 01268 755811

Fax: 01268 755811

E-mail: sea uk@aol .com

Web: www.anglia.co.uk



umber Train has not been

tweaked to fit in with the

National Numeracy Strategy, it
has it at its heart. Large

colourful graphics, written and
narrated instructions with the option
of hearing questions over and over
again combine with three levels of
difficulty and seven activities. These
can be run from the CD-ROM or

installed on to the hard disc.

The fun starts outside a cartoon

train station with your guide, Murphy
Mouse who, once his taxi has arrived
and he's crossed the road safely, will
explain just what is going on. A click
away is a platform where standing
with you are a group of animals all
waiting for the Number Train.

The default setting has you waiting
at Platform 2, but clicking on the
Option sign allows you to opt for an
easier or more challenging Platform
number and here the teacher can

choose to exclude some of the

activities and restrict or increase the

number of times you play an activity
before choosing another one.

If the program is installed you can
access the record-keeping facility
which keeps a log of the activities
eachchild completes, this doesn't give
you information on how a child does
or whether they tried and then left an
activity before finishing. This is fine if
you are working with an individual or
group on the computer but I would
have preferred a more information
such as whether they needed help
sometimes or each time.

The seven activities are based on

the National Numeracy Strategy for
Receptionand Year 1; covering place
value, ordering numbers, odds and
evens to 20, counting in 2s, addition
as combining 2 or 3 sets,
addition as counting on
and subtraction. As

we've come to expect
with Sherston products
the CD-ROM, while self-
explanatoryand
thorough, comes with an
excellent manual. For

N

aboard
Let the computer take the strain with

Sherston's new NNS-friendly
software. Pam Turnbull reports

instance, if you choose to work on
place value, you'll meet the Scruffy
Growlers who are off to a basketball

match. The manual sets out the key
teaching objectives for the activity at
each of the three levels, so at Level
Two you must read numbers 10 to 20
and know what each digit represents.
You're then told what the children

will be exposed to, in this case
identifying and then partitioning tens
or units in numbers 10 to 20, as well
as hearing the vocabulary digit, tens,
units and ones.

At the first level children are

exposed to 0-20 and watch how the
numeral is written while at the third

level children answer five questions
identifying tens and units/ones in
numbers between 1 and 20 to reveal a

picture. This information is vital if
you are to make sure that the

Numeracy lesson and the
Number Train activities

match up.
The activity is

accessed by the children
clicking on the characters
on the Platform 2 (for
Level 2), watching the
train steam along before
meeting the Growlers.
Each is holding a ball and
you must match the
number on a ball to a list

above. You're given two
chances before the

program explains and
shows you what you need to do. The
Growlers then disappear in a cloud to
be replaced by place value cards and
Diennes equipment differentiating

number
train

between, and then combining, tens
and units. This is very much in
accordance with NNS practice and
will support what is done in lessons.
The Options menu permitting to you
set how much practice a specific child
needs on a specific activity.

Accompanying activities come a
range of photocopiable Resource
Sheets and the details of consolidating
games children could play as well. In
total there are 24 Resource Sheets and

the games could be used as extension
or plenary activities.

The other six activities follow a

similar format, being well thought
out, supportive, varied and fun. The
use of vocabulary is important and I
was struck by how this has been
integrated into the program, in
particular Level 3 with Drippy Duck
and the range of subtraction
vocabulary. As a small group activity
Number Train works well and

should not just be seen as an
extension exercise. I wonder if

Sherston can be persuaded to
add a Shape Space and
Measure Train to the tracks? • =«fli»J

Product detai

Product: Number Train

Ages: 4-6

Price: £42.95

Supplier: Sherston Software, Angel
House, Sherston, Malmesbury,
Wilts, SN16 0LH

Tel: (+44/0) 1666 843200
Fax: (+44/0)1666 843216
E-mail: sales@sherston.co.uk

Web: www.sherston.com

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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TWO FREE ISSUES

AND STILL ONLY £24.95*

Subscribe now and get two extra
issues entirely free of charge.
Subscription is £24.95 (UK) for
twelve months.

LATEST

ISSUE NOW

OUT

Acorn

Publisher
Probably the best looking and most
readable RISC OS magazine.

'Your two free issues will be Vol. 6 issue 1 and Vol. 6 issue 2. Your

subscription will start from Vol. 6 issue 3 and run for twelve months from
that date (total eight issues for the price of six). Offer applies UK only.

CASS HUTft AXIIOE SEVEN

VANTAGE FIRST SIErS

rOSTICWFTANDfW
GMfHlCSNCWSCHCS
THE ARTCOURSE:LANpJCAPB

AKALAT PUBLISHING
P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ
tel/fax 01582 881614
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk

l-1>ll-l.l»l<..,lil-:Vi,lM,-S!'.t:i

Mouse Interfaces, Trackballs etc
PS2Mout» Uw PS2 meo on youf Rise OS m3cn;ne
PSZMouce* With it/ough port 10 keep Aeon mou»
Touchpxl Mcus* replaces nt. Use with PS2Mol:S0*
Tftckbntl uxgo heavy toil No interface - piugssraignt in!
Mouttbad RopVacernent heavy mouse baQ,2imrn

Game Interlaces, Joysticks etc.
PCJoy Analoguejoys!<ck miortaoec-vesyoua gaxepoT £
PC Phantom Joystick (or above (4* auto '-re. throtl«e otc)
Tlgon AKomativejoysticklor above
Solo Budget joystickinterlace far a:an-style cSrfjtal sticks. E
Apache Joystch for above tn»cro$v»tfched)
Python A'tomatrvo(or above (non-nraoswitched) £
Nintorfacojoypads tf"0>'cloubfe)
Obsolete Drtvet»Olik farold tytfcka/foypsds etc i

Access Products

PS2Mou30* also has switch inputs - ask (or details! £33 95
HoldfastJoypod RobUStJOYpad forukj withSolo €2-».95
SwitchInputWaoset torSoto(emulate mousekeyCoard) £995
Keyswltcru Switchkeyboardreplacement(advancedorder)CJ995

RED HOT Networking.

No noed 'or cumbersome and alow transfer programs.

"I found ParaFS easy to install and straightforward to
configuro and it has worked without a hitch. I likoit."
Philip Perry. Archive 12.10.

£29.95 with a RED HOT connection cable, or £22.95
for the program alone.

Easy Sharing!

Share devices between a RiscPC and PC using our
range of quality switches. All Include cables.

Keyboard. PS.2mouse andserial switch .09 96
(ideal It your monitor has two inputs)

15HD to5xBNC monitor cablelorabove £\9°

Keyboard &Monitor switch £399
Keyboard. Monitor andPS/2mouse switch £49'

Printer (1 machino>2 devices) £\7-^
Printer (2machines->1 device) £22^

lions are available - call lor

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 0L2 8FB

Tol: 01706 848 600 (9am-9pm)
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevol.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email (or a
free product information flyer!

All prlcos includo P&P
Dolta/Vlsa/Mnstercord wclcomod.

All trademarks ocknowlogod. E&OE.

Acorn/RISC OS

computers

• R7500Lite £499

• Laser printers
PostScript compat.
less than lp per page
B-grades from £285

• Inkjet printers
Software control

Incl drivers from £80

• Rise PC Memory
16Mb FPM £26.50
64Mb FPM £79

• RISC OS 4 £99

• 3.2Gb Hard-drive
R04-Boot ready £89

• HolyBible software
multimedia multi-lingual

UK Base Pack £70
NIV£25
Lion Ref Library £45

E&OE Prices exel VAT& carriage-

ExpLAN
COMPUTERS LTD

P.O. Box 32, Tavistock
Devon PL19 8YU

01822 613868 Fax 610868

sales@explan.demon.co.uk



rambles
A Rambles through

Acorn
Only a few problems this

month but they all require a
lot of explanation so let's get
started right away. First off is

Chris Webb, his problem needs to be
licked (sorry):

"We are an envelope
manufacturer based in

South London. The

envelopes we make go into boxes
onto which is attached a label.

These labels are run-off using an
old converted Atari ST with a TEC-

B30 thermal transfer printer. The
Atari ST has done its job and is way
past retirement. However, the
printer is OK and has still got a few
years left.

"I use an Acorn system at home
and would like to introduce Acorns

to my workplace - basically what I
need to do is write a driver to

enable the printer to be used by the
Acorn. How do I go about writing
one - I don't expect you to go into it
in intricate details but perhaps you
could point me in the right
direction?"

It all depends on exactly
what you want to do. If you
are running your own

application either in the desktop or a
single-tasking application you don't
need a printer driver at all, just
include the codes to run the printer
in your application. The down side is
that you can't use any other printer
without changing the code.

If you don't have control over the
software, you want to let other
applications use your printer or you
want to change the printer you use
without changing the code, you do
need a printer driver. The full details
of this are covered in just over 100
pages in Volume 3 of the

Mike Cook goes
into envelopes

and video
Programmers Reference Manual
(which is soon to be released on CD)
and it does get quite complex.
However the system is modular and
it may be that you can achieve what
you want using a printer definition
file.

This can be created quite simply
using the PritttEdit application and
basically involves filling in a form.
This will only work if your printer is
similar to an existing printer driver
that takes the definition file. I would

imagine that your printer is very
similar to an old Epson dot-matrix
printer for which drivers exist.

Finally if your printer is totally
different you might have to write a
full printer driver. The PRM says that
Acorn can supply some of the source
code that you require and advises
you contact them. Nowadays this
would be RISCOS Ltd.

Gareth Cumella - who assures me

that he does know some things,
honest - wants an explanation about
colours on a computer:

"What I need information

about, is bits. I know that
bits are binary and eight

bits make up one byte, but I have
been intrigued to know how the
bits work when it comes to the

number of colours a computer can
display. I have owned the Iron
Dignity demo for a while now and
if you have it, you will notice that
its config file contains an option for
24-bit colour. What I cannot

y<--.r -

understand is how 16 million

colours can be 24 bits. "According
to the calculations I have done for

my 2Mb of VRAM, 16 million is
16,000,000 bits, so what is this 24-
bit? I have also been looking at the
Web for this information and 8-bit

being 256 colours is written all over
it, but wasn't the BBC Micro an 8-
bit machine and it couldn't display
256 colours, could it?"

The number of colours is

calculated by taking the
number of bits per pixel and

raising two to the power of this
number. So 8 bits per pixel will give
2A8 = 256 colours. And 24 bits per
pixel will give 2A24 = 16,777,216,
which is close to 16 million. Of

course you can't display all those
colours on the screen at once because

there aren't enough pixels but each
one could be any one of 16 million
colours.

When it comes to the BBC Micro

you are mixing up the processor size,
8 bits for a BBC Micro, and the width
(in bits) of the video memory which
gives you the number of colours. On
the BBC Micro each byte of memory
was used for two pixels (in mode 2)
which meant that there were four

bits to define each pixel. This gave a
theoretical 16 possible colours per
pixel.

However, this was put through a
hardware colour look-up table and
the extra 8 colours assigned to
flashing colours. This was because it
was only a digital video system, that
is the red, green and blue guns were
either on or off, so there were really
only eight colours the monitors
could show anyway.

On the ARM processor machines,
before the Rise PC, although they
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could show 256 different colours

they were not true 8-bit colour
machines, because the hardware
look-up table was not big enough to
cope with an entry for each pixel
value. This meant that the 256

colours were fixed and could not be

altered by programming.
On the Rise PC these colours can

be programmed although the
operating system makes it difficult.
With a 24-bit colour mode the

computer actually uses 32-bits per
pixel, the extra 8 bits are unused, this
makes the hardware simpler. In a 24-
bit mode there is no look-up table,
the brightness of each gun is directly
controlled by the bits in each
memory location. In the 16-bit mode
(32,000 colours, work it out) only 5
bits are used per gun and so you can
only get a 64-level scale per gun.

By the wonders of e-mail he was able
to get back to me with a
supplemental question:

"Thanks for your e-mail, it
was most interesting and
very helpful. Recently,

when I spoke to one of my lecturers
about this, he told me that monitors
do in fact have a limit, I always
thought it was the video card.

I was wondering, if monitors do
have a limit that is not over 16

million colours, how do some video
cards such as FMV (Full Motion

Video) cards or RISC TV display
their output in photo quality, as it
looked to me like RISC TV was

displaying more than a selection of
16 million.

"The other thing that is
confusing me, is about these new
128-bit consoles like the

Dreamcaster. I have seen incredible

graphics from this machine's video
sequences but the thing that is
puzzling is that the output can be
displayed on a simple TV. Whereas
I have an SVGA monitor, a
StrongARM 233 and 2Mb of

Finally, Ray Curry wants to upgrade his monitor but is having trouble:
"I have an A420/1 with a number of upgrades done on it. At present I
use an Acorn AKF18 multiscan monitor which works OK, although I
have had to mend it twice. I have obtained a second hand "Taxan

MV789LR" monitor which should give a better display than the Acorn
monitor. The problem is getting it to work with the Arc. I have tried using my
existingadaptor lead but all I get is lock to horizontalsync but a rolling
picture not locking to vertical sync, I have tried in different modes including
VGA. "As the Arc has a composite sync output I made another lead with the
horizontal and vertical sync linked at the monitor end, but this did not work
either. The Acorn monitor seems to work with a connection to its horizontal

sync pin only. Can a lead be made that will run the Taxan monitor or do I
need some kind of sync separator circuit to split the sync signal before it
enters the monitor.

"I do not have connectorpin information for the Taxan and am assuming it
is the same as other monitors. I have not checked but I assume there are no

components in my original adaptor lead, it was supplied with the Acorn
monitor and I have only checked it with a multimeter."

Acorn computers are unique in that they can connect to more monitor
types than any other computer. The down side to this is that you have
to know what each monitor requires.There is a command *Configure

Sync that accepts three different commands 0 - for verticalsync, 1 - for
composite sync and Auto to automatically sense the sync requirements.

Unfortunately your A420 hasn't got the inputs to do this. In addition there is
the *Configure MonitorType command, feed this with 3 for a VGAmonitor and
4 for a Super VGA. There is more information in application note 249 on the last
coverCD,this is in Acorn_FTP.Docitmoits.AppNotes. Ifyou makea messhold
down the zero keyon the numerickeyboard as you power up and thiswill put
you back with monitor type 0. Now your A420 has some links inside that you
will need to change in order to get both types of syncs to the outside world.

First of all LK1, is normally set so that the south pair are made. Change this
to the north pair and you will get horizontal sync from pin 4 of the video
output. Then you need to make LK2, this will put the verticalsync out to pin 5,
this link is not normally made so you will have to find a shorting link from
somewhere. Finally make sure your lead has both lines connected to the
monitor. Note these two links are labelled LK10 & 11 on the A310 and A440

models.
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ambles
VRAM, even with these specs my
Rise PC would never be able to

match the graphical power of the
Dreamcaster. The reason I am

saying this is because I reckon that
due to the limit of a TV or monitor,
the console can only display a
selection from 16 million colours,
like my Acorn."

There are no limits on the

number of colours that an

analogue TV or analogue
monitor can display. Unless that is,
you are talking about the photon
limit, but I assume that you are not
interested in quantum mechanics
here. The old digital monitors were
restricted, to 8 or 16 colours, but this
was a limitation of the digital nature
of the electronics, not the monitor.
The graphics produced by a
Dreamcaster are no better than can

be produced by a computer using a
24-bit colour display.

The graphics power of the console
is derived from the fact that it can

process data faster, this allows it to
do more processing per second and
so allows frames to have a lot of

work done on them. This means that

you can produce a fast smooth
moving image. The quality of a still
image would in fact be better on a
computer screen because generally
you have more spatial resolution,
that is pixels. The 128 bits refers to
the bandwidth of the processor not
the graphics capability.

The reason the graphics are no
better is that 24-bit colour resolution

is, in fact, more than the human eye
can detect. In fact the limit is just
over 6 bits per colour, but not as
much as 7. Therefore 6 + 6 + 6 = 18

bits per colour is all that is really
needed, the extra bits just give
headroom. So if you did have more
than 16 million colours you wouldn't
be able to tell anyway.

Now, before anyone says that
professional systems can have 32 bits
per colour, this is true, but it is only
for headroom so that when you
move between different colour

models, as you have to when you
want to print, what you see on the
screen is closer to what you _____
get on the paper. l__i_f

Contacting AU J
Mike Cook:

rambles@acornuser.com J
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CDROMFS
A complete rewrite of the filing system part of CDFS:

• Navigation around CDs is faster than CDFS;
• Full support for multisession discs;

No compatibility worries;
Filetypes intelligently mapped
from their extensions when

needed;

Standard ISO9660 discs

are supported with
the RISC OS CDFS

extensions to allow

filetypes;
Much enhanced,

CDFSFiler application;
• Reads Joliet-standard

CDs;

• ISO9660 Extended Attributes

are now understood; ,,. , . ___
• and much more besides. UsUal PnCe £30

(plus VAX

in95
Win95FS is a replacement for DOSFS that allows
full access to Windows 95 formatted hard drives,

partitions, floppies, Zip, Jaz and Syquest drives:

0*2
Full long filename support
(including Unicode names);
Win95FS supports FAT32 and
filetype loss;

• PC partition back-up and
restoring without file attribute
loss;

Non-PC card owners can use a

DOS-formatted drive to

bypass 10 character per

Usual price £35 ^name/77 files per
/ , T,«rx.v directoryADFS
(plus VAT) B-itaaons.

LanMan98
Transparently share files or printer
between PCs and RISC OS machint

• Will work without Omniclient;

• Works seamlessly with Omniclient;
• Compatible with Atomwide's

NTFiler front-end

• Works with Windows 95, Windc

98, Windows NT, Linux and ma

other platforms-
i Increases ability w

printers and file s(
the Internet;

Usual price £35
(plus VAT,

Send we thefollowing superb WSS products: Total

n CDROMI-S £30 +• VAT = £35.25

H Win95I:S £35 + VAT = £41.13

\ LanMan98 £35+ VAT = £41.13

| Ihave bought 1item @10% discount £_

~J 2items @20% discount £_
^J 3items @30% discount £_

Postcode E-mail

I wish to pay by:

[] Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
j Credit Card (Visa/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Access)

/

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: Name on card:

Signature:
| Please tick hereifVOU donotwish to receive promotional information from other companies

Send your order to: Tau Press,26Stockport Village, Hooper Street,Stockport, CheshireSKI II
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The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

I

ou already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover discs

available.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

Subscribe now!

Cal) our
Subscription Hotline
Tel: 0870 606 0424

or 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685
e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com

Please quote code 'A0004'when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive the May Acorn User (issue 220)nil
subscriptions must be in by Tuesday 4 April.

Subscriptions received after this date will start
with the June Acorn User (issue 221).

oack
issues

//i'l>.l.*,BC«~<.»_

IcoMjsai
Get wired

Issue 218

March 2000

• Imago explained
• All about PCA

• MP3 on RISC OS

• Tidal Art

• Ten thingsyou
can do with a

digital camera

Issue 217

February 2000
• Cover CD-Rom

• CharityCD-Roms
• Using TWAIN
• LANconnectivity
• All about Pace

Issue 213

Nov 19^
• TopMgmE

revie\%^rt I
• AnJ^n

iRfmSnfi
"pBeneer Pro

j^KiwWorks SE
*^Jn disc

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.

Issue 214

Dec 1999

• TopModel review
part II

• DigitalCameras
• Noticeboard Pro

• Photodesk plugins
• Graphic equaliser
• Ancestor+

• Composition

•«
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Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please stibscribe mefor:
Annual subscription (13

New
issues)

Renewal

UK AUN0004Y AUR0004Y £45.99

EU AEN0004Y AER0004Y £51.99

World AWN0004Y AWRQ004Y £63.99

8-issue subscription
New lenewal

UK AUN00048 AL1R00048 £29.99

EU AEN00048 AER00048 £34.99

World AWN00048 AWR00048 £40.99

4-issue subscription
New lenewal

UK AUN00044 AUR00044 £15.99

EU AEN00044 AER00044 £17.99

World AWN00044 AWR00044 £20.99

Please send me the following back issues:
UK Europe World

] Issue218, Mar 2000 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30
C Issue 217, Feb 2000 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30

] Issue 216, Jan 2000 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30
J liwiuj 215, Ainidi, lyyy l4._0"
] Issue 214, Dec 1999 £4.20
] LotiL213, Pilui 1999—£439-

SOLI)
£1.70 £6.00

£4.70 £6.30

jGliTO fS6M SOLI)

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30 0,JT
riipo ri7n fifcao sold

OUT

D Issue 212, Oct 1999
3 IbLUL 211, 0L.pl 1999'

Any 2back issues: UK £7.40 Europe £8.05 World £11.15 0UT
Any 3 back issues: UK £9.60 Europe £10.55 World £15.20

I wish to pay by:
j Cheque/pOStal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
j Credit Card (Visa/Mastercard)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: / | Prices include postage &packing
Name on card:

Signature:
All credit card transactions will be under the name Powertrack International

Name

Address

Country

Postcode Tel

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, TauPress, 26 Stockport Village,
Hooper Street, Stockport, CheshireSKI 1DQ

Telephone 0870 606 0424* or 0161 4298902
or fax your completed Acorn User subscription/

back issues form with credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrip@acornuser.com
Please note e-mail Is not secure, we do not recommend

sending your order details as plain text.

I I Please tick here ifyou donotwish toreceive
promotional information from othercompanies

"calls charged at
National Rate
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P R I N T M A K E R
iww.printmaker.co.uk/J

ACORN FRIENDLY SCREEN PRINTERS

• LARGE FORMAT INKJET PRINTING

I AND VINYL GRAPHICS BUREAU <

@printmaker.co.u

DJ J
SUSSEX

cyberwave
111 z~~~~~
! : I computers & proaudia

online at

www.cyberwave.co.uk
email: sales.cyberwave@virgin.net

www

KiiiiTHiTiTsl

Visit the most frequently updated
RISC OS news website in the world!

www.drobe.co.uk
atures, Instant Chat, Science &Technology News & Links

SUFFOL

Acorn $ CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Full range ofAcorn Computers
Comprehensive back-up service

Call 01728 621222 or
fax us on 01728 621179

Wbodbridge Road Framlfngha
nail: sal<S@castle-technologlM:
: IiUp:/Avww.ca.stle-ieclmolo£Y.i

To advertise in

call Geraldine
Wolstenholme on

0161 429 8902
LSUSSEX J

• Hardware <
._____MI_R^____w

• Software

• Installation

• Repairs

^^ MICRO'S ^^

78 Brighton Road

Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523 222

Fax: 01903 523 679

Open 6 days a week

With demonstrations available

sales@cje.co.uk
http://www.cje.co.uk/

DORSET

• Photodesk

• TopModel
• OHP

• Digital cameras
• Tutorial CD-ROMs

• Photoreal printer drivers

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ
Tel: (+44/0) 1305 822753 Fax: (+44/0) 1305 860483

E-mail: sales@spacetcch.co.uk Web: www.spacetech.co.uk

PLYMOUTH

IFEL
21 Glenfield Road

Glenholt, Plymouth PL6 7LL Est. 1984

Tel (0I752)777106. Fax(01752) 777830

Suppliers of memory, hard drives, upgrades &
extras for all ACORN machines.

Many upgrades designed and manufactured by
IFEL.

email: sales.ifel®argonet.co.uk
Web: http://www.argonet.co.uk/ifel



ORTH WJEST

1 ktop Projects Ltd
Unit 2A.

Heapriding Business Park.
Ford St,

Stockport,
Cheshire SK3 OBT

For all your Acorn needs.
Visit our Showroom

10am-6pm Mon-Sat

•BEST DEALER'

/
^ooo-

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Centre of Technology

'-,- op Projects Ltdjfc
78 Email! infn(S)rlpcktnnn nVmnn en 11kTel: 0161-474 0778 Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1942 797777

Based Tg r ,:;:,- :-

For details of the next generation
in RISC OS computing, call now,

or visit your local dealer

IGHLAJSfD

Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhall,
Inverness IV5 7PB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

TH WESTwzmz*

168 Elliott St.

Ty Ides ley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation. Networking
Repairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 7977

See Main Advert on

Pases 4 & 5

CARDIFF

I/NiQUEway
SOUTH WALES' ONLY DEDICATED ACORN

DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

Technical Support -Repairs - Hire • Internet Connections
Low cost finance available on all systems.

VISA

3 Clarendon Road, Cvncoed, Cardiff CF3 7JD
'r^

Tel 01222-464020 Fax 01222-440071

http://www.uniqueway.co.uk

EXETER

ProCAD+
The Professional Choice I \

(Reviewed in Acorn User May 1999)

£25 Off SPECIAL MILLENNIUM OFFER
A FREE demonstration copy of the latest ProCAD+ is to be found on

the February Acorn User CD or on the web site shown below.
To claim your 109? Acorn User discount simply quote AU2K

when placing your order. Offer ends 30th April 2000.
Telephone now for details: 01392 214033

E-mail: dsnelKfi'mail./.ynel.co.uk Web site: http://www.zynetxo.uk/dsnel

LANCASHIRE

PO Box 199

Preston

PR1 9SS

Authorised

m
Welcome to the new world:

«*M

ARM7500 56Mhz, RISC OS 4, 16Mb EDO RAM, 4.3Gb
H/Drive, 48x CD ROM, 4/6Mb ROM/Flash Memory
2x Serial, Game, lObaseT network, IRDA, 16Bit
Sound & Midi I/O/T, Software Bundle, 14"-19" Mon.From £586.33

ARM7500 56Mnz, RISC OS 4, 8Mb EDO RAM,
4/6Mb ROM/Flash Memory, 2x Serial, Game,
lObaseT network, IRDA, 16Bit Sound & Midi
I/O/T, available with 14"-19" Monitors (or none).

Riscstation iimm

meTwoRX
From £4*8.93

Tel: 07970 064479
Fox: 07971 434612

enquiry@co-comp.co.uk
http://www.co-comp.co.ulc

BROA4SGROVE

( <
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1st
- the only real statistical software for RISC OS machines
If you want to analyse your statistical data you need 1st:

• Excellent scientific graphics
• CSV interface lo data sources

• Extensive online manual

• Premium real-person support
Ask for a complete loan copy on a three-month trial.

Get 1st, IstJr or IstL for just £149, £79 or £49

Serious Statistical Software
19 Station Road, Blackwcll, Bromsgrove B60 1QB
Tel: 0121 445 6887 E-mail: sss@argoncl.co.uk
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Official Dealers
West London

Simnett Technology
•Mir* Ham Wharf

the Ham
Brentford

Middlesex TW8 8EX
Tel: 0181 568 5393
E-mail:sales@simnett.co.uk

South East London
APDL
39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham
London SE26 5RN
Tel: 0181 778 2659

E-mail: info@apdl.co.uk

The Data Store
6 Chadderton Road

Bromley, Kent BR29QN
Tel: 0181 460 8991
E-mail: sales@datstore.
demon.co.uk

South East England
CJE Micro's
78 Brighton Road
Worthing
West Sussex BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

E-mail: sales@cje.co.uk

Cyberos UK Ltd.
32-34 High Street
Rottingdean
Sussex BN2 7HR

Tel: 01273 305674
E-mail: sales@cyberos.co.uk

Herts
Cannon Computing
Whitegate
Dunmow Road

Hatfield Heath

Bishops Stortford
Herts CM22 7ED
Tel: 01279 730800/900
E-mail: sales@cannonco.
demon.co.uk

Reflex Electronic Service Ltd
Unit 17

Gunnels Wood Park

HertsSGI 2BH

Tel: 01438 311299

E-mail: ksaye@reflexel.
demon.co.uk

Midlands
Microbits
221 Longford Road
Coventry CV6 6BG
Tel: 01203 644608

SHROPSHIRE
KDM Apps
Fourth Avenue
Ketley Bank
Telford
Shropshire TF2 OAS
Tel: 01952 616683
E-mail:kdm@argonet.co.uk

Yorkshire
Davyn Computers
The Workshop off PrincesSt
Sandal, Wakefield WFI 5NY
Tel: 01924 254800

E-mail: sales@davyti.
demon.co.uk

E.t.c.
58 - 60 Hexthorpe Rd
Hexthorpe
Doncaster

South Yorkshire DN4 ODB
Tel: 01302 342818

E-mail: etc@cwcom.net

East England
PHRComputers
55 Walcot Walk
Nether-ton

Peterbrough PE3 9QF
Tel: 01733 754814

Levens Software
Kable House

Amber Drive
Langley Mill
Nottingham N916 4BE
Tel: 0500 121 242

E-mail: sales@levens.co.uk

County Durham
Footprints
130aNewgate Street
Bishop Auckland
County Durham DLI4 7EH
Tel: 01388 600035

E-mail: footpri@nascr.net

South West England
ExplanComputers Ltd
PO Box 32
Tavistock

Devon PL 19 8YU

Tel: 01822 613868
E-mail: info@explan.
demon.co.uk

IFEL

21 Glenfield Road
Glenmount
Plymouth PL67LL
Tel: 01752 777106

E-mail: sales.ifel@argonet.
co.uk

IT Equipment Repairs
12a Knighton Lane
Broadmayne
Dorchester
Dorset DT2 8EZ
Tel: 01305 852156
E-mail: colinhawker@clara.
co.uk

Spacetech Ltd
I The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park
Portland
Dorset DT5 2NQ
Tel: 01305 822753
E-mail: sales@spacetech.co.uk

Scotland
Liquid Silicon
2 Forth Avenue
Kirkcaldy
Fife KY2 5PN
Tel: 01592 592265
E-mail: liquid@cableinet.co.uk

Wardlaw Surveys
Wardlaw House

Kirkhill
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel: 01463 831214
E-mail: sales@wardlaw.
demon, co.uk

North West England
Cumbria Software Systems
Unit 3A

Townfoot Indus. Est.
Brampton
Cumbria CA8 ISW

Tel: 01697 73779
E-mail: sales@cumsoft.
demon.co.uk

Manchester
Desktop Projects
Unit 2a

Heapriding Business Park
Ford St.
Stockport
SK3 OBT
Tel: 0161 474 0778
E-mail: sales@desktopp.
demon.co.uk

CTA Direct

168 Elliott Street
Tyldesley
Manchester
M29 8DS

Tel: 01942 797777

E-mail: sales@cta.u-net.com

East England
1st Impressions
High Fen
Gosberton Clough
Lincolnshire
PEII4JU
Tel: 01775 750535

E-mail: dave@lst-impressions
.com.uk

Lancashire
Co-Comp
403 Leyland Rd.
Penwortham, Preston
Lancashire
PR I 9SS
Tel: 07970 064479

E-mail: enquiry@co-comp.
co.uk

WALES
Uniqueway
3 Clarendon Road

Cyncoed, CardiffCF37JD
Tel: 01222 464020

E-mail: sales@uniqueway.
co.uk

Italy
Axes Computer Solutions
Sncdi Scaini Pierpaolo & C.
Via CGolgi, 7
25064 Gussago(BS)
ITALY

Tel:+39 030 3739001

E-mail:axes@axes.it

Belgium
ACC Computers
Herentalsebaan 212

B2I00

Deurne

Belgium
Tel: +32 323/366.50.80

Starlight Corp.
Amerikalei 84 BIO

B-2000 Antwerpen
Belgium
Tel: +32 3 238 5245

E-mail: manu_T@writeme.
com

Germany
Orcom System Haus
Leipziger Str. 70
06766 Wolfen

Germany
Tel: +49 3494 6950

E-mail: orcomshw@
professional-internet.de

Uffenkamp Computer
Systeme
Gartenstr 3

D-32130 Enger - Dreyen
Germany
Tel: +49 5224 978075

E-mail: laiu@ucs.de

Holland
Datawave Nederland

Christinalaan 31

SOEST

3761 BR

Netherlands

Tel:+31 35 6013016

E-mail: info@datawave.
demon.nl

Desk

Sierbloem 3

3068 AP Rotterdam

Netherlands

Tel:+31 010 2860541

E-mail: info@deskvof.nl

X-Ample Technology
PO Box 77

5340 AB Oss
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E-mail: xat@horizon.nl

Contact us
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Mike Cook takes control

with the One Wire bus

itched on
Last month we saw how we

could use the Dallas One Wire

bus or microLAN to take a

temperature with a One Wire
thermometer. This month let's see

how we can can take control with a

digital input/output chip.
The DS2405 is called an

addressable switch but not only can
this device be made to act as an

output it can also be coaxed into
behaving as an input. If you have
had a look at the data sheet for this

device on the last cover CD, you
might be forgiven if you gave up, it
does seem a rather complex
procedure for such a simple function.
But never fear, I will guide you
through its complexities.

The thing that makes it complex is
that there is no command that will

let you open or close a switch, only
one that will toggle the switch, that
is invert the open/closed state.
Therefore it is essential to read the

current value of the switch. This is

done by using a "search" or "active
search" command and those need to

be done by using search trees as

DS2405

Ground

Data Data PIO

described in the second part of this
series in February issue. However, as
we have already done it, it is not too
difficult to modify what we have.

Like many other One Wire devices
this is a simple three-input device
with ground, data and output pins.
This output pin is referred to as a
PIO pin in the data sheet because it
can also be used as a programmable
input/output.

Look at Figure I, this shows the
internal structure of the device. At

the heart of this is an FET or Field

Effect Transistor. This acts like a

switch, if the control signal is high, a
logic one, the FET turns on and looks
just like a 100Ror so resistor. If
however the control signal is off,
then this FET acts like a very high
resistor of over 10M and so is

effectively a open circuit.
As this is behaving like a switch it

doesn't actually output any voltage
or logic levels only it's impedance
changes. Now also on the PIO line is
a sensor, this can be used to feed
back the logic state of the PIO line,
note here that if this line isn't

connected to anything
it will always report
back a logic zero.

To see anything
happen we need to
connect it to a voltage
through a load. As the
interface we looked at

in the first part
(January issue) uses a
floating earth any
source of voltage to be
switched must be

floating with respect to
the computer. This can
be achieved by using
batteries or floating
power supplies like the
battery eliminator.
However, for test

PIO

Sense

1 Wire Control

Control

ir ™

Ground

Figure I:The equivalent circuit ofa DS2405

purposes, and some applications, we
can use the data line itself as a source

of power.
Figure II shows the sort of

arrangement we can use. What we
are doing here is taking some of the
power from the data line and using it
to charge a capacitor. When the data
line goes down to zero the diode
prevents the capacitor from draining
out through the data line which
gives enough power to supply the
LED.

This can be turned on in two

ways: by the switch in the DS2405
being turned on, or the external
sensor switch. The addressable

switch itself is limited to draining
about 4mA, and note that the
maximum voltage the PIO pin can be
connected to is 6V.

So let's look at the software we
need to drive this device. Basically
the DS2405 responds to four of the
One Wire bus commands: Reset,
Search ROM, Match ROM and a new
one "Active-only Search ROM".
Therefore, in any system that uses
this type of device we need to issue
reset and search ROM commands to
find out the serial numbers of the

devices we have attached to our

microLAN.

This proceeds as before by
moving through a search tree to find
all the devices connected to the bus.
However, after an addressable switch
is found further reading of the bus
results in the reading of the logic
state of the PIO pin, remember this
will always be a zero if nothing is
connected to pull it up. Issuing a
match ROM command followed by
the switch's serial number will result

in the switch toggling.
That is, if it was closed it will

open, if open it will be closed. All
well and good but the last command
is the one that is difficult to follow,

BD1
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Diode

DS2405

Ground

2K2

V-
PIO

Low current

LED

0.2 2 uF

7
Switch /Sensor Switch

In this array is an extra element,
number eight, that is used to store
the state of the switch. Two bits are

used, bit 0 stores the state of the PIO
pin and bit 1 the inverse state of the
control output. This results in both
bits being set if the switch is open
and both being clear if the switch is
closed. So the switch reads 0 for

closed and 3 for open, remember if
you are using the test circuit in
Figure II the LED will be on if the
switch is closed and off if it is open.

So what's the point of this then?
Well it's all to do with when the

addressable switch is being used as
an input. Suppose you wanted to
read the state of the sensor switch in

Figure II, if a Search ROM reveals the
state of the PIO pin as zero you
wouldn't know if that was because

the sensor switch was closed or that

the addressable switch was closed.

Now, with knowing the state of
the control signal and the PIO pin
you can tell what is happening. You
get a reading of 3 if the sensor switch
and the addressable

switch is open and
a reading of 1 if the
sensor switch is

closed and the

addressable switch

is open. In other
words reading a
value of 1 means

you have set things
up to be an input
and something
external is holding
it down, therefore
you are reading a
logic zero on the

Data

47K

('.round

rise

addressable switches input.
The program Test5 will allow you

to open and close each switch on the
bus. In addition, as the command to
change the state of the addressable
switch only toggles the state, if you
want to close an already closed
switch, the program looks at the
stored state of the switch before

deciding whether to toggle it's
output.

Armed with these procedures you
can turn any switch on or off and
also read back the state of any
switches you are using as inputs. As
I said at the start it's not the simplest
of procedures to write but, once
written, it is fairly straightforward to
control.

Now you have this, you could
couple it to last month's project and
make a temperature sensing system
that did something about the results
it found, like turning a heater on and
off. Of course the addressable switch

itself couldn't turn on a heater or

open a radiator valve but it could
drive a solid state relay that would
switch the mains supply.

As these relays need a voltage
input you could supply a passive
pull-up supply as in the test circuit.
However, looking through the
catalogue some of these relays need
in the order of 15mA to drive them,
in which case you would need a
small buffer circuit as shown in

Figure III. Note here that when the
One Wire switch is open the mains
circuit is on.

So far we have concentrated on the
One Wire interface that uses a true

RS232 serial output, this precludes
earlier computers that only had a +/-
5 volt serial output. Next month in
the last of this series we will see how

we can use those computers and also
eliminate the floating earth that has
meant using isolated external ^^^^
supplies. • =!*!•»

5V

K
Solid State

Relay

MG352

Mains

L

Mains X

Figure II:DS2405 test circuit

"Active-only Search". This is very
similar to the Search ROM command

except it is only devices that have
their switches closed, control at a
logic one, that will take part. That is,
if a device has its switch open it
drops out of the search automatically,
furthermore this means that any
device found will always read back a
one. The confusion here is over

terms, if the switch is on it's control
line is high or one, but the switch
itself looks like a logic zero, that is it
is connected to earth.

So the way to treat this command
is to reverse the logic. This is best
understood if you look at the test
software I have written called Test5.
Here I have kept the original search
procedures but added another one
called "aSearch". This additional

procedure doesn't gather all the
serial numbers it finds but gets them
one at a time, reads the line to see
what it is outputting and records the
result.

Due to the nature of the "active

search" you can sometimes get
halfway through a search and find
that all devices have dropped out
and nothing is connected, when this
is occurs there is no direct action you
can take. Therefore, the procedure
sets the open/closed flag to open
before beginning the search and
records each switch it finds as closed.

The bus is searched as before, and
all the serial numbers stored in an

array. Then the array is searched to
find any addressable switches, that is
those with array element zero equal
to five and stores them in an array
especially for addressable switches. Figure 111: Driving a mains relay
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China CD-Roms
Double CD action for charity

k

Massive Web & FTP

sites on CD for you:
• Hensa

• Cybervillage
• Argonet
• The ARM Club

• Demon

• Stuttgart
• Acorn

• AcornUsers.org
• Barnet FTP

• Ancient Greeks

• And a whole

lot more

Lice:
&Z
-•*.*

Supplier: By cheque or PO (payable to
RISC OS Charity Projects), direct to
Paul F. Johnson, 77 Station Road,
Haydock, St Helens WA11 OJL

By credit/debit card from:
CTA (01942 797777)
CJE (01903 523222)

APDL (0181 778 2659)
Archive (01603 441777)

Riscstation Australia (+61 3 9458 3599)

On behalf of Mencap
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Free ads
33MB SA Rise PC, 3.2GB
HD, ANT internet suite,

40xCD ROM, RISC OS4
upgrade, Bundled
software, Epson 400
colour printer plustex
3831 scanner £600.00 the

lot. Phone 01706 812516,
or e-mail loujrz®
ukgateway.net

Must sell, need the

space, Archimedes
A4000, monitor and

desktop printer £200
ono. 01294 822303

(Ayreshire)

For sale Rise PC 600 +

Sibelius 7, JP 370 printer
and many other
bits'n'bobs £500ono

please call 01823 352868,
e-mail martinwills®

tinyworld.co.uk

VideoDesk SVHS/VHS
nonlinear editing
system. SARPC 3.7, 6Gb
HD, 64Mb RAM, 2Mb

VRAM, SCSI card, 2
external SCSI HD's 18 &

9Gb, 14" monitor £1800
OVNO. May split.
VideoDesk only package
£695.00.

• Rise PC SA, OS3.7,
50Mb RAM, 5GB HD,
586 PC card, Pc Pro,
AlSystems SCSI3 card,
Studio 24 pro, Impression
Style, Irlam Video Desk
(will sell separately)
£1250

herbs@argonet.co.uk
0181 551 9016 London

• A3000s for sale: All have

RISC OS 3,4Mb RAM,
SCSI Cards (or Nexus if
required), monitors,
manuals & discs. All vgc,
£80 each. If interested,
please call Mike on 01953
681 684 (Suffolk).

• StrongARM Rise PC,
48Mb RAM, 2Mb RAM,
CD-Drive, 486 PC Card,
AKF60 monitor,
speakers, Epson LQ400
printer, software,
manuals, Acorn User and
Rise User magazines
£525. Tel: Michael

Harrogate 01423871578.

• Wanted: Acorn User

Mags dated 1980-1988
specifically for BBC B
and Master program
ming listings. E-mail:
fixit@i.am

A5000 and monitor,
scanner, vision digitiser,
A3000 and monitor, BBC
Master and Cub monitor,

stand, 5" and 3" disc

drives, loads of discs,
synthesiser, amp,
speakers, keyboard,
hybrid chip, Roms in
cartridge, Inter word
sheet base and

spellchecker, printer,
loads of books and

manuals. Any offers?
hazel@hazelnut.freeserve

.co.uk

HARDWARE: Acorn

Rise PC single slice,
1.2GB HD, 24MB RAM,
1MB VRAM, ESP
MidiMax II, Acorn

A3010 80MB HD, 4MB

RAM, Vision24.
SOFTWARE: Acorn

C/C++, Impression Style
+ RTF, PipeDream 4,
MidiWorks, EFF fonts,
ArcFax, SparkFS, Easy
Clip, Easy Font.
MANUALS: As above,
plus PRM l-5a. Original
packaging. £800 all in.
Tel. Dave 01260 274887.

(Cheshire)

• Irlam's Videodesk non

linear SVHS/VHS

editing system complete
with 2 slice StrongARM
Rise PC 3.7 with 6.4GB

internal hard drive -

64Mb RAM - 2Mb

VRAM-scsi2card + 2

scsi external hard drives

18GB & 9GB. with 14"

monitor £1800; with 17"

monitor £2000. May sell
Videodesk package only
£695.00.

• For sale: 1Mb A3000s,
£20 each; 2Mb A3000s,
£25 each; 2Mb A310s,

£30 each; 2Mb A3020s,
£35 each; 4Mb A3020,

£50. All fitted with RISC

OS 3.1.10base2 Ethernet

NICs for A3020/4000,

£25 each; A30x0

keyboards, A3000 PSUs,
£10 each; Econet

modules, A310/400/
500/3000 disk drives,

A400/1 1Mb RAM, £5

each. Postage extra on
everything. E-mail
ajl@freeuk.com or phone
(01603) 465124 after 6pm
please.
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Sound systems
My main backup storage

device has been the 100Mb

Zip disc on the parallel port
of my Rise PC and although

the Zip drive itself was relatively
cheap additional Zip discs seem quite
expensive so I always compressed
files using ISparkfs to get maximum
data onto each disc. I have

experienced that after some time
some these Archive files have failed

with a "Bad Header" error making it
tin-recoverable so looking for a better
long term storage medium I have
chose a CD ReWriter.

The initial outlay of £380 from
Castle Technology for the Yamaha
CRW 44162 Rewritable CD drive, the
Storm DMA32 SCSI 2 Interface card

and CDBuni seemed high but the cost
of writable CDs is very cheap: a pack
of 50 CDs for £50 (with no jewel
cases) from John Lewis equates to
6.5Mbof storage for lp or 5 CDs with
cases for £6.50 equates to 5Mb for lp
all of which is excellent value.

Using my Irlam 24il6 audio/video
digitiser to create large ARMovie
Replay files from videos no longer
creates a storage problem as once
written to CD they can be replayed
directly although only the drive on
the SCSI bus seems fast enough to
handle the data as the IDE 40X CD

tends to loose it after a couple of
seconds of playing video and audio.

Digitising audio led me to my next

Countdown (again?)
In our school we were very fond
of using a small utility called
Counter. This could be set to show

the time remaining to, or the time
elapsed from, an important event.
It could be set to show, for
example, the number of minutes
since the sinking of the Titanic, or
seconds remaining to the next
OFSTED inspection.

Unfortunately, since the
Millennium, this utility doesn't
calculate the time correctly. Does
anyone know of a patch that can
fix it?

Malcolm Brooke

Germany

step of trying to create my own
Audio CD from some of my old vinyl
12inch singles. I took the audio
output from the Hi-Fi through the
cassette recorder which I used to set

the levels and out through its
variable level headphone socket to
the inputs of the Irlam card which
digitised the sound to harddisc in
ARMovie format. I have the problem
that after each recording the
ReplayDlY program which services
the digitiser crashes but leaves the
recording intact as a datafile so I just
rename it and set its type to
ARMovie.

The CD standard for audio is

44.1Khz, 16-bit stereo signed linear,
little endian and I use SoundCon

version 1.61 to convert from

ARMovie to the CD standard. It does

appears that when you select 'little
endian' from the menu it actually
chooses 'big endian' so you have to
select 'bit endian' to get 'little endian'

From there I write all the digitised
and converted tracks to CD using
CDBurn and I now have a CD of

some vinyl 12' singles all thanks to
my Acorn StrongARM RisePC .

Having played the CD on the Hi-
Fi I do notice that the top end of the
music does not seem to 'sparkle' as
much as the original vinyl tracks do
but I'm going to look into that.

PeterHopkins
Peterborough

RISC OS 4
compatibility
I must reply to Mr Hardwick in the
Jan 2000 issue over my compatibility
reports: Firstly,and most importantly
- check the version number. Some of
the versions which I have tested

won't work on a SA machine, but will
on an ARM710 with RISC OS 4.1

included the version numbers as a

large number of users (esp. in
schools) may not have of upgraded to
SA happy versions, and may
therefore just be using a Rise PC with
ARM610 or 710 inside.

Secondly, the responses from
RISCOS Ltd should be read. When I

initially started doing this back in

Urban myth
Contrary to what was stated in
the MP3 article last month, under
British law making even one copy
of a copyrighted recording for
your own personal use is illegal.
Other countries like Holland

allow you to do this but here it is
not permitted. It's one of those
urban myths.

The chances of being caught
and prosecuted are small, just like
exceeding the speed limit or
dropping litter, but that by no
means removes the illegality.

May (it was the day after the
Wakefield Show), the reports were
sent to RISCOS Ltd for their

verification. Some they agreed with,
others they didn't - for instance, the
reason why my PC card would not
work was simple, a timing mismatch
on the two SIMMs sockets, I swapped
them around and the card worked.

Thirdly, I would say that the vast
majority of all software tested ran - it-
was only the likes of the 4th
Dimension and other software which

tised strange software protection or
re-wrote parts of their code in situ to
suit the machine which would cause

a problem. Having checked all of
Clares catalogue (and back
catalogue), I can say that with the
exception of Fervour (not StrongARM
happy) and Artisan, even software
such as AlphaBase will work.

Really speaking, unless the
software was written specifically for
RISC OS 2, or an ARM3 chipset, or is
very very old (but that doesn't mean
much as AlphaBase is ancient!) or OS
3.1 only, if it worked before, it should
work now.

RISC OS 4 is amazing. It has
breathed a new lease of life into my
Rise PC. Don't delay, put your hand
in your pocket and buy a copy today.

Paul (not on a commission) Johnson
St Helens

Contacting AU j
letters@acornuser.com J

http://www.acornuser.com April 2000
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c / am very
good at
editing

paper tape

It's nostalgia time. Remember the first car
that you learned to drive in? The first
album you bought? The first film you
saw underage? Do you remember your

first program? I do. I was at universityand,
this being a while ago, it was in Fortran. 1
therefore have a huge soft spot for the
language and was delighted to have the
opportunity of interviewing Kate Crennell,
who runs Fortran Friends along with her
husband David.

'We are interested in supporting Fortran/
enthuses Kate. 'We know that there are a lot

of people doing Fortran programming
out there, especially in big scientific
applications. RISCOS machines are
ideal workstations if only there was
support for Fortran, so we are doing
our bit and write applications using it'.

Kate's main interest is in

crystallography; she publishes
Crystallogroph News - a quarterly

J newsletter for fellow crystallographers
- which is done entirely using RISC OS
machines.

'Fortran Friends is the interesting
bit, but we also write mathematical

programs for schools or for people who like
to play with polyhedra. We have a very nice
Millennium calendar which is a

dodecahedron. David is interested in high-
energy physics and the maths so we are both
keen to get people to use scientific programs
on RISC OS machines.'

In their spare time Kate and David
indulge in a spot of campanology. Not only
do they bell ring in real belfries, they've
'gone virtual' with bell-ringing software on
RISC OS, which is definitely a first for me.

'Our village is raising money to mend the
bells for the Millennium,' explains Kate. 'We
are a sleepy little village and have not quite

April 2000 http://www.acornuser.com

interview

made it by the Millennium, but now I am
into collecting bell-ringing programs for
RISC OS machines as well as polyhedra and
maths.'

It comes as no surprise to find that Kate
has been programming for close to forty
years, which is getting on for as long as there
have been computers around to program.

'They were mainframes, with punched
cards and tape. I am very good at editing
paper tape. We used to have old paper tape
readers that were not very reliable, and it
was more difficult to punch out a three-inch-
wide reel and get it all right than it was to
edit the holes which were wrong. I used to
know all the codes on the paper tapes; we
have it a lot easier now with RISC OS.'

Kate and David often take a small stand

at RISC OS shows; I actually caught up with
her at the Acorn South West Show at the

Webbington Hotel, Loxton.
T think it is worth coming to shows like

this to encourage people to program. I met
somebody from four miles down the road
who did not know that we could drive

Fortran and she is going to come up. We are
looking for more people to support Fortran
and for manufacturers who will agree to let
us have their products for the RISC OS
platform. We would like to get the big
suppliers of scientific libraries which go with
Fortran to let us mount them on a RISC OS

machine which they could then sell.
Kate and David bought a BBC Micro for

their kids, for the same sort of reason fathers
buy their children train sets.

'As time went on we upgraded; we just
stuck with it. I think it is better than Unix

because Unix is a command line-based

system whereas RISC OS has the desktop
which is a very nice environment to work
with and is much quicker than the rival Bill
Gates' products. Linux is based on Unix and
I do not get on with Unix because they seem
to think it matters whether you type in
upper or lower case. I am used to Vax VMS
on big mainframes, which doesn't care
whether you have upper or lower case, just
as RISC OS doesn't.

'For the future... well, we have to get
cooperation from someone to get a Fortran
90 compiler. We are wondering about
OpenGL, a high-level graphics language
invented by Sun. We might put OpenGL on
RISC OS as well as any more scientific
applications which people are interested in
and want our help to maintain, so long as
we can get a little bit of money to fund
coming to events like this. Incidentally, I
must take the opportunity to thank the
organisers of this show who kindly allowed
us space to demonstrate the glories of
Fortran.'

Jill Regan
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OHP Version 2
Now available

New Photo Library CD-ROM
from David CowellPHOTODESK 3 is the package which

defines studio quality image editing and artwork on
RISC OS machines. It is easy to use but has many powerful features, including LAYERS and
a sophisticated colour management system (CMS)for the full-time graphics professional. £299.50

PHOTODESK2 is stillavailable, retaining the CMS butnot layers. £199.00

| PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK3 retains most of its creative
features apart from the Colour Management System, Layers and some features essential to the
professional user. £134.75 Plug-in Effects Packs are available for all Photodesk packages.
Each pack contains 10 special effects. £19.95

Spacetech tutorial CD ROMs:
"An Introduction to Digital Art" featuring bitmap and vector graphics
tutorials by the well-known artist, David Cowell. This is a fascinating
introduction tostudio quality graphics work onCDROM for£24.95
A NEW CD from David is now available: "Creative Digital Imaging" This
contains a resource of" images and covers the following topics in greater
detail: Digital painting, Painting with Texture, Digital Photography,
Photo illustration, Montage, Portraits, Words and Text, Creative
masking, Hints and Tips. £24.95

Digisnaps: A library ofover 100 high quality digital photographs from David Cowell. £12.95 ...^T:"V

TopModel2 V.2.14 is now available for£152.75. Existing users may upgrade for£29.95
or buy the NEW CD-ROM packed with resources, the new plug-in Top3DFonts! anda free 2.14 upgrade for only £58.63.
TopModel 2 is the definitive 3D modelling package for RISC OS.

^jtaital
"1 cameras

by Spacetech I

1—i F^ A presentation package on CD-ROM from Spacetech
• ' B Makes your slide shows quick and easy to create!
• Start building yourpresentation 5 minutes before the lesson? - No Problem £<«j"."3
• Use your existing work in a presentation? - No Problem, just drag 'n drop il in! (Upgrade from
OHP2 now availableon CD-ROM. Many new features including Sound and Export. OHP v.l.xx £12.95)

Photolink is a RiscOS multi-driver for the most popular makes of digital camera.
It is bundled free* with the following cameras:

C830L 1280x960 resolution, TFT screen, macro, 2x digital tele/wide mode nowonly£349.99
C-920ZOOM 1280x960 3x optical zoom. Replacement for 900Zwas£549.99 now only£449.99
C-2000ZOOM 1600x1200 This camera has everything including optical zoom, manual override
for auto settings, remote control, 4.5cm TFT screen. Ourprice now£150 off! was £749.99 now £599.99
C-21 1600x1200 Miniature new megapixel baby.Digital Tele/wide, TFT. £549.99
C-2500L 1712x1368 NEW 2.5 megapixel SLR £1199.99
*PhotoLink is available free with cameras purchased from Spacetech or on its own, if you
have purchased your camera elsewhere, at £69.00. RiscOS 3.5 and above only.

PhotoReal is the Acorn driver extension for the Canon BJC4300, BJC4650, BJC7000, BJC 7100
BJC2000, Epson Photo, and PhotoEX printers with photo-realistic capability. PhotoReal makes use of
the same advanced techniques for producing high-quality four colour separations as Photodesk and
comes ready calibrated for the special dye-based inks used for photo-realistic printing. A calibration
application is also supplied to allow you to tailor the results to your own specification.

Driver only £69.00 Inc.VAT. or FREE if purchased with printer!

Examples: Canon BJC2000 £149.95 BJC4650 A3 £299.99
B.IC7000 £245.00 BJC7100 £299.00

Epson PhotoEXA3 was £454.73 NOW £363.07
(all prices include PhotoReal Driver)

.aging technology

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ, UK
Telephone: +44 (0)1305 822753 Fax: +44 (0)1305 860483

Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk Web: http://www.spaceteCh.co.uk

AH prices include VAT



Lightning-fast
computing

Castle's lightning-fast Acorn RiscPC233T sets

the standard for robust, trouble-free computing.

The 233MHz processor is further enhanced by

the exceptionally efficient and robust

RISC OS architecture. This puts the RiscPC233T

among the leaders for raw computing power.

• INTEL StrongARM 233MHz (revision T)

processor - ARM designed

• Modular expansion - increase the case size

quickly and easily

• 2nd processor slot - eg use with PC card

for Windows applications

• CE marked - your evidence of top

quality and safety

• 100% Acorn - the original tried and tested

Acorn design further enhanced

RiscPC233t
8MB, 2GB, RISC OS 3.7
£749 + vat

RiscPC 233T CD
16MB, 2MB VRAM, 4GB,
40xCD, RISC OS 4.0
£879 + vat

RiscPC233t Web Wizard
Internet Suite, JAVA, 34MB,
2MB VRAM, 8GB, DVD-CD,
56K modem, RISC OS 4.0
£1099 + vat

ce are trademarks of Element 14 Ltd

Order now!

Call 01728 723200

Freefax 0800 783 9638

Delivery £11 (£12.93 inc. vat) per system.

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,

Woodbridge Road. Framlingham. Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
email: acorn@castle.org.uk http://www.castle.org.uk

E&OE

CASTLE
Computers for Education
Business and Home


